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PREFACE 

The follCMing pages are designed to inform interested readers abJut 
one approach that has been tested, dem::>nstrated r and eValuated in over 50 
cities and counties across the united States since 1972 in dealing with 
drug and alcohol abusing offenders. 

While this publication will focus on what the Treabrent Alternatives 
to Street Crime (TASC) approach entails and what the benefits of such an 
approach are, it is equally important for the reader of this publication 
to be aware of what TASC is not. It is not,for example, a revolutionary 
approach using radical or exotic techniques. The TASC concept is actually 
based upon the traditional "carrot and stick" philosophy both in recruiting 
and retaining clients in treatrrent, using a carmon sense and rational method 
of operation. Implerrenting TASC often entails s.imply fonnalizing or systema
tizing infonnal or ad hoc procedures already in existence. 

TASC is also not a mll:'aculous idea whose successful iroplanentation 
will rid a ccm:nunity forever of illicit drug abuse or drug and alcohol 
related cr:i.Ire. It is, .in fact, designed primarily for the seriously .in
volved substance abuser who often has a history of criminal activity and 
presents one of the highest risk categories .in tenns of successful corrple
tion of the entire rehabilitative process. Nonetheless, evaluations of 
this approach have indicated that significant reductions in illicit drug 
use and criminal acti vi ty can be maintained for these high risk offenders 
while they participate in TASC monitored treat:Irent. And for aOOut half of all 
clients, their entry into treat:Irent through TASC will mark the first tine 
these substance abus.ing offenders will haVt~ ever been mvolved .in substance 
abuse treatment. 

Finally, TASC is not the answer to the canplex issue of reduc.ing illicit 
drug use or related cr.ime.lt is simply one important approach to be used 
.in a ccmmunity' s broader substance abuse prevention and law enforcerrent stra
tegy. 

It is, however, perhaps the rrost difficult approach in that the };:er
sonalities, prejudices, and philosophies of .individuals fran two different 
social systems, health care delivery and criminal justice, must be molded 
.into one carefully orchestrated and ccrnpreffinsive operational effort. Here
.in lies the final challenge to those who wish to iroplen:ent the TASC approach. 
The merlel has already l::::een tested and proven. The ult.imate factor to the 
successful operation of a TASC project will l::::e the quality of those who plan, 
develop, and IDrk toward the .implerrentation of. the ideas presented in this 
publication, rather than the quality of the pages that follow. 

Peter L. Regner 
Chief, Offender Services Branch 
Corrections Division 
Office of Criminal Justice Programs 
Law Enforcerrent Assistance Administration 
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INTROoucrroN 

This manual is offered as a guide and resource for use by ccmnuni
ties desiring to implement drug abuse control efforts which utilize and 
coordinate resources of both the criminal justice and health care systems 
in arriving at a canprehensive response to drug and drug-related crlroa. 
It describes Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime ('rASC) as originally 
designed by ·the Special Action Office on Drug . Abuse Prevention (SAODAP) 
and modified by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 
The major focus of the manual is upon development of a TASC project suit
able for fund.:ing thrmt,3h an L1i:AA discretionary grant. A secondary purpose 
of the manu.ti, how=ver, is to assist carrnunities in developmg TASC-like 
programs for dealing with substance abusing offenders that could be sup
ported by other funding resources if LEAA support is not sought or not 
available. 

The manual is divided into eight chapters plus six appendices. The 
first chapter provides the background and history of the TASC concept, 
describing the factors which brought it into being, its evolution since 
its inception in 1971-72, the basic functions TASC is expected to perform 
and its impacts and b=nefits as it interacts with the criminal justice 
and treabtent systems and the canrm:mi ties it serves. 

The second and third chapters describe the planning and application 
processes a potential TASC carrnunity should go through in developing a 
project and preparing a grant application. .Chapter two suggests how a 
camrunity may define its drug abuse problem in terms of costs to the 
carmunity and relationships betw9en existing systems working with drug 
abuse clients, identify key canmunity resources which should be involved 
in the development and implementation of a TASC project, and organize 
these resources into a TASC developrrent group. It then discusses how the 
identifted problems and resources may b= assessed to articulate specific 
needs. Chapter three goes through t..l-te step by step developnent of a 
TASC response. It discusses rrethods of pl."Oviding essential TASC functions, 
establishing criteria for eligibility and participation, and variations 
in project staffing patterns. 

Chapter four discusses the implementation and cperation of a TASC 
project. Such items as the establishment and maintenance of ccmnunica
tionswith key agencies and the utility of an advisory board; the hiring 
and C1.eployrrent of staff; procurement of space, utilities, equip:nent and 
supplies; staff training; formalization of o:rerating procedures; and 
public information activities. 

Chapter five focuses on the managem:nt and evaluation of a TASC pro
ject; Alternative ITlallagement structures and decision-making processes 
are described, as are the developrrent of infonnation systems necessary 
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to provide managerrent with the infonnation it needs to effectively admin
ister the program and meet the reporting and infonna.tion needs of Federal, 
State and local agencies. Project evaluation is stressed, including al
ternatives available for selecting an evaluator, developing an evaluation 
design, irnplerrenting the evaluation, and using the information developed 
to initiate indicated program modifications. 

The sixth chapter considers alternative rrethods of institutionalizing 
the functions of TASC when the availability of Federal money ceases. Ex
amples and strategies are described which may l:e adapted by a ccmnunity 
to meet the particular needs and environment of a specific TASC project. 

The seventh chapter discusses optional inclusions wi thin the TASC 
framework. 'l1fUs chapter deals with inclusion of alcoholics and alcohol 
abusers as well as illicit drug users, special requirem::!nts of treatment, 
and LEAA guidelines which apply to alcohol abusers in TASC. It will also 
discuss the use of ancillary community resources to enrich the TASC effort 
and provide TASC clients with job training, job develop:rent, and other 
social and emotional skills necessary to effective rehabilitation. 

Chapter eight details the application process for obtaining LEAA 
financial support for a TASC project. The form~t of the grant applica
tion, sul::rnission requirements, and review process are explained. Also 
discussed are grant adjust:nent processes and LEAA reporting requirerrents. 

Finally, a series of appendices is included. Checld.ists useful in ~ 
planning and developing a TASC project, sul::mitting a grant application~ 
and irnplerrenting the project are provided, along with a sample applica
tion. A guide to confide=mtiality requirerrents is included, along with 
sample forms useful in operating a peoject and reporting to Sta~ and 
Federal agencies. Other appendices contain a sample solicitation for 
evaluation proposals and sample job descriptions for TASC staff. 

We hope this manual is useful 'to the reader and invite C<l.l'1IteIlts 
which \IDuld allow additional materials to be developed or provided to 
individuals and organizations interested in this subject matter. The 
publication of this manual is part of a program of technical assistance 
currently being offered by LEAA to J?Ot:ential and existing TASC projects, 
and read.ers are invited to make specific requests for additional technical 
assistance of their local LEAA representative. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE TASC CONCEPT 

SUBCHAPTER A. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF TASC 

Drug dependence has been a problem of increasing severity in the 
United States, especially during the Irost recent decade. Depending 
upon the particular use patterns chosen by an individual and the acti
vi ty which brought this use to public attention, drug dependence has 
been variously considered socially acceptable, a physical or mental 
illness, or criminal behavior at different times in history. Society's 
response has been in accord with the perception: either nothing was 
done, the individual received treatment to "cure" the addiction or dis
ease, or the individual was processed through the crlininal justice sys
tem and punished for the undesired behavi.or. 

During the 1960' s and early 1970' s, treatment approaches to the 
grCMing problern evolved erratically. Use of the traditional psychia
tric or Iredical rrodel was coupled in some instances with court-enforced 
civil carrmi tment of addicts. At the sane tiIre two oUtgrcW-W1S of )me 
counter-cultural Irovernent influenced the treatment of drug problerrS. 
Self-help carrmunities of ex-addicts developed methods of cOnfrontation 
a11.d support to help each other overcome addiction, and free clinics 

.., provided early intervention and emergency care to individuals who were 
experiencing problems from drug use and could not or Vv"Ould not seek 
help through regular rredical channels. The late '60' s also saw devel
Op.t1El1t of chem:::>therapy, principally the use of the synthetic opiate 
methadone to maintain or detoxify heroin addicts. None of these were 
perceived as being entirely successful in achieving the "cures" desired 
by society, although they were viewed as performing vital and necessary 
functions. 

The criminal justice system, on the other hand, was no nore suc
cessful in dealing with the problems of drug abuse and was becoming an 
increasingly costly method of dealing with the problem. There were in
dications that increasing arrounts of property crirres were attributable 
to drug abusing offenders. Drug users of all types, frcrn individuals 
addicted to narcotics through occasional marijuana users, were appre
hended, tried, sentenced to prison, jail, or probation, and eventually 
returned to the carrmunity, often to resume the drug using l:€havior 
which had resulted in their involvem:mt with the criminal justice sys
tem~ The sheer volmre of drug users being processed through the system 
was creating additional burdens on law enforcement officers, judges, 
prosecutors, and personnel and facilities throughout the system. In 
addi.tion, penal institutions were exposing individuals with relatively 
slight criminal invol venent to hardened crlininals, beccrning f in the 
eyes of many policy-makers, "colleges for crime." 
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Personnel in the two systern..s developed PE'ISpecti ves consonant 
with the roles of their institutions in working with the drug abuser. 
Workers in the treatment sys'tP...m tended to view the drug dependent in
dividual as a social casualty who must be helped toward rehabilitation 
through the development of personal behavior patterns which would al ~ 
lOW' needs to be met within socially acceptable lifestyles. Interven
tions were concerned with :ilnproving a drug dependent individual's self 
image and destroying negative labels such as those occasioned by crim
inal punishrre:nt and the stigma of involverrent in the cr:i.roinal justice 
system. Many treatment ~rkers were suspicious of criminal justice 
personnel and feared that any cooperation with that system would be 
viewed with alarm by their clients. 

Stereotypical members of the criminal justice system, on the other 
hand, viewed the drug abuser as a criminal whose drug usage represented 
a direct disregard or even flaunting of legal mandates laid down by so
ciety. The invel vement of many addicts i11 other crimes, stealing large 
amounts of property to support their drug using behavior, reinforced 
this view. Any deviation from traditional correctional rrethods of deal
ing with these criminals was considered coddling, and the proponents of 
any treatment alternatives were looked upon with suspicion. 

By the surrtrer of 1971, as the escalating use of drugs drew increas
ing national attention, the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Pre
vE'.ntion (SAbDAP) T,'VaS created by Executive Order, and later fo~lized 
when the Congress unanimously adopted Public Law 92-255 the following 
spring. One of the concerns of the public and the governtrent was the 
interrelationship betWeen drug dependence and property crime, which was 
apparent to nnst observers regardless of their view of drug abuse it
self as illness or crime. Therefore, SAODAP was given authority over 
criminal justice as well as treatment policies and charged with ooordi
nating all drug abuse treatment and prevention acti vi ties. 

In focusing on the crime-drug abuse relationships, SAODAP was con
cerned with the addiction-arrest-release-readdiction-rearrest cycle 
typical of rrost opiate abusers. It also found that an insufficient 
number of treatment openings, cc:atg?Ounded by unCertainty am:>ng criminal 
justice officials about treatment modalities and programs, made treat
m:mt referrals difficult when that was perceived as an appropriate dis
position. Saretimes inadequate treatrrent and frequently poor accounta
bility by treatJ:rent programs exacerbated the problem. Jt was in these 
circumstances that SAODAP conceiVed, in the autumn of 1971, the Treat
m:mt Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) Program to break the addiction
arrest cycle, decrease tensions in jails resulting from individuals suf
feri.l1g withdrawal syndrane, reduce recidivism resulting fran opiate ad
diction, and assist addicts in becoming self-sufficient and law-abiding 
citizens •. Developrent of the concept continued within SAODAP, and in 
the spring of 197~, although SAODAP retained policy control, the Law 
Enforcerrent 1\ssistal1ce Administration (LEAA) was designated as the :im
plementing agency to reinforce the criminal justice nature of the pro
gram. The initial pilot project becam::! operational in August, 1972 t 
in Wilmington, Delaware. 
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The original TASC IrOdel was designed for a narrCM1y-defined tar
get group; opiate addicts charged with criminal offenses. The approach 
was to identify all addicts arrested and booked into the city deten
tion facility by means of screening interviews and mass urine screens, 
arrange for pretrial diversion of those meeting eligibility criteria, 
provide diagnosis and referral to appropriate treatm:mt, and Ironi tqr 
the client's progress in treatment according to pre-deterroined obj~o
tive criteria. The TASC project also provided finahcia1 support for 
treatment programs to supplerrent existing capacities. 

After the first three projects, funded by LEAA, beccu.n: operational 
in late 1972, eight rrore projects were funded by the National Institute 
of Mental Health (NIMH) in J\me, 1973. Shortly thereafter, SAODAP, 
LE'AA, and NIMH agreed that LEAA would assurre responsibility for noni tor
ing and funding all future TASC projects, but NIMH would Ironitor and 
fund the treatIrent components. The NIMH responsibilities have subse
quently been assurred by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) 
along with other NIMH drug abuse activities. 

In the rronths that followed, the evolution of TASC followed chang
ing perception of needs. Early TASC projects found that many arrestees 
identified as in need of treat111ent services had to be rejected because 
extensive criminal and addiction histories made them unlikely candidates 
for diversion. Pretrial intake was therefore broadened to include both 
pretrial diversion and pretrial intervention. Post-trial entry was per
mitted for the first time in September, 1973. Two Ironths later, client 
eligibility was expanded to include polydrug abusers, because of a con
cern expressed by several local judges that the program needlessly dis
criminated against persons dependent upon drugs of abuse other than opi
ates. During the same period some operational methods were changed also. 
To reduce client loss before placement in'treatment, projects were re
quired to escort clients fran court to intake and fran intake to treat
ment. When studies showed screeners' interviews and observations to be 
generally as effective in identifying drug abusers as urine screening, 
the mass urine screen was reduced fran a requirement to a local option 
in June, 1974. 

In Sept:.ember, 1975, two more options were added: local projects 
could include juvenile offenders in addition to concentratjng on adults, 
and pennission was given to cooperate with outside-funded resources to 
identify and serve individuals whose primary drug of abuse was alcohol. 
The latter developrrent was further expanded in January, 1977, when guide
lines were established for the optional inclusion of alcoholics and al
cohol abusers in any TASC project. 

Today the national goals of TASC are to reduce drug related 
criIre and criminal recidivIsm among substance abusing offenders by 
providing mechanisms for referral of appropriate offenders to can
munity-based treatment programs. 
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The evolution of TASC will undoubtedly continue with sClt'e current 
policies being m:xlified and new ones adopted. However, the present 
requirem:mts, discussed in the next section, allow a wide range of 
flexibility to adapt TASC to needs of local criminal justice and treat
ment systems, and of the ca:mn.mity at large. With this flexibility, 
acceptance of the TASC concept is not dependent upon subscription to 
any extreme views of "treat all drug-abusing offenders," or "pUnish 
all drug-abusing offenders." The central principle is that serre of
fenders can be rehabilitated (or habilitated) by existing treatn'ent 
methods as a substitute for or supplement to punis1:1mmt. Defining 
which offenders and what approaches and methods can be systematically 
used to implement that concept can be left primarily to local commu
nity standards. 

SUBCHAPTER B. BASIC DESIGN 

1. Project Eligibility. 

There are three basic eligibility criteria for LEAA consideration 
for a TASC discretionary grant: a population center (city, county, 
judicial district, etc.) of at least 200,000 inhabitants; the presence 
of a significant drug-related crime problem; and the availabiU ty of 
adequate camu.mity-based treat:mant capacity. The rationale for these 
requirements is quite simple. Because there are certain mini.murn costs 
incurred by any project in providing the TASC functions, a population 
base of under 200,000 generally 'trould not provide a large enough num
ber of TASC clients to make the project cost efficient. The primary 
goals of TASC are focused upon drug-related crime, therefore it should 
be obvious that there can be no significant impact if there i!=l no sig
nificant problem. As TASC grants can no lQnger be used to expand treat
ment capacities and NIDA carmot respond to al 1• demands for treatment . 
expansion, LEAA has agreed with NIDA that it will not st:imulate local 
needs for treatrrent by initiating TASC projects where treatn'ent capa
cities are inadequate. As these requirements and the progrann1atic re
quirements that follow could be m:xlified in the future it is recamended 
that interested camu.mi ties contact the national TASC program office of 
LEAA. for any Changes. 

2. General Requirements 

Consistently through nore than five years of developuen.t and op
eration, TASC has been designed to provide treat:rrent alternatives to 
nore conventional processing through the criminal justice system. In 
meeting the needs of the criminal justice system, the treatrrent system 
and the client, a number of functions have been identified which should 
be addressed in the design of any TASC' project. These basic functions 
of TASC are: 

• to identify drug abusers entering the crllninal justice system 
with potential for effective treatment, 

• to facilitate the release for treatment of eligible offenders, 
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• to assess the treatIrent needs and characteristics of each 
eligible offender, 

• to escort eligible offenders fram court to intake center and 
fran intake center to treatment program, 

• to refer individuals to appropriate treai:::rrent programs, and 

• to monitor the progress of Tl!SC clients during the treat:ment 
process. 

'I'h=se functions will re discussed at greater length and methods sug
gested for perfonning than. in Chapter III, Subchapter B. other program 
requirements are discussed in the following pc:magraphs. 

Participation in TASC is on a voluntary basis only. TASC is not 
intended as a civil carmitment or similar canpulsory measure. It may 
be argued with sare merit that a degree of ooercion is involved if the 
alternative for the offender is ranaining in Ctlstcx:ly but the choice, 
h~ver l:imited, should be the offender's. In reality, TASC is not an 
"easy way out, U many pretrial participants would be eligible for sare 
other form of pretrial release without the obligations they undertake 
in 'rASC and the supervision that TASC provides; and the benefits they 
receive fran TASC are dependent upon individual performance. 

Objective eligibilitx criteria must be determined in advance. 
These criteria will be decided upon locally, but should be defined in 
terms understood by all concerned agencies, and should be reasonably 
expected to impact upon serious crirre C:iIld bther local needs. 

Results of screening interview and screening urinalysis (if fu"1Y) 
may not be used against the prospective client for prosecution purposes. 
This is not only a logic~ means to obtain candid responses to interview 
questions, it is also a requirement of Federal confidentiality regula
tions. It is important to good working relationships that this be agreed 
upon by all conoerned at the outset. 

Each client should be escorted fran the court or other paint of re
lease to the TASC intake center and from there to the treatm:mt center. 
The time pericd between release fran custody and ccmrencement of treat
ment often presents the greatest risk of client loss, which can be elimi
nated by providing an escort. 

Monitored and randanly scheduled urine §P6cimens must be collected 
and analyzed at least once each 'Week for all TASC clients m trea"bnent. 
Screenmg urmalysis must be distingui.shed fran weekly urine monitoring: 
the fo:r:mer is optional, the latter is mandatory. 
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A case tracking system should continually monitor the progress of 
each TABC client to ensure adherence to locally dete:rmined objective 
success/failure criteria. As with eligibility criteria, decisions en 
success/failure criteria will be made locally. Both the criteria and 
the tracking system to apply them should be designed for objectivity 
and evenhanded application. 

TASC client dropouts arrl failures must be pranptly reported to the 
criminal justice system. Provisions should be made for the reporting 
mechanism and for the pranpt apprehension and return of absconding clients. 

3.. IDeal Options. 

Many local options are irnplici t in the above requirerrent..s. Methods 
of per:fonning the basic functions are matters for local discretion, as 
are the criteria for who enters TABC, who continues in TABC, and who is 
successfully or un511a~ssfully tenninated from TASC. local options also 
extend to questions of where TASC will intervene in the criminal justice 
system and what benefits the clients wIll receive: will the project be 
exclusively pretrial or also be used as a sentencing alternative? Will 
clients be diverted (and charges dismissed) or treated while awaiting 
b:'ial? Many similar questions on project. approach can be decided locally. 

There are additional options regarding program content. Al though 
LEM oonsiders TASC as a program primarily for adult, offenders, local 
officials merY decide to include juveniles as well, where practical. 
Similarly, the inclusion of alcoholic or alcohol abusing offenders in 
TASC eligibility is a local optim, so long as equal or greater thrust 
is given to abusers of other drugs. Within l:imits, 'rASC projects can 
also provide sare job developrent services or acress vocational training 
opportunities by means of supp:)rt services staff. These optional program 
elercents will be discussed further in Chapter VII. 

SUOCHAPl'ER C. IMPtcrS AND BENEFITS 

The acceptance and supp:)rt given to developrent and implementation 
of a local TASC project will depend to a large deg:r'ee on the impacts 
and benefits which local decision-makers anticipate such a prcgram will 
have on criminal justice, treatrrent, and the camnunity as a whole. In 
developing the particular combination of program canponents necessary 
to implement and administer a project to meet specific local goals, it 
is essential to gain broad supp:)rt fran p:trticipating elements. This 
can be aided by an examination of the specific impacts and benefits to 
be expected by the criminal justice system and its constituent parts, 
the treatment system, and the general ccmnunity. 

1. criminal Justice 

A general benefit to the criminal justice system which may be ex
pected fran llnplerrentation of a TASC project is the developrrent of an 
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added alternative to traditional approaches. TASC projects are fre
quently able to reduce the man-hours of processing t:i.rre in the crirniIlal 
justice system for individual offenders by accepting SaTe of the clas
sification and supervisory responsibility normally borr.8 by criminal 
justice system officials. More difficult to aCCl.::rately rreasure is the 
reduction of future case loads to the extent that recidivisn is reduced. 
Sane of the specific impacts ar.i.i. the system canponents benefitting are: 

= Jail overcrowding is eased by expediting pretrial release of 
sorre offenders otherwise detained longer. (Sheriff, Correc
tions Department) 

• Jail rredical crises are reduced by early identification of 
arrestees who may need assistance in drug withirawal.· (Sheriff, 
Corrections Department) 

• Professional and objective client assessment and treatment refer
ral recamnendations are provided. (Court, Probation, Parole) 

• Pretrial supervision is provided for all persons released 
and entering TASC. (Sheriff, Court, Police) 

• Optian of pretrial diversion of same offenders is available, 
reducing trial caseloads. (Prosecutor, Court) 

e Periodic progress reports are made on all clients and immediate 
notice given of client non-canpliance With suc.:::ess/failure cri
teria. (Court, Prosecutor, Probation, Parole) 

• Additional option is offered in plea bargaining process. 
(Prosecutor, Defense Counsel) 

• Pretrial treat:rrent "track record" is provided for use in pre
sentence investigation, sentence recar .... aendations. (Probation, 
Prosecutor, Defense Counsel, Court) 

• Sentencing alternative to incarceration is offered. (Court) 

• Probation and parole officers are assisted with their case
loads by TASC monitoring treatment progress and reporting to 
them on a regular basis. (Probation, Parole) 

2. Treat:rrent. 

TASC benefits the treatment system generally by serving as a buffer 
or neutral link reureen treatment prcgrams and criminal justice agencies, 
reducing friction and the polarization of attitudes. More specific 
impacts are: 

• All criminal justice related activities of clients (identifica-
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tion, recruibnent, referral, court appearances) are handled by 
TASC, allowing treatment counselors to give more time to thera
peutic processes. 

• Inappropriate referrals fran criminal justice officials lm
trained in substance abuse treat:rrent are reduced. 

• Basic social history and substance abuse history (or more) are 
provided on all new referrals, reducing the treat:rrent program I S 
cwn intake processing tine. 

• Flow of clie..nts referred by TASC helps programs maintain client 
census at a higher level and :reduces census fluctuations. 

• Client retention rates are increased through criminal justice 
sanctions. 

• Client and treat:rrent program access to ancillary or support 
services are often :improved. 

• Client-:bolmselor relationship is improved by use of objective 
success/failure criteria monitored by a third party. 

• Third party monitoring improves the treabnent program's credi
bility within the crllninal justice system and the ccmnunity. 

3. ccmnuni ty. 

All of the listed impacts upon the crllninal justice and treatrr.snt 
systems are of benefit to the local government and general community. 
Additional impacts are: 

• TASC pranotes ha:r:mony betw8en crllninal justice and treat:rrent 
agencies by emphasizing camnon interests rather than differences. 

• Canmunity resources are marshalled for a more effective attack 
on drug-related crime. 

• Costs of processing and maintaining substance abusing offenders 
are reduced. 

• Costs of property crine corrmitted by treated offenders are 
reduced. 

10 
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CHAPTER II 

INITIAL PLANNING 

Once a decision is luade to explore the applicability of the TASC 
mJdel to a particular corrmuni t"y, an adequate planning process must be 
begun. As with all planning processes, the initial step is problem 
definition. Resource identification, specification of gaps and needs, 
fonro~atioh of goals, and development of an action plan follow. 

The TASC planning process is unusually canplex due to the systems 
interface nature of the program. Tne problem must be defined frcm the 
perspectives of both the treatment and criminal justice systems and 
data must be collected from elements of both systems. It is important 
to identify, collect and analyze data which reflect upon the nature of 
the drug abuse problem and its relationship to crime in the target comr 
munity. An 1.1.11derstanding of both da,ta'systems and the substantive fea
tures of the criminal justice aI)d"'treatment systems is essential in 
undertaking this process. I'!;."'is also necessa:ry to identify and involve 
key persormel and agencies ,working on the problems of drug abuse in 
both systems. Skill in ccimruni ty organization must also be employed in 
considering TASC design and implementation. 

At an early stage in the planning process leading to an applica
tion for LEAA funding of a TASC project, contact should be made with 
the State Planning Agency for Criminal Justice (SPA), the Single State 
Agency for Drug Abuse Prevention (SSA) , their sub-state regional counter
parts, and the IEAA national TASC program office. These agencies may 
provide assistance in planning and, on the criminal justice side, will 
be directly involved in the application review'process. 

Planning requires careful organization, a sound theoretical frarre 
of referenc.-e, and canpleteness in execution. Although the customs and 
specialized needs of any single carmuniv.l may be unique, the goal of 
this chapter is to outline a generic planning process which has proven 
to be valid in existing TASC ccmnuni ties. 

SUBCHAPTER A. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In too many instances a TASC planning effort is approached as a 
necessary evil required by the grant application process. Many of the 
decisions on the nature and scope of the problem and the desired pro
grarrut1atic response have already been made before planning CCXTIrerlces, 
and the process is used to justify these decisions and develop a fonnal 
grant application. On other occasions, staff and data resources are 
limited, and as grant sul::xnission deadlines approach, scientific rigor 
is sacrificed for administrative expediency. While decisions reached 
under such circtmlStances may produce quality programs, the element of 
chance is reduced by following the entire planning process with integ
rity in examining the nature of the problem and designing the best 
possible response to the problem which is feasible within the selected 
corrmunity. 
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The first step in the planning process should be to examine the 
impact of the drug abuse problem on the local criminal justice system 
in tenus of its current magnitude and costs. Data must be generated 
and subjected· to knowledgeable scrutiny. Qualitative impressions ·of 
"the problem" must be translated into quantitative estimates rceasuring 
a wide ra~ge of factors. 

In examining this impact, planners must identify and quantify the 
extent of drug abuse in the area to be served and specifically within 
the criminal justice offender population. They must also determine 
the current procedures for· processing those offenders and the costs of· 
this processing. Simply stated, the critical questions are, "How many 
and what kinds of drug abusers enter the various cc:rrponents of the 
criminal justice system?" and, "What dispositions do these offenders 
receive?" The answers to these queries reveal the nature and extent 
of the need for a TASC project and represent the first step in program 
planning. 

Some data sources for both criminal justice and treatment infonna
ation are fairly standard. Substate regional planning mechanisms for 
criminal justice and drug abuse are nearly universal and regional/ 
local pla~ners may serve as a primary source of information. 

Criminal justice data collection is usually quite canplex. 
For the nost part! the three major branches of the criminal justice 
system, Le., law enforcement, the courts, and corrections, operate 
autonanous data systems. Police collect arrest information, the courts 
count cases, and correct; ons identifies offender locations. Data col
lection efforts tend to be segmental and discontinuous, limited to a 
particular agency or stage of criminal processing. 

When such is the case, the planning task becares nore caoplicated. 
Police statistics often contain the number of specific drug offenses 
which are carrmitted, but fail to indicate the number of individuals cc:m
mitting these offenses. Even when reports indicate the number of offen
ders, there is seldom any information on the number of drug dependent 
offenders arrested for property crimes, prostitution, and a wide variety 
of other offenses frequently conmitted by such individuals. In nost 
criminal justice infonnation systems, even if such offense data are 
available, it is difficult to discern the disposition of offenses. Bare 
jurisdictions are implementing data systems to track offenders through 
the criminal justice process. Where such systems are operational, and 
some indication of the offender I s drug dependent status is entered into 
the data system, the TASC planning effort is greatly facilitated. 

Another type of information needed to effectively plan a TASC pro
ject is gained through an assessment of the cammunity treatment capacity. 
A TASC effort requires the availability of sufficient treatment slots to 
acccmnodate drug abuse offenders expected to be referred from the crimi
nal justice system. Basic treatment resource information is often avail
able from health care planning and funding agencies as well as through 
recognized treatment programs within the ccmnunity and the SSA. 
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Treatment data for federally-funded programs and some others are 
centralized in an integrated data system kriCMn as Client Oriented Data 
Acquisition Process (CODAP). CODAP data should be verified with local 
treatment agencies for accuracy and currency. 

In addition to discussing treatment availability with representa
ti ves of drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and :rrental health programs, plan
ners may investigate a wide range of "alternatives" programs including 
manpower programs, first-offender projects, and conmunity service or
ganizations. Some of these organizations may already be affiliated 
with elerents of the criminal justice system, giving a local TASC ef
fort even more flexibility. 

In the ideal system, not only are offender and treatment data 
readily available, but costjbenefit infonnation has also been developed. 
Same planning agencies attempt to rigorously analyze cost implications 
of the various systems within their area of responsibility. For in
stance, drug abuse funding agencies can readily ascertain actual treat
Irent costs of existing programs. C!:iminal justice agencies are less 
apt to have reliable cost figures available, although the costs of ar
resting, adjudicating, and supervising or incarcerating offenders are 
available in some jurisdictions. Where accessible, cost/benefi t data 
should be used. 

. One of the rrost direct methods of Ireasuring the extent and nature 
of substance abuse, as well as previous treatment experience, arrong the 
offender Population is the use of a jailor arrest survey. Sane of the 
early TASC projects conducted extensive jail population studies with 
planning funds from the High Impact CriIre Cities program. Since TASC 
progressed from its early derronstration phase, planning grants are no 
longer available but similar studies can be made at rrodest cost. 

With the pennission and cooperation of the Sheriff or other offi
cial in charge of a "lock-up" or detention facility, an arrest survey 
could be conducted during the booking process for: a period of 15 to 30 
days. All arrestees, or if the volurre is too great, a substantial ran
dom sample, can be interviewed briefly for limited derrographic infonna
tion, offense charged, criminal history, and substance abuse history. 
Frequently, volunteer interviewers can be obtained by arrangement with 
nearby universities or colleges, preferably from schools for health 
professions or social services; in other cities it may be possible ·to 
borrow staff members from treatment programs. Care must be taken to 
protect the anonymity of respondents, with the express approval of 
criminal justice officials. A sample arrest survey instrument is in
cluded in Appendix D. 

SUBCHAPTER B. IDENTIFYING AND INVOLVING KEY ACI'ORS 

Descriptive data documenting the need for a TASC project should be 
used to organize and solidify oornmunity support for development of the 
project. Broad-based support must be elicited frem the principal actors 
wi thin the treat:rrent and criminal justice systems. Furthennore, therl= 
must be support from the elected officials who ultimately must approve 
grant applications and provide the needed local share of funds. 
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TIus aspect of TASC planning requires a practical knowledge of 
conmunity organizing techniques. The TASC planner .must.be able to 
identify the key actors and enlist their support for a TASC project. 
The process of identifying these actors is not difficult. The prin
cipal persons to approach are the criminal justice, treat::rrent, and 
general governmental decision-makers of the ccmnuni ty . There must be 
sufficient consensus in Sllpport of TASC anong this group to permit 
development of a fonnal grant application. As the effectiveness of a 
TASC operation depends upon the genuine cooperation of many agencies, 
opposition by a key agenby may be fatal. 

A generalized list of these "key actors" should include the fol
lowing persons or agencies: 

1. Elected officials representing general governmental bodies 
(county camU.ssioners, mayors, city councilmen, etc.) 

2. Police chiefs 

3. Prosecutor 

4. Judges (particularly presiding or chief judges) 

5. Court administrators 

6. Public Defender 

7. Sheriff or correctional administrators 

8. Probation and parole administrators 

9. Criminal justice planning bodies (local, regional, and 
State), including appointed advisory boards 

10. Substance abuse planning bodies (local, regionc>1, and State) , 
including advisory boards 

11. Substance abuse treatment programs 

12. other health care and treatment agencies 

13. Carrrmmi ty social planning agencies 

14. Al temati ves programs, such as pretrial release, first
offender, manpower, vocation rehabilitation, etc., programs 

15. IDcal bar association 

Quite obviously, the garnering of support of sate of these agen-' 
cies is more critical than of other agencies. Perhaps the best m:thod 
of approaching the mobilization of support is first to identify the 
actors and agencies without whose support a TASC project could not 
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effectively operate. This functional approach clarifies the chief 
decision-makers whose support is needed and sets forth an action 
strategy for the TASC planner. 

On: the cr:ilninal justice side, the nost :irnpc>rtant actors are the 
prosecutor, presiding judge (s), public defender, chief probation/ . 
parole officer, and sheriff or local corrections director. Failure 
to secure endorsem:nt of these figures could be an insurrt'Oillltable 
obstacle to the developrent of a TA8C grant application. When pos
sible, support should also be secured fran the other criminal justice 
actors and agencies delineated above. 

With respec.t to the treatment sector, active support must be 
secured from an appropriate range of treatrrent resources. The support 
must be real in terms of an affinnative comnitment to accept TASC 
clients and participate in the TASC process. As nentioned earlier, 
the TASC planner should consider all available treatment resources, 
including non-traditional II alternatives" programs. Participation 
should also be. elicited fram agencies with responsibility for planning 
and funding the acti vi ties of crbninal justice and treatment· agencies. 
General governmental agencies should also be invited to have their 
representatives participate in the planning process. 

The formula for successfully inv10lving these key actors and agen
cies is simple and straightforward: Involve them as early in the plan
ning process as possible and engage their active participation in de
veloping the project design. 

The choice of nodus operandi for achieving this objective differs 
fran corrmuni ty to carrmunity. In some corrmuni ties TASC planners have 
used existing criminal justice/substance abuse task forces or similar 
bcxlies. Planners in other corrununi ties have started with local criminal 
justice and drug abuse advisory boards, while a third option has been 
to convene all of the critical actors for the exclusive purpose of dis
cussing the developrrent of a TASC proposal, follCMed by the fonnation 
of a staff-level working group to design the project. 

What is critical in any case is the identification and maintenance 
of an IIOpenll planning process between all involved agencies. One agen~ 
cy or person should emerge as the lead agency and serve as facilitator 
for the planning process. At an early point, the lead agency must poll 
the other involved actors and agencies to determine their wishes re
garding developrent of a TASC project. Thereafter, all participants 
rnu~t be given continuing input into the TASC planning through constant 
dialogue if their corrmitment is to be maintained. The lead agency 
should be prepared to commit sufficient staff time to the planning and 
application processes. 

Again, the actual methodology of achieving that collaborative, 
interactive planning goal may vary. Some TASC planners have success
fully used the large group process, frequently convening all involved 
agencies to planning rreetings during which the project design is 
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developed. other planners prefer less frequent large group :rreetings 
with nore emphasis on small working group or one-io-one meetings be
tween the lead agency and the' individual actors and agencies" Pro
ponents may also wish to consider organizing the planning effort in 
such a fashion that participants may continue to :rreet and function as 
an advisory board to the project as plans are implerrented. 

Selection of the particular planning strategy depends upon, local 
variables such as the operative political structure, dominant person
alities, and organization of the criminal justice and treatment sys
tems. The .important element to be observed, hCMever, is openness and 
flexibility within the planning process. Develor:ment of the proposal 
and project design should be conceptualized as a multi-party negotia
tion process among the various agencies. For example, the specifi
cation of criteria for eligibility and for success or failure must be 
negotiated bet.'leen criminal justice and treatment agencies who may 
well have widely divergent opinions regarding such criteria. 

The goal of this process is to organize the criminal justice, 
'treatnent, and general governmental canmunities in support of the TASC 
concept and to translate that support into developrrent of and commit
:rrent to a written project proposal. Adherence to general planning and 
ccmnuni ty organization principles, ooupled with an adequate under
st.anding of the internal dynamics of the involved systems, should 
provide the necessary means to achieve that goal. 

SUBCHAPI'ER C. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS 

Inevitably, the interactive planning process will lead to a re
examination and redefinition of the initial problem staterrent. The 
disparate interests and perspectives involved in the planning process 
will identify weaknesses and gaps in the data base. Prior to prepa
ration of the formal grant application, it will be necessary to re
solve these deficiencies and to quantify, as canpletely as possible, 
the expectations participants have for TASC in relation to the problem 
staterrent. 

Applying the :rrethodology described earlier, the TASC planner will 
consider the adequacy of the data base in regard to specification of 
the mnnber and types of drug abusers entering the criminal justice 
system, the nature of the dispositional outcc::ares afforded those of
fenders, and the extent and nature of treatment capacity for potential 
TASC clients. If insufficient data are available in any of these areas, 
the planner must generate additional data to refine the problem state-
:rrent, to the extent feasible. . 

The rationale for this is b;ofold. First, the grant review pro
cess requires a reasonable degree of clarity and precision. Problem 
statements of a loose, qualitative or subjective thrust are poor jus
tification for obtaining a TA.....C:C grant. The second and equally irrpor
tant reason is effective program planning • Irrespective of funding 
factors, a TASC planning group should seek to assure that the program 
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design is based on actual comnuni ty needs and will ftmction as de
scribed in the grant application. Innacurate projections will only 
hinder the project as it is being implemented'. 

Generation of additional data is facilitated by' the availability 
of a committed interactive planning or advisory body. The individual 
members of the TASC planning g:r:oup will not only identify deficiencies 
and gaps but are also in a position to remedy these problems by re
turning to their agencies and collecting and analyzing the needed data. 
For example, if the initial problem statement does not satisfactorily 
describe drug offender sentencing patterns, the presiding judge and 
court administrator may obtain such data. 

The need for quantifying problem definition data cannot be over
stated. For instance, if client caseloads during the first year of 
operation are estimated poorly, the repercussions could be irnrrense. 
staffing patterns will be inadequate, the various units of the project 
will not operate efficiently, and the project may fail as a viable and 
credible operation. 

To avoid this possibility, the TASC planner shall be prepared to 
describe the number and types of drug abusers entering each stage of 
the criminal justice process, i.e., arrest, prosecution, pretrial di
version, carrnunity supervision, and incarceration, and to describe the 
current practices for processing those offenders. From this data base, 
the planner carl reasonably project the number of potential TASC clients 
for each point of intervention in the criminal justice process and for 
the project as a whole. The offender estimates, as correlated with the 
points of intervention, must bs cross-referenced to the available treat
ment placements. 

Completion of this process in a rigorous manner ensures efficient 
and effective program planning. Although sane of the requisite data 
may not be available for technical reasons, IroSt of it can be obtained. 
The TASC planning group can collect and analyze these data, using the 
total oomnunity as a resource for this task. Commitments to this en
deavor will result in a satisfactory assessment of needs and will per
mit formulation of the action plan to address those needs. 
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CHA1?TER III 

PlANNING THE TASC RESPONSE 

Havmg identified and refined the interrelated needs of the 
criminal jllStice-substance abuse systems, it is well to keep in mind 
a few limitations while designing the TASC response. These limita
tions fall into three categories: legal, policy, and practical. 

Legal concerns arise because TASC clients are persons accused 
(or convicted) of cr:i.mes. The very "health problem" being treated 
is itself criminal behavior in most jurisdictions. The legal status 
or liberty of TASC clients may thus be directly and adversely affected 
if their rights are not protected. 

Policy restraints may be imposed by funding or oversight agencies, 
7usually to maximize the impact of available resources on the narrowly 
defined problem area of a grant program and to avoid duplication of 
efforts and conflicts caused by overlapping wi'ch other grant programs. 
Practical limitations differ widely from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, 
but generally involve limited resources and restraints indicated by 
local corrmuni ty attitudes and standards. 

Specific examples of all three categori.es will be mentioned in 
the following paragraphs. At this point it is sufficient to recognize 
that TASC may not be able to address all problems of substance abuse 
related crlire. 

SUBCHAPI'ER A. GOAIS AND OB.JE:TIVES 

Establishing goals and objectives for a TASC program must be a 
continuing process of formulating and revising as planning moves for
ward. As recognized in the previous chapter, the entire planning process 
must be a fluid one, with each added ingredient triggering a review for 
compatibility with earlier ingredients and modification of any elerrents 
as needed. The first step in goal setting is to review the identified 
needs and establish tentative priorities arrong them, purely from the 
perspective of need: Which are the greatest problems to the criminal 
justice system? To the substance abuse treai::Irent network? To the 
ccmnuni ty? To the substance abuser? Some typical problems (not in 
priority order) are: 

• OVercrCM:led jail with large mrrnbers of pre-trial detainees. 

• Poor appearance record of substance abusing defendants re
leased on bail. 

• No release on own recognizance (ROR) program, or exclusion 
of substance abusers fran such a program. 

• Resumption of criminal activity by drug abusers while on 
bailor ROR 
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• Judges, prosecutors, etc., lack confidence in local treat
ment programs, Qr lack knowledge of treatment approaches. 

• Large court backl:og of criminal cases 87Nai tirig trial. 

• Many treabnent programs competing in criminal justice out
reach efforts. . 

• Rehabilitated substance abusers can't get jobs because of 
criminal recorCLs or drug histories. 

• Large probation caseloads prevent probation officers fram 
giving sufficient personal attention to known substance 
abusers. 

• High incidence of heroin addiction (or alcoholism, or 
barbiturate depe1dence, etc.) 

• Inadequate variety of treatment modalities. 

• Inadequate treatment program capacities. 

After tentatively ranking the needs, responses to rreet such needs 
must be considered frcm two perspectives: 1) costs, and 2) opportu
nities for greatest impact • 

. While the grantsman is always attuned to monetary cost, it must 
be stressed that social and political costs of programs should be 
given equal (or greater) weight. For an exarrple not dependent upon 
the involvement of substance abusers, assurre an overcrowded jail and 
heavy court backlog: Both could be ameliorated at a monetary saving 
by reducing the police force and/or making fewer arrests for non
violent crilre, but the social eost of such a policy includes a proba
ble increase in property crimes, and political costs for officials 
supporting such a plan would likely be great. 

Consideration of the opportunities for impact is more ccroplex. 
It involves weighing the cost factors required to meet a specific 
need and balancing the greatest needs against the optimum allocation 
of limited resources. A high priority need may require such expensive 
rreans that several lower priority but still important needs could be 
lOOt at the same cost. 'rhus, the overall impact could be greater by 
concentrating resources on the lesser priorities. C9nversely, the 
high cost of rreeting the higher priority must be justified if it would 
have greater overall impact or would provide a base for lOOeting addi
tional needs at small increrrental costs. 

Sane of the identified and ranked needs cannot be lOOt through a 
TASC project alone. For: example, TASC is not likely to make a major 
reduction in an area's total crime rate or its incidence of substance 
abuse for the simple reason that the project will deal with a few 
hundred persons of the thousands involved in these acti vi ties. Nor 
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will a TASC project have a direct effect in increasing treatment ca
pacities and improving the variety of treatrreIJ.t choices, but it could 
indirectly affect these by use of non.-traditional treatment reSOl.:lI'ces. 

In specifying goals and obj ecti ves, it is necessary to have a 
concise definition of each term and to understand the differences in 
how they are used. 'GOals denote the qualitative ends that are being 
sought, e.g., reduction in a jailed population, while objectives 
denote the quanti tati ve steps toward achieving those ends, e. g. , 
referral of x number of drug dependent offenders from the jail to a 
participating treatment facility within y hours of arrest. After the 
problem has Deen defined, key individuals and resources have been 
identified and needs and attainability factors assessed, this informa
tion must be synthesized into a statement of goals sought. Objectives 
must then be quantified by realistically c'Onsidering their relevance 
to the stated goals, the resources available or to becane available, 
and obstacles to be overcome in achieving each objective. 

Goals established must, of course, be consonant with the national 
TASC goals (see Chapter I, Subchapter A) of' LEAA in order to qualify for 
the grant program. Within' na,tj..onal goals, and at least as important for 
the success of any TASC effort, local impact. must be considered. The 
principal purpose of the TASC program is to assist in solving local 
problems and, as LEAA ftIDding is for a relatively short perioo of t.ine, 
to derronstrate the value of TASC locally. The success and continue:1 
existence of a TASC project depends upon its articulation of, and meas
ured response to, the local problems it seeks to address. 

SUBCHAPTER B. TASC FUNCTIONS 

Essential operational functions of TASC are identification, coUrt 
liaison, escort, assessrrent, referral, and monitoring. Many approaches 
to providing these functions have been used by TASC projecb.1, affected 
by such variables as project size, local criminal justice procedure, 
existing outside resources, and geographic characteristics. '!'he pur
pose of each function and sane of the rrethods that may be used are dis
cussed below. Although each of these functions is described separately, 
each is dependent upon the performance of all other acti vi ties. It 
should be obvious that wi thout effective identification, for example, 
there would be too few clients entering the TASC process for other 
functions to be effective; it is equally true that unless other func
tions are being carried out as expected, screeners will be ineffective 
in II recruiting" clients. 

1. Identification. 

The purposes of this step are to identify substance abusers en
tering the criminal justice system, inform them of the TASC program's 
benefits and requirements, and prel:irninarily determine eligibility. 
This is nost effectively done in a brief interview as soon as possible 
after the individual has been arrested and booked into a detention 
facility. In highly populated jurisdictions, screening units may cover 
a central detention facility 24 hours per day, 7 days:per week. In 
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smaller jurisdictions or those with several.decentralized facilities, 
it is more cost efficient. to provide screening coverage for shorter 
hours and use back-up mechanisms such as checking arrest or booking 
records, interviewing at first court appearance, or other al ternati ves , 
to pick up those missed.at the earlier point. If there is an existing 
pretrial release (Pm) agency, bail project,' or similar program that 
routinely interviews all or most arrestees, it has proven effective to 
provide substance abuse training for that screening staff and supple-". 
ment them by assigning one or two TASC staff to a,ssist in handling 
the increased workload (slightly longer interview, usually more inter
viewees), so that TASC screen:ing can be incorporated into normal Pm 
screening. For such joint Pm-TASC screening to succeed, full coop
eration of both projects is needed. 

In addition to interview questions and answers, with verifica
tion of key points, the trained screener observes the arrestee's ap
pearance and conduct, and in sane projects obtains a urine sample to 
be tested for the present of drugs. (Most projec.ts today VEe a urine 
test to confinn the screener's identification, either in all cases 
identified as drug dependent or in borderline cases; some p~ojects 
have completely dropp.....oc1 urine tests as a means of identification.) 
Since the initial TASC contact with an arrestee usually occurs shortly 
after arrest and often before an attorney has been consul ted or the 
arrestee has appeared in court, the screeners must take care that no 
rights are violated. The arrestee should not be coerced into partici
pating in the interview, should be infonned that he need not answer, 
and should also be told the infonnation given to the screener is con
fidential under Federal law, cannot be disclosed without written con
sent or as provided in that law, and cannot be used for prosecution or 
criminal investigation purposes. 

2. Court Liaison. 

The functions of this step are to gather necessary information on 
eligible persons who volunteer for TASC participation, provide this 
info:rmation (with the offender's voluntary consent) to the judge or 
others in the decision-mak:ing process, and to facilitate the indi vid
ual's release fran Cl..lStody for referral to treatrrent. All needed in
fonnation may be obtainable fran the screener, or infonnation obtained 
in that manner m..-W need to be supplemented or verified. With the po
tential client's consent, infonnation bearing upon eligibility is given 
to the judge, prosecuting attorney, and/or defense attorney. Court 
liaison staff mayor may not be present in court, but even if present 
should not advocate for or against the client. They merely present 
obj .ecti ve infonnation to those who do advocate or make decisions about 
release. If approved by the court, the client may be released on 
personal recognizance, supervised release, or conditioned bond (any 
of the foregoing preferably oonditioned upon TASC participation), or 
on straight cash bond. Following release from custody, a client's 
prosecution may be deferred with an agreement that charges will be 
di.smissed upon successful canpletion of treatrrent; prosecution may be 
delayed to allow time for treatment but with no promise of dismissal; 
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or the criminal, proCess may move at its nonnal pace with the. client 
given an opportunity for·treabnent while awaiting trial or other 
disposition. . 

While the primary emphasis in TASC is upon pretrial entry, post
conviction entry is also acceptable in most projects. 'this may occur 
as a TASC supervised condition of probation imposed by the sentencing 
juclge (or TASC condition of parole imposed by the parole authority) or 
as a referral to TASC fran the probation or parole officer charged 
with the client's superVision. Frequently, TASC clients in good stand
ing whose charges are adjudicated before treatment is completed are 
sentenced to TASC conditioned probation to ccmplete treatment. 

In any of the above cases the court liaison staff usually has 
responsibility for transmitting eligibility information to a presen
tence investigation agen~.l or directly to the court, probation or pa
role authority. Alt."'1ough the term "court liaison staff" has been used 
frequently in this section, the function can be perforrred in several 
ways. There may be one or !tOre staff assigned only to those duties, 
or the responsibilities may be perforrred by screeners, trackers, or 
assistant project director in addition to their other duties, depending 
upon the demands of the workload. 

3. Escbrt. 

This step serves to expedite TASC pre-treatment processing of a 
client and to reduce client loss before treatment. Early TASC projects 
and sane similar programs found that a significant number of clients 
who volunteered for treatrrent and were released with the condition that 
they appear at an intake center at a specified time failed to keep 
their appointments on time or, in same cases, to appear at all. Since 
irresponsibility is often a characteristic of Clrug abusers that is 
generally dealt with in a treatIrent program, it is unrealistic to in
sist on totally responsible behavior as a precondition to treatment. 
Thus TASC projects axB required to routinely escort newly released cli
ents from court or jail to the intake location and, upon referral, to 
the treatment center for the client's first treatment appointIrent. This 
is sanetinEs done by staff assigned primarily to escort duties, but more 
often is an additional duty of court liaison or screening staff (to in
take) and/or monitoring staff (to treatment). 

4. Assessment. 

Here the client's treatment, rehabilitation, and related needs, 
and his amenability to treatment are assessed in order to verify pro
gram eligibility and reccmrend the most appropriate treatment approach 
and nodality. In various TASC projects this function may be called 
diagnosis, client evaluation, or simply intake, but the term assess
ment is !tOre generically descriptive of the function as practiced. 
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The assessment staff usually completes social, criminal t and sub
stance abuse histories, . obtains records of previous treatment, admin
isters and interprets. needed tests, and summarizes this information in 
an inventory of the client's needs and characteristics sufficient to 
suggest a treatment nndali ty . The depth of assessment will very great
ly am::mg TASC projects depending upon uses to which the information and 
conclUSions developed are put. ' 

In designing this function, planners should consider the extent 
and nature of available treatment resources, information. needs of treat
ment programs at the time of admission, and the time required to obtain 
the necessary information. It is important that there be no unnecessary 
delay in cooroencing treatment, so emphasis should be placed upon a 
speedy determination of the indicated treatment modality -- at least on 
a temporary basis -- with more thorough assessment completed after 
treabnent has begun if additional information is needed. 

In a very few TASC projects, the assessment staff prepares a treat
ment plan that is followed by the treatment programs. It generally ap
pears IOClre appropriate, however, for the treatment provider to have 
responsibility for preparing the treatment plan in consultation with 
TASC. 

Assessment activities may be organized in a variety of fashons. 
Where there is an existing central intake unit (cru) or similar agency 
functioning, arrangements should be made for the cru to handle TASC 
assessrnents with supplexrental staff, if needed, furnished by T"~SC. 
When a CIU is not available, most TASC's use one or more assessment 
'trorkers, with support from professional psychologists, psychiatrists, 
or physicians on a part-time or fee per case basis as needed. A few 
projects include a full-time psychologist; at the other extreme, a few 
have nc full-time assessment 'trorkers but provide for this function 
through use of specially trained screeners or ITnllti-purpose case workers. 

5. Referral. 

When assessment has been c::crnpleted, this function arranges for a 
client's entry into treatment, seeing that the client and necessary 
records or documents a....vrive· at the selected treatment center. Tied 
closely to the assessrnent function, referral is primarily concerned with 
matching a client's assessed needs with the appropriate organization and 
program. The referral staff needs to know the admission criteria and 
procedures of treatment and ancillary service providers, the availability 
of treatment openings, and treatment approaches and regimes of providers. 

This function is usually perfonred by the assessment staff or by 
client monitors. For resources to be used effectively, referral must 
be well coordinated if more than one staff member is independently 
making referral decisions. 
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6 • :t-'Ionitoring. 

Probably nothing does'nore to establish the credibility of TASC, 
or drug abuse treatment, than regular, accurate , objective OOni toring 
of TASC clients. The nonitoring (or tracking) functions are to rreasure 
the client's progressbypre-established'objective criteria and to make 
periodic reports of client.performance and 'immediate reports of fail
ures to responsible crllni.nal justice officials. 

The nonitoring staff makes periodic contact with clients and treat
rrent counselors in carrying out this activity. Weekly visits are usual 
or, if circumstances make that impractical, weekly telephone calls and 
face to face visits at least nonthly take place. This component also 
receives periodic urine nonitoring results (random weekly urine drug 
screen assays are required for each drug abuser, although other rreas~ 
ures of sobriety ma.y be used for alcohol abusers); imnediate notice of 
client failure; periodic written progress reports fran treabrent agen
cies (a brief nonthly report, perhaps a more detailed report less fre
quently); and maintains files docunenting client progress. 

The monitor also has responsibility for recommending client trans
fers between treatment programs when necessary. It should be stressed 
that where post-conviction or post-incarceration clients participate in 
TASC, the monitor does not replace but rather supplements the probation 
or parole officer's supervision. In essence, the monitor is a link be
tween the treabnent and crllni.nal justice agencies, and nrust avoid the 
tenptation to becare either another treabrent counselor or another pro-
bation officer. . 

TASC projects usually employ a minimum of two nonitors (or "track
ers") with primary duties in that area, or they may use several multi
purpose caseworkers who canbine noni toring with other responsibilities. 
The number of monitors depends upon the number of .. static II TASC clients, 
the number of treatment programs involved, and the distances or traffic 
conditions between sites. 

SUBCHAPTER C. STANDARDS. 

TASC project planners need to incorporate in their project design 
reasonable objective criteria for entry into, continuation in, andter
mination fran the program. The need for objectivity is both programma
tic and legal. TASC staff, cr:iminal justice officials, treabrent pro
gram staff, and clients need to have a mutual understanding and accept
ance of what makes a person eligible or ineligible for entrance, what 
is expected of the client for treatment to continue, and what behavior 
will lead to favorable or unfavorable ~ermination. Without objective 
criteria, a great deal of time and effort can be wasted by subjective 
decisions which ignore past actions or future requirements. Further
more, TASC efforts cannot be focused. on desired goals and objectives if 
decisions are inconsistent. 
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Legally, it must be remembered that clients or would-be clients 
are persons accused or convicted of crime; exclusion fran TASC or un
favorable termination fran'theprogram could result in a loss of free
dom or other legal sanctions. Therefore, .. legal rightS to "due process 
of law" and "equal protection of the· law" are applicable. Generally, 
"due process" requires that procedures be fair and that other substan
tive legal rights not be infringed; "equal protection" requires that 
any dlstinctions or classifications be reasonable and related to the 
benefit or penalty concerned. In practice this means that the stand
ards must be drawn in a manner related to the functions and objectives 
of the project, leaving little room for arbitrary or subjective appli
cation. 

It is \\Qrth noting that at least one state's highest court has 
ruled that defendants could not be excluded from consideration for a 
pretrial intervention program solely because of the offense charged, 
and that persons denied admission to such programs have a right to 
knCM the reason (s) for their exclusion and to have an infonna1 hearing 
with respect to that decision. It is doubtful that other states will 
soon follow the holding on broad eligibility, but many states have or 
are likely to take similar positions regarding the need for hearings. 

1. Eligibility Criteria. 

There is a temptation to draft eligibility criteria broadly or 
vaguely in order to give a large number of arrestees consideration for 
admission, even though all cannot be accepted, or to give a criminal 
justice official greater selectivity in approving or vetoing clients. 
This not only runs afoul of legal rights; it requires screeners, court 
liaison, and others to spend time and energy on cases that are rejected 
when this could be avoided. For example, with unclear criteria, screen
ers and assesSlreI1t \\Qrkers might spend hQurs processing an accused 
armed robber when the criminal justice system \\Quld not consider pre
trial release of such an offender to TASC. Realistic standards should 
consider the project's objectives, treatment availability (both type 
and arrount), rehabilitation potential, risks to the individual and c0m

munity, and benefits to the client. On the last point, it is quite 
reasonable to require higher standards of eligibility for clients whose 
charges will be diffinlssed upon completion of treatment than for clients 
who eventually will have to stand trial. 

Usual eligibility criteria have standards of inclusion and ex
clusion. The major inclusive criteria are current criminal justice 
involvement and current substance abuse. Exclusive criteria concern 
the type of offense, previous criminal or behavioral history, age of 
offender, nature of substance abuse (drug used, frequency, history), 
and previous treatment history. Assuming a full range of treatment 
resources is avai1ab1e~ a sample of general eligibility criteria might 
be: 

(1) Currently charged with or convicted of a felony or mis
demeanor offense, excluding 
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(a) Persons arrested or detained on anout-of-county or 
Federal warrant. 

(b) Persons charged with Violent offenses' (murder, aggra
vated assault, rape, robbery with bodily hann), 

ec) Persons charged with sale or distribution of controlled 
substances., except convenience sale of' small arrounts. 

(2) Currently regular use of or dependence upon opiates, poly
drugs, or mixed drugs, as evidenCed by at least two of the 
following: 

fa) Self-admission. 

(b) Symptoms observed by screener. 

(c) Positive urine drug screen. 

(d) Record of previous treatment. 

(e) Statement of family member, employ-er I arresting officer, 
or significant other. 

(3) No previous convictions for violent offenses. 
, . 

(4) No previous TASC failure within 12 months. 

(5) At least 18 years of age, or 16-17 years of age and charged 
as an adult offender. 

Additional criteria for eligibility for diversion (including dis-
missal of charges) might be: . 

(6) No previous felony conviction, and no more than one previous 
misdemeanor conviction. 

(7) No other charges currently pending. 

(8) No history of violent behavior. 

At the other end of the scale, certain requirements might be re
laxed for admission as a condition of probation or parole; for example, 
current or previous convictions of violent offenses might be deleted 
if the offender is eligible for probation or parole regardless of the 
offense. 

It must be stressed that the foregoing are samples only. Perhaps 
more than any other aspect of TASC planning, eligibility criteria re
quire participation by all sectors of the local criminal justice and 
treai::r'!\9nt systems: judges, prosecutor f public and private defenders, 
sheriff 1 probation and parole, treatment programs, and other service 
providers. 
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2. Success/Failure Criteria. 

These standards serve a dual purpose: they provide criteria for 
measuring progress required to remain in the program and sequential 
criteria for successful Completion. As a corollary, they define un
satisfactory progress and criteria for termination. The criteria 
should be measurable, bo'related to project goals and objectives, and 
should reflect the cons~sus of criminal justice and treat::rrent system 
expectations of client performance. Sample criteria consistent with 
goals of reducing drug abuse and criminal recidivism arrong those ad
mi tted to TASC are: 

(1) Regular attendance at the assigned treatment program, 
defined as: 

(a) No unexcused absence from a residential program for 
rcore than 12 hours. 

(b) No more than one consecutive unexcused absence from 
an outpatient program appointment; no rcore than three 
appointments missed in the first 30 days of treatment; 
no more than two appointments missed in any 60 day 
period thereafter. 

(2) Satisfactory weekly urine drug screen results, defined as: 

(a) No more than two urines tested positive for non
prescribed drugs in the first 30 days of treatment. 

(b) No IIDre than one urine tested positive in any 30 day 
period before last two rconths of planned treatment. 

(c) No urines tested positive in last two IIDnths of treat
ment. 

(3) Avoidance of criminal behavior. 

(a) No conviction for a new offense corrmitted after 
entering TASC. 

(b) No arrest reSUlting in detention for a new offense. 

(c) Arrests not resulting in detention will cause an 
automatic review and possible termination. 

(4) A client will be deemed to have successfully completed 
treatment when: 

(a) He/she has canpleted the usual requirements for 
successful completion of the treatment program and 
has completed the mandated period of diversion, pro
bation, or other criminal justice referral to TASC; or 
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(0) He/she has completed the period of criminal justice 
referral.and has made satisfactory progress in treat
ment for at· least nine months and has agreed to remain 
in treatment without fonnal TASC supervision. 

It should be noted'that, although the success criteria need to be 
objective; they need not'be rigid. There should be sufficient flexi
bility to allow-the client to be progressively more successful as a 
result of treabnent, rather than require a complete change of behavior 
upon ccmnencing treatment. There can also be room for SOIre flexibility 
in application of the criteria; such as a "trouble alert" system, or 
convening an infonnal hearing to deal with an infraction. Such a forum 
could also be used for tennination hearings to satisfy "due process" 
requirements. 

SUBCHAPTER D. DIVISION OF IABOR 

In discussing operational functions of TABC, several references 
were made to alternative rret.hods of perfonning such functions. This 
section is concerned with piecing together same of those alternatives 
to provide line functions and management: in a manner that maximizes 
utilization of staff and other resources. A few of the variables that 
need to be considered in organizing and staffing a TASC project are: 
size (population and area) of the jurisdiction to be served, volurre of 
arrestees, vol'\.lIre of anticipated 'rASC clients, structure and procedures 
of the criminal justice system, organization or coordination of the 
treabnent system, existence and procee,ures of agencies providing sorre 
TASC-like services (e.g., release on <.iwn recognizance (IDR), pretrial 
release (PTR), central intake unit (Cm), etc.) and the nature of the 
organization which will operate the TASC project. 

To illustrate the application of these variables on the staffing 
configuration, consider a hypothetical major city with a high volume 
of arrests, bond hearings within 24 hours, projection of 600+ clients 
per year, no ROR, PTR, or cm, and no central authority over a wide 
variety o,ftreatrnent programs. The staffing' pattern might look like 
this: 

Project Director 
Deputy Project Director 
Executive Secretary 
6 Screeners 
2 Court Liaison WOrkers 
Support Services Coordinator 
2 Secretaries 

Intake & Assessment Supervisor 
Psychologist 
2 Intake and Assessment Workers 
Tracking Supervisor 
6 Trackers 
Tracking Clerk 
Escort-Driver 

This staff of 27 obviously represe.nts a high personnel budget and 
is used as an extrerre example that would be difficult to justify in 
many, if any, cities. 
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The first three positions are an administrative unit responsible 
for project management, "general supervision; cormnmity relations, etc. 
(if the TASC project is afree-standmg entity', as distinguished from 
a part of a larger agenCy;' a bookkeep.9r or other fiscal 'staff may be 
needed ilS well) • The screening unit is predicated upon around-the
clock, seven day screening: this would ,require 21 eight hour shifts 
to have one screener on 'duty at all times,' and a miriirtn.nn of six 
screeners would be needed'to provide for days off due to vacations, 
sickness, and holidays. The screeners would have tine for brief inter
views and some verification contacts. One court liaison worker would 
probably be needed almost full-time at bond hearings, the second would 
do criminal record checks, other verifications, upper court appearances, 
contacts with the prosecuting attorney, etc. 

The intake unit of four persons would do needs ass(?'ssments, intake 
interviews, arrange for and/or administer needed tests, and arrange 
treatment placements coordinated by the supervisor. The tracking unit 
would be responsible for all rroni toring, the trackers canying case
loads, the supervisor and clerk making routine telephone contacts with 
treatment programs, receiving exception reports (reports of absences, 
dirty urines I' or other exceptions fran normal progress) , maintaining 
tracking records, and assuring that reports to criminal justice agen
cies are ready when needed. The support services coordinator, in 
cooperation with iJ1take and tracking, would arrange for client place
ment in non-traditional treatment agencies as a supplement to or sub
stitute for traditional drug treatment, arrange educational, vocational, 
or training opportunities, and maintain liaison with ancillary service 
agencies. The secretarial st.aff and escort-dri ver positions should be 
self-explanatory. 

In the above illustration there ~s a distinct division of respon
sibility am:mg the several units with the client rroving fran unit to 
unit as he/she proceeds through the TASC system. In a small project 
there can still be division of responsibility, but with considerable 
overlap. A city or county of rrore rroderate size with fewer arrests and 
a projection of about 300 clients per year, but similar in other re
spects to the first hypothetical might use this staff pattern: 

Project Director 
Deputy Director/Court Liaison 
3 Screeners 
Intake and Referral coordinator 
3 Trackers 
Support Se~ices Coordinator 
2 Secretaries 

In this example, screening is a one-shift activity, but the hours 
may well vary fran normal TASC office hours: screeners may work at the 
booking point fran 4 p.m. to midnight to cover the heaviest arrest pe
riod, or perhaps fran 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. in order to conduct interviews 
of overnight arrestees before a 9 a.m. bond hearing 1 then interview 
"walk-ins" or probation referrals and assist with intakes for the re
mainder of the shift. Whatever the schedule, the shift begins with a 
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check of the booking log to identify new arrivals since the previous 
day. It is also assumed here that screeners will haVe sufficient time 
and physical facilities to' conduct a more lengthy.interview of apparent 
eligibles who are interested in TASC, thus they can·.perform part of the 
intake process as well. , The deputy director doubles as court liaison 
in this example, and may also escort clients fran the bond hearing to . 
intake. The intake and referral coordinator completes the client 
assessment and arranges' treatment placement, and trackers escort clients 
to treatrrent as well as having monitoring responsibilities. 

Both of the foregoing examples use an essentially "vertical" 
structure in which clients or prospective clients move through differ
ent staff members during the processing steps. A more "horizontal" 
approach can also be used, fitting the hypothetical circumstances of 
the moderate size city: 

Project Director 
Deputy Director/Court Liaison 
3 Screeners 
Case Management Supervisor 
4: Case Managers 
2 Secretaries 

The screening and court acti vi ty proceed in a similar fashion to 
the previous illustration, except that the screeners may do less, if 
any, of the intake function. The case managers perform client assess
nents, intake interviews, and then arrange for treat:ment placement as 
coordinated by t.he supervisor, arrange for ancillary services, and 
monitor a client's progress. Thus, during the "TASC life" of most 
clients, primary contact would be with one screener and one case man
ager. Planning and coordination of case managers' activities by the 
case managernent supervisor is important to maintain a consistent level 
of client services. 

Many variations of these sample staffing patterns are possible, 
and several need mention here. In those jurisdictions where a ROR or 
PTR program already interviews all or rrost arrestees, TASC should not 
duplicate this screening but should negotiate with the existing pro
gram to collect and share information, providing such training and 
supplemental staff as may be needed. This usually involves adding 
questions to the ROR interview and raj sing the level of expertise jn 
dealing with substance abusers; in all such joint efforts full coopera
tion of the leadership and staffs of TASC and ROR is essential. Simi
larly, an existing CIU should be used as much as possible for intake, 
assessrrent, and referral, with supplernental staff or services frl.:xrt TASC 
if needed. A TASC project concentrating most of its services in a 
core city, but also serving b.D or t:h.iee smaller adjacent areas within 
the same judicial district, might canbine vertical and horizontal 
structures: vertical division of responsibility in the core (;ity with 
multi-purpose workers assigned to' the smaller areas. 
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Another variant· results fran the size of ,the projects. With a 
smaller number, of screenings, assessm:mts, and clients placed in treat
rrent, the number of staff .rtembers . needed. to perform these ftmctions 
\\Uuld ,be reduced, or sane. staff would perfonn canbihed ~ctions. In 
either' case, the total number of staff is reduced and cross-training 
£:01:' other duties on a regular or substitute basisbecones a necessity. 

SUOCHAPTER E. CLIENT INFORMATION 

M::>re will be said. in Chapter V, Subchapter B of this Manual about 
info:r:mation needs and information systems. In considering planning, 
the primary concem is how info:r:mation requirerrents and restraints af
fect the design of a TASC project as a response to locally identified 
needs. IIifonnation requirements are derived from three' sources: 
intemal TASC project info:r:mation needs, reporting requirerrents of the 
local criminal justice system, and reporting requirements of LEAA or 
other ftmding sources. The collection and storage of client infonna
tion is ma.de nore difficult by the need to observe confidentiality 
requiretrents (see Appendix C), to protect the legal rights of clients, 
and to build and maintain good rapJX)rt between TASC staff and clients. 

The relationship between client information requirerrents and 
project design can best be seen by viewing the needs along a continuum. 
What do you need to know: 

1. To determine TASC eligibility (or exclude ineligibles)? 

2. To effect release to TASC? 

3. To assess client treatment needs? 

4. To gain admission to treatment programs? 

5. To ascertain treatment progress (or lack of progress)? 

6. To report progress? 

7. To report failure? 

8. To ascertain completion of treatment? 

9. To report o:::mpletion of treatment? 

10. To rreasure post-treabrent impact? 

11. To compile statistical reports? 

It will be noted that 1 through 10 involve infor.mation needed for 
client management, and although 11 is nore in the nature of project 
managenent information, it does concem client data that can be col
lected along wit.lI the other client infonna.tion. 
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The aggregate of information collected for purposes 1 through 11 
~ill generally differ little among TASC projects (with a few additions 
or deletions resulting fram local law and custdn). The point at which 
a speci;Eic item is needed'may vary widely, however', because sequential 
information needs usually involve external conmunications as well as 
internal TASC processes'. ' Thus it is necessary to broadly define, by 
interchange with the external agencies, the types and arrounts of infor
mation needed at each point.' These information needs can then be con
sidered wit.h other factors to detennine the manner, in which TASC func
tions will be perfonned. For example, TASC screeners are primarily 
concerned with identification of potential clients, which can be ac
c:x:mplished by collecting information for purpose 1. In a given si tua
tion, however, the length of time before bail hearing, the physical 
facilities for interviewing, the number of possible clients to be seen, 
or simply the similarity or dissimilarity of information needed, might 
make it practical to also seek purpose 2 information during the screen
ing interview or might suggest that a second interview be done else
where. Similar consideration may be given to screener acti vi ty in 
gaining information for purposes 3 or 4, etc. 

The most pervasive restraints on collecting, handling, storing, 
and disclosing client information are the Federal laws on confiden
tiali ty of alcohol and drug abuse patient records. (Sane States also 
have confidentiality laws and in those States, generally, whichever 
provision is more restrictive is given effect.) It is not intended 
to deal comprehensively with confidentiality issues in this section, 
but it is appropriate at this time to mention a few points that affect 
project design. 

The first and most important consideration which impacts on pro
ject design is that all client information collected for TASC purposes 
becomes part of "confidential patient records 11 within the m=sming of 
the Federal law, including information obtained for the purpose of 
determining eligibility (screening and intake interviews), diagnosis 
(assessment), or to facilitate counseling, treatment, or rehabilita
tion. The client or prospective client cannot effectively waive con
fidentiality (even if there is an attempted "waiver," a person dis
closing such information may be subject to penalties if the disclosure 
contravenes the statute or regulations), but there are adequate pre
visions in the law to release infonnation with the client's consent 
that will generally meet TASC needs. It should be noted by all con
cerned, however, that authorized disclosures may be used only for the 
purposes intended and may not be used to initiate or substantiate 
criminal charges against a client nor to conduct any investigation of 
that client. Special rules apply to criminal justice referrals whose 
release from confinement, disposition of criminal proceedings, proba
tion, or parole is granted on a condition of participation in treat
ment. TASC is generally more able to meet its obligations to criminal 
justice agencies (without violating its obligations to the client) if 
such conditions are made a formal part of the referral to TASC. 
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The confidentiality regulations prescribe ~requirernents 
for written consents to release infonnation which vary sarewhat de
pending on the client .1. s legal status, and in cert.ain changes .0£ legal 
status, new consents must':be obtained. It is the Obligation of TASC 
to securely store confidential records and to assure that any autho
rized disclosure is clearly marked to prohibit redisclosure. 

The rights of persons accused of criIres have been alluded to 
earlier in a general manner.in discussing IIdue process" and lIequal 
protectionll oonsiderations. AmJng the substantive rights that are 
pertinent t.o TASC activity are rights against self-mct:imination and 
unreasonable search and seizure, the right to counsel, the right to 
a speedy trial, and the presumption of innocence until found guilty 
in a court of law. TASC staff are not expected to be experts in all 
the fine legal points involved in these principles, so the project 
design should safeguard against infringement. The first TASC contact 
with an arrestee will frequently precede consultation with an attorney, 
so it should be explicitly stated in initiating all screening inter
views that the interview is voluntary and may be hal ted by the arrestee 
at any time. More importantly, the information obtained must not be 
disclosed without written consent. It is essential that the al:restee 
be info:r:rred of that fact, and an understanding must be formalized in 
advance with judges, prosecutors, and other cr:iminal justice officials 
that TASC staff will not be asked to violate that ccm:nitment. Such an 
understanding will help to avoid future misunderstandings between TASC 
and criminal justice officials, and will encourage rrore candid re
sponses fran arrestees when interviewed. Participation in TASC may 
require that a client waive speedy trial or other rights, so the pro
cess should allow persons who volunteer to participate in TASC before 
consulting an attorney a reasonable period of time to reconsider after 
they have had an opportunity to discuss the matter with counsel. 

The best way to assure good rapport with a client or potential 
client is to exhibit the same candor and openness that you hope to 
elicit in response. To do this, TASC procedures and rules should be 
as clear and objective as possible, and every effort should be made 
to infonn the client of obligations to TASC, the treatment program, 
and the criminal justice system, and of Obligations which TASC affili
ated agencies have to the client and to each other. The client should 
also be info:r:rred of the benefits that can and cannot be expected. 
Needless to say, the same kind of openness curong the agencies and 
officials that will necessarily be involved in TASC operations, during 
the planning process as well as the operational stage, will avoid 
future misunderstandings alxmt the flow of client information. 
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CHAPTER rv 

IMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION 

There is no good demarcation betwec>Jl "planning" and "implemen
tation," nor between the latter and "operation." In the case of a 
grant-funded project an arbitr~l distinction can be made that plan
ning involves activities prior to the grant award and implementation 
covers post-award action. A similar arbitrary line can be drawn be
tween implementation and operation of a TASC project at the point 
where it begins processing clients. 

In reality, however, the later stages of planning can be con
sidered the beginning of implementation, and vice versa. The inclu
sion of certain material in this chapter instead of the previous chap
ters is not intended to mean that there is or should be a break in 
the activities leading toward ~e provision of services by a TASC 
project. Although many of these activities as a practical matter must 
await the availability of funds, it is strongly reccmnended that the 
TASC "planners" continue with as much preparatory activity as feasible. 

Without being completely arbitrary, it is almost impossible to 
make an implementation vs. operation distinction regarding many of the 
activities discussed in this chapter. Most of them continue to a 
greater or lesser degree throughout the lifetime of a TASC project. 

SUBCHAPTER A. INTERAGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 

In implementing a TASC project, it is necessary fran the outset 
to maintain a high level of appreciation for the interdependence of 
TASC and its three primary constnners: the criminal justice system, 
the drug treatt"nent system, and the individual offender in need of 
treatment serviCes. For TASC to work effectively, structure and 
substance must be given to communication and cooperation links be
·tween TASC and each consumer. 

In same communities a forum of criminal justice agencies and 
personnel, (e.g., a fonnal coordinating ccmnittee, a criminal justice 
plannning body, or an association of corrections or pretrial workers) 
will adready be in existence. Where such a forum exists, TASC manage
ment personnel should becane active members. If such a group does 
not exist, it may be in the interest of the TASC project to initiate 
a structure which can, at a minimum, serve to coordinate TASC activi
ties with the other agencies. It could also provide a vehicle for 
improving interagency communication and coordination for the benefit 
of all parties. 

In many areas drug treatment programs have sane ccmnunication 
and cooperation arrangements, if only on an irregular or infrequent 
basis. If there are rreetings among these programs, TASC may use 
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that forum to shOW' the benefits it can offer them by demonstrating 
its effectiveness in the completion of intake work-ups, court liaison 
services and the identification of new clients. By participating in 
meetings of treatment agencies, TA..SC management can learn the needs, 
problems and strengths of these programs and discuss the project's 
needs and methods of fulfilling monitoring requirements, processing 
clients, arranging referrals. This type of coordination may lead to 
the development of unified intake approaches and fonus, and a con
sistent approach to the criminal justice system. If there are no 
such meetings or they occur infrequently, TASC might again be the 
catalyst to improve ccmnunications by convening a meeting directed 
tOW'ard TASC-treatment issues. 

An effectively operating TASC project should also have an ad
visory board, composed of representatives of TASC' s consumer agencies 
and the ccmnunity they serve, to aid the project in its development, 
operation and institutionalization. If the agency operating TASC al
ready has an advisory body with appropriate membership, and that body 
or a subgroup is able and willing to provide TASC with the specialized 
attention and help it needs, it may well fill this advisory function. 
If an advisory body must be created, 12 to 15 of the individuals par
ticipating in planning for TASC or otb.erwise instrumental in developing 
the grant application or generating the necessary letters of support 
should be considered. While the majority of an advisory body's mem
bership will normally represent criminal justice and treatment agencies, 
it is important to gain participation fran general government, news 
media, educators, and others who may provide advice and support. 
Strong identification with and support of the project should not be a 
prerequisite for membership; the principal criterion should be a 
corrrron interest in the goals of TASC. 

In facilitating effective corrmunication between TASC and the 
agencies with which it must continually interact,. a nigh degree of 
knowledge of the programs, goals, and personnel of cooperating agen
cies' ~s desirable if not mandatory. Personal visits should be paid 
by TASC management and/or staff to all relevant units in both the 
criminal justice and treatment systems to lemn how TASC may aid them 
in pursuit of tJ:1eir objectives and t.o make them fully conscious of 
TASC and its capabilities. Orientation 'WOrkshops for TASC staff and 
the staffs of cooperating agencies can pranote mutual understanding 
and open lines of ccmntmication. Both management and line staffs 
should be constantly communicating to work out mutually supportive 
policies and operational procedures, and mutual decisions reached 
should be reduced to writing and circulated among the participating 
agencies. New policies and procedures developed by this means should 
be circulated for ccmnent and field tested for a trial period, perhaps 
60 to 90 days, before being established as pennanent program components. 

SUBCHAPTER B. HIRING STAFF 

Chronologically one of the first tasks which must. be accomplished 
in implementing a TASC project is hiring a conpetent staff capable of 
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neeting the full range of needs facing the project. While it is un
likley that individuals with TASC experience in the positions for 
which they are to be hired or with dual backgrOlmds in criminal justire 
and drug treatment will be readily available, it is advisable that the 
top staff collectively have experience in both fields. A projec...t' s 
managem::mt staff should have experience in such basic management skills 
as administration, finance, p:rrsonnel, and technical "I'lriting to sare 
degree, and should. have sare familiarity with proredures of the spon
soring agency; supervisory staff should have sare experif:.nce in Ferson
nel supervision. Screening and monitoring staff could in part be drawn 
fran the ranks of treatrrent and criminal justire agencies in the ccm:nu
nity being served. (It is advisable that no more than one TASC staff 
member be hired fran anyone program.) TASC projects may employ a mix
ture of professional and paraprofessional Fersonnel, depending upan 
their individual program design and the pool of available job appli
cants. Iecent oollege graduates who may be trained by the project to 
rreet the particular needs of TASC also merit consideration. "Street
wise" paraprofessionals, including but not limited to ex-addicts and ex~ 
offenders, have been found by some projects to make effective 
screeners; but take care to assure in advanre that their prior records 
will not bar acress to the jail nor impair credibility with cr.iminal 
justice personnel. 

The mechanics of hiring staff will vary greatly deFending in 
part upon whether TASC operates within a governrrental agency, within 
a non-goverrnrental large organization, or as a separate non-profit 
entity. Where TASC is part of a govemrrent agency, hiring practices 
will generally have to canply with civil servire requirerrents unless 
there is provision for p:rrsonal service contracts or exemptions fran 
the merit system in the case of new grant positions. Attention will 
have to be given even before award of a grant to create ne\<.' job des:
criptions and job titles or to m:x1ify a'dsting sFecifications, whether 
strict merit system rules or exemptions apply, in order to reduce 
hiring delays while assuring that individuals hired rreet the specific 
needs of TASC. 

Where TASC is part of a larger non-profit corporation there is 
usually greater flexwility in hiring practires, but parent COl.'pora
tion proredures will have to be follOv.Bd. As a. separate non-profit 
corporation, TASC would have the greatest neasure of flexibility but 
muld have the additional burden of developing hiring and personnel 
policies. In either case the project is subject to min:imal employ
nent oonstraints applicable to all federal.ly funded programs. 

Sample job descriptions adaptable to most projects have been 
included in Appendix F. ' 

Personnel hirjng priorities of aTASC project will be detennined 
primarily by the stage of developnent of the project. As the project 
is implemented, the project director and a secretary will usually be 
the first individuals hired, with the remainder of the managerrent and 
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supervisory staff brought on· board shortly thereafter. This group will 
need to canplete program design, operating procedures and developnen:c 
of forms. A full ca:nplement of screeners should be on staff by the 
time the p:mject begins to refer clients, but rronitodng staff should 
be hired as client load increases and will usually not reach full 
strength until the project nears its maximum static capacity. 

SUBCHAPTER C. PROCUREMENT 

Among the early duties of the project director will be to pro
cure the space, utilities, office furniture, telephone se:rvice, equip
ment and supplies necessary to operate a TASC program. When consider
ing facilities available for operation of the project, it is important 
to review space and equipnent already controlled by the parent agency 
operating TASC, as institutionalization of the project is often facili
tated if proximity to the fostering agency can be assured from the in
ception of the proj ect. At the same time, the location of criminal 
justice and treatment facilities served by the project and the availa
bility of public transportation and parking should also be factors in 
selecting the site of operations. 

Space and equipment needs of a TASC project vary widely, depending 
upon the specific program structure and relationships with collaborating 
agencies. In some 'I:ASC projects, screeners have desks in the j ail or 
courthouse, and in a few, trackers may be housed in treabnent facilities. 
In other situations, personnel share desks, phones and other facilities 
based on differences in the shifts they work or on the split between 
field time and office time. 

Some thought also should be given to the need for major pieces of 
equipuent well in advance of the time they are required. Operations 
should not be delayed as a result of slow equipment delivery. If 
requisitioning and purchasing or bidding is a lengthly process, it is 
often possible to arrange with the supplier when an order is placed to 
loan equipnent to 'the project until the equipment that has been ordered. 
arrives. Renting eguir:ment from a supplier with rent. payments to be 
applied against the equipment's purchase price is an alternative method 
of achieving the same end. A source of supply for some proj ects is 
acquisition of surplus equipment from local gove:rnment offices. OnCe: 
received, any equipnent purchased with grant funds should be labelled 
and identified. 

SUBCHAPTER D. TRAINING 

For maximum effectiveness to be achieved by a TASC project,y the 
staff must be fully trained to fulfill its responsibilities", The pro
ject director or another member of the management staff should tl1erefore 
be given the specific responsibility of identifying staff: trainil'l(::r needs 
and arranging for appropriate training to take place. 

Training is especially irnportan·t during the initiation of a pro
gram, but should be a continuing concern throughout the proj ect, 's life. 
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It is oriented toward the development of skills needed to perform 
specific activities or functions; it is not interchangeable with gen
eral education or theoretical grounding. As staff members are hired, 
an effort should be made to conduct an assessment of their abilities 
and skill developuent needs, and training experiences to meet such 
needs should be scheduled at the earliest opportunity. In assessing 
training needs it is important to consider not only the skills needed 
for a primary JOD assignment, but also the skills that may be developed 
through cross-training for secondary assignments as back-up for other 
staff. 

Training resources vary widely depending upon a project's train
ing needs and location. As this manual is written, a National TASC 
Training Center is in operation to provide initial training for pro
ject managers, supervisors, and line staff. A National Training System, 
operated under National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) contracts, pro
vides a wide variety of training formats and materials designed to meet 
the majority of drug treatment training needs. This system and addi
tional state or local programs may be accessed through the single state 
agency for drug abuse prevention (SSA). Similarly, sarne criminal jus
tice training opportunities may be accessed through the state criminal 
justice planning agency (SPA). Local organizations often offer training 
programs directed toward agencies affiliated with TASC, and TASC staff 
members are usually welcane at such training events if arrangements are 
made in advance. Same training may also be provided through a national 
TASC technical assistance contract or other LEAA techr~cal assistance 
resources. Finally, each TASC project has a ntm1ber of internal re
sources, in the form of its own staff members, who can be used for 
training ot...~er personnel of TASC and collaborating agencies as well 
as providing on the job training to incaning staff members. 

SUBCHAPTER E. INITIATING EVALUATION PRCCESS 

Evaluation will be discussed in more detail in Chapter V. It is 
mentioned here because in order for evaluation to be an effective manage
ment tool of value to local, state, and Federal ac1ministrators, an 
evaluation design should be built into a p:::-oject from its inception. It 
is therefore deemed essential that project management initiate as early 
as practical the evaluation of the project. 

The project evaluator should be involved in development of forms, 
operating procedures, and data collection procedures to the extent that 
these efforts will generate input for any evaluation. If t.h~ proiect 
objectives are not stated clearly and measurably, the evaluator should 
also be given an opportunity to suggest restatement of the objectives in 
a manner which will facilitate measurement of objectives. 

For grant monies to be used in the evaluation, LEAA bidding pro
cedures, as well as State and sub-state requirements, must be adhered 
to. This rreans that a Request for Proposals (RFP) should be prepared 
early in the project implementation, with circulation of the RFP to 
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prospective .evaluators and a close off of bids taking place as quickly 
as feasible. The RFP (see Appendix E .eor a sample) should specify the 
scope of work to be performed, minimum qualifications of the bidder, 
how bidders will be judged, and reporting requirements. It is suggested 
that the RFP contain a provision specifying the evaluator's role in de
veloping forms, operating procedures, and data collection procedures. 
Any special evaluation requirements of the project should be thought 
out in detail during the planning and application processes and spelled 
out in the RFP and the resulting contract for evaluation. 

SUBCHAPTER F. FORMALIZING OPERATING PROCEDURES 

TA8C credibility in the eyes of consumer age."1cies, TASC personnel 
and clients is to a large degree dependent upon the consistencY of TASC 
ftmctions. Formalization of operating procedures and data collection 
systems should therefore be achieved at the earliest possible date, 
making full use of the TASC evaluator as suggested above. 

While many TASC clients and operatives will openly dislike any 
apparently excessive paperwork t.hat becomes a part of the project, 
certain types and amounts of data are essential for accountability and 
the effective pursuit of programmatic objectives. The design of pro
cesses and fonus which assure the collection of necessary data while 
minimizing duplication and the flow of paper becanes a central task 
of project managers. 

Several techniques have been found especially useful in building 
TASC data collection and distribution systems. One is the use of forms 
which concisely describe the information required, providing boxes which 
may be checked or blanks to be canpleted with an appropriate response or 
filled with descriptive information. These fonus may precede or accom
pany a client through acti vi ties and processes of the proj ect, with 
dates and/or numbers entered at designated intervals to identify and con
trol the flow of data. Data collected may be reviewed or verified as 
needed, but any unnecessary duplication in the collection of data should 
be avoided~ 

Another useful technique is to color code forms used in differing 
TASC functions. For example, screening and intake forms might be pink, 
treatment and/cr trackmg forms blue, and criminal justice related 
documents green. When multiple copies of a form are required, it may 
be possible to utilize chemically treated copyi.'1g sets which do not 
require carbon paper and allow each function of TASC a copy color coded 
to its files. 

In order to protect client confidentiality client numbers should 
be used on saue forms instead of names. When such is the case, a secure 
cross reference of names and numbers needs to be maintained at a central 
point. 

It is also advisable to pilot test. and evaluate all forms before 
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;t;"ep;rcducinc;J or us.i?g them on a wide scale~ Th:.ts te$t~g and evalua
tion will p;t:'ov:tde management with an added opportunity to reduce du
plication and supe.'t';J:luous· data, simplify f6nns- and- processes, and in
sure maximum confidentiality of client infonnation. It is strongly 
urged that new projects ~gin operations with mimeographed or electro
statically reproduced fonns, delaying printing of forms uhtil after 60 
to 90 days of use.' 

A final technique useful in the fonnalization of operations and 
processes is a Procedures ~~~ual which describes in detail the proce
dures follOW"ed by the proj ect, choices available to program personnel 
and clients, and decision points at which such choices may be exercised. 
The manual should also describe T~SC·relationships with collaborating 
agencies and requirements of Federal, State and local oversight agencies. 
In addition to giving inoaming personnel and staff of cooperating agen
cies a helpful overview of TASC functions, by specifying what is to be 
done at what point in the functioning of TASC, a manual may be invaluable 
in maintaining consistent paper processes. The process of developing a 
procedures manual is itself useful to new TASC projects; by anticipating 
events or problems that may occur and thinking through appropriate re
sponses, the severity of problems is reduced when they do occur. 
To be fully useful, a procedures manual should be in a fonnat which allOW"s 
for continuous updatjng. A standard loose-leaf fonuat is recanmended. 

In fonnalizing procedures, important ingredients are the arrange
ments and agreements with other agencies. It is recanrnended that these 
agreements be written, not only to make them a matter of record but to 
promote understanding and consistency of application. The agreements 
should describe in same detail services and functions to be provided by 
each collaborating agency in pursuing the obj ecti ves of TASC. Treat
ment program agreements, for example, should state the services they 
are expected to provide to the client and to TASC and should also 
specify the services TASC is to provide to the treatment program and the 
client. They should also address the nature, types, and frequency of 
reports and other ccmnunications between TASC and treabnent. TASC 
management should not attempt to dictate the terms of such agreements, 
but rather to develop them through dialogue with each agency , striving 
for a standard fonnat only after basic understandings have been reached. 

SUECHAPTER G. PUBLIC INFORMATION PLANNING 

It is appropriate that this chapter begin and end with discussions 
of aspects of oammunication; a major factor in the successful imple
mentation and operation of a TASC project is hOW" well it cormnmicates. 
Subchapter A dealt with a project's communications with consumer agencies, 
which is generally conceded to be necessary. There is less agreement on 
the degree of visibility a TASC project should seek with. respect to the 
general public and the news media. 

To same extent the visibility of a TASC project will flOW" from the 
personalities, talents, and abilities of its staff, as rrolded by the needs 
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and attitudes of local decision-makers upon which the project's funding 
and utilization must ultimately depend. In any ca,se, the role of public 
information in supporting and institutionalizing a TASC project is 
important enough to require careful planning. ' 

In planning the formulation and release of information on TASC 
processes and accomplishments to the news media and the carmuni ty, it 
is of utmost importance that the needs and attitudes of local decision
makers be ascertained and reflected. Wherever possible, local officials 
should be given full credit for any role they play in TASC accomplish
ment, and their general support of TASC should be gratefully acJmowledged. 

Preparation of prGSS releases and other media-oriented materials 
is greatly facilitated by securing the assistance of local news media 
representatives. If a member of the media has not been included on the 
TASC advisory board, an effort should be made to develop a relationship 
with at least one local newspaper or radio/TV journalist. Even if a 
decision is made to maintain low visibility in the ccrnnuni ty, such a 
relationship may well be invaluable in assuring the factual handling of 
any TASC-related incidents by local media. 

It is not likely that the news media 'will spontaneously initiate 
coverage of TASC. A TASC project becanes news only if saneone makes a 
public statement about it (which may be pro or con) or an event occurs 
that involves TASC. Events that breed negative reports (e.g., problems 
at a treatment program, arrest of a TASC client, etc.) seem to bring 
themselves to the attention of the medi.a, but TASC project managers may 
have to call attention to favorable events, such as commencing opera
tions, receiving a second-year grant, receiving a good evaluation re
port, visits by dignitaries, or achieving major milestones. 

Project managers should not think only in terms of the general 
print media and corrmercial electronic media. Stories about TASC can 
be carried in newsletters published by local civic, veterans, and pro
fessional groups as well as weekly and daily newspapers. Public radio 
and television stations and public access channels on cable television 
systems may also be available. 

In addition to seeking direct media coverage, it is desirable to 
cultivate local elected officials who may champion TASC and its objec
tives with local policy-makers. In the institutionalization and post
grant funding of the proj ect, such champions can be decisive. Ca"t"e 
must be taken, however, to avoid t.he identification of TASC with one 
political figure only; just as TASC could benefit fran the good for
tunes of that individual, it: could be negatively affected by his ill 
fortune at the polls, as well. 
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CHAPrER V 

MANAGEMENT .AND EVALUATION 

The functions of TASC management decision-making and local pro
gram evaluation should be intertwined. The manager should begin pro
ject operation with a clear sense of the national goals and local ob
jectives which TASC aspires to meet. The project creates a flow of 
data for purposes of both client and project management. The local 
evaluator assesses performance in relation to those goals and objec
tives in a regular and timely fashion, using TASC-generated a..'1d in
dependently gathered information. Then, in response to evaluation 
studies, program modifications can be made which will strengthen oper
ation in furtherance of the original goals. Without broad and reli
able data and its evaluation, management decisions can be based only 
on intuition. 

SUBCHAPl'ER A. MANAGEMENT DECISION-MAKING 

Two basic approaches can be used in the management and adminis
tration of a TASC project: active or passive management. Active 
management assumes, for example, that: 

• TASC should try to change organizational or environmental 
constraints upon its operations. 

• TASC management should actively supervise project staff. 

• Project evaluation is needed so that project operations can 
be improved. 

• TASC should actively recruit clients for referral to treat
ment and rehabilitation. 

Conversely, passive management assumes that: 

• TASC must work within existing organizational and environmental 
constraints. 

• TASC staff will work best if left alone to do their jobs. 

• Evaluation is needed to satisfy funding sources. 

• TASC should offer a treatment option to potential clients, but 
leave acceptance or rejection of the option entire~y to them, 
or TASC should not make direct contact with potential clients 
initially but should wait for other agencies to refer them. 

In reality, TASC projects generally use an approach somewhere 
between the two extremes, in some activities being more active, L'1 
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others more pc$sive, frequently influehced by external factors. One 
of these ~actors :influencing the administrative structure of a pro
ject is. the organizational location of the project. If a TASC pro
ject is created as an independent organization, its structure may 
logically follow personnel and functional alternatives discussed in 
Chapter II:£. If hCMever, the project is located within a previously 
existing agency such as a probation department, health deparbnent, 
district attorney or public defender's office, or private non-profit 
corporation, the administrative structure will largely be detennined 
by existing administrative and reporting relationships \',7ithin the 
parent agency. 

The influences of the personnel system within which a project 
operates are quite similar. If, for examplf.=', the job classification 
within which a supervisor is placed specifies the duties that are ex
pected of that classification, a project's flexibility in formalizing 
its administrative structure is thereby limited. This illustrates 
the :importance of paying careful attention to project needs in crea
ting and m:xlifying job descriptions. 

The specific design of a project's administrative structure 
should take into account each of these and other factors, and be co
ordinated closely with the developnent of formalized operating pro
cedures. In general, hCMever, the processes suggested belCM involve 
basic administrative elements contained in all TASC programs. Speci
fic functions, positions and job titles of necessity vary fran project 
to project. 

The administrative structure adopted will heavily influence in
ternal decision-making processes used by a project as will the per
sonalities in the project and the job functions assigned. Sare gen
eral principles found useful in maxBnizing the use of internal re
sources in the pursuit of project objectives include: (1) Staff di
rectly affected by a decision, as well as staff with relevant experi
ence and expertise, should be involved in reaching the decision when
ever practical. (2) Staff should be provided with sufficient infor
mation to support any role they are asked to play in the decision
making process. (3) Staff rrembers should be given authority necessary 
to facilitate application of TASC policies in areas for which they 
have responsibility. (4) A variety of decision-making strategies 
should be considered in dealing with issues facing the project includ
ing staff meetin.gs with open agendas and the creation of task forces 
and committees. Delegation of responsibility should·alsobe used to 
maximize the jnvol vement of staff resources. EXperiences of TASC 
projects have shown that serious morale and operational problems may 
occur if staff are not given opportunities to share problems, atti
tudes, and concerns. 

In considering the role of evaluation in manage:nent, two caveats 
must be noted imnr...-'<iiately. TASC projects' designs, administrative 
arrangements, ar>.d objectives vary widely, thus details of evalt.:atian 
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implementation are not described here and must be left to local pro
grams. Also, it is recognized that evaluation is limited and cannot 
be expected to answer all management questions. Obviom,ly, evalua-· 
tions cannot tell the project director who to hire,' how to handle in
terpersonal relations with crbninal justice and treatment officials, 
or how to motivate his staff. Evaluation, like the canputer, is a 
tool which can be best used when its limitations are understocrl. 

Within that constraint, however, at least five major areas of 
management decision making are subject to observation by an evaluator. 
In each area evaluation analysis, if applied, can lead to more precise 
and constructive decisions. 

1. Screeninq, court liaison, and tracking unit functions must be 
efficient if the project is to Ireet its objectives. Evaluation of 
screening can identify the percentage of eligible arrestees being 
screened, and by charge, drug and criminal history, and other char
acteristics. Court liaison evaluatioR entails analysis of the pro
files of clients who do and do not get referred to TASCjtreat1nent. 
Evaluation of tracking can perfonn such functions as canpare TASC 
and treatment records for accuracy and assess the kinds of TASC clients 
who leave treatment before successful canpletion. Evaluations like 
these of TASC function may support procedures changes. 

2. As with TASC functions, pers.onnel efficiency can be monitored. 
Screening, court, and tracking workers can be canpared against abso
lute standards and with each other. Following evaluation of the data 
it may becane apparent, for instance, that one screener is able to 
refer a far higher percentage of arrestees than another; that conclu
sion should precipitate a need for further managerial study. Personnel 
evaluation in this sense should be approached with caution ana. consid
eration. Staff need to be infonned of any current evaluation pro
cesses. Evaluation results are better used for setting operational 
standards than as justifications for tennination or reprimand, unless 
that course is clearly called for. 

3. A good eVc3~uation will solicit opinions of TASC fran diverse ex
ternal sources, such as criminal :iustice agencies, treatment programs, 
and other cc:mnunity officials. Ccmnon threads in perspective fran 
these sources provide a useful index to carmunity perception of the 
project. Results of this assessnerrt may lead the TASC Director to 
fonn an Advisory Board to broaden support, publish a newsletter to 
expand dissemination about the program, cool down or heat up his or 
her style of interaction with cc:mnunity officials, or take no new 
action. 

4. A TASC project must do more than successfully refer or divert 
arrestees-abusers into treabrent. The process has to be cost-effec
tive as ~11. At least: tYX:l considerations may apply here. Enough 
clients must enter TASC to justify the initial expenditure on the 
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grant. Also, for' final 'evaluation and later needs of institution-
alization (see Chapter VI), cost ra;tios must be established on the 
basis of the number of clients who successfully canplete TASC. Eval
uation results which show significant deviation above the costs indi
cated by national noms are cause for concern. 

5. While certain definitions of success are absolute, most TASC 
measures are relative to results in other programs. Evaluation can 
canpare program operations between cities of canparable size with 
canparable Tl~C funding, or canpare TASC operations with alternative 
dispositions for similar offenders. This continuous analysis is par-
ticularly useful in providing a t:iroely canment on progress without 
having to wait for yea1:"-end conclusions - which may be too late. 

Because local evaluation design depends on local need and inter
est, managanent issues other than those listed above could as easily 
be addressed through the evaluation process. The only universal sug
gestion is that evaluation be designed so as to most helpfully infonn 
TASC management in crucial areas of decision. 

SUBCHAPrER B. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

A Management Information System (MIS) is a vital component of 
any organization dealing with a variety of individuals, agencies or 
issues. Such a system provides managers and leaders in the organiza
tion with a continuing picture of what is happening within the orga
nization and, in sane cases, of external events which affect the or
ganization so that decisions may be made with the maximum amount of 
pertinent information. 

Given the' size and resources of most TASC projects, elaborate 
MIS designs are not realistic. At a minimum, hov;ever, a system must 
be designed which will facilitate infonned internal decision-making 
and client managarent and at the same time provide fundi1ng and par
ticipating agencies with the full range of information they require. 

1. Internal and External Information Needs. 

Several types of infonnation are universally useful in building 
and maintaining an effective TASC project. Infonnation useful to 
project directors and supervisors in managing the flow of clients and 
making decisions designed to improve the effectiveness of the program 
includes: (a) sufficient information to make decisions regarding 
clients at critical points in their movement through the criminal 
justice and treatment systems; (b) data indicating the workload and 
perfonnance of individual staff members and functional units; (c) 
data concerning project costs and other financial infonnation; and 
(d) data on client characteristics and assessed needs as well as the 
capacity of treatment programs to meet those needs. The cited in
formation require:nents, and many othE.'rs that could be added, must 
deal with generalities for purposes of this manual. The amount of 
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info:rmation and the sophistication of each Elata type will necessarily 
vary fran proj,ect to project depending upon design and operating meth-
ods of each. ' 

Much of the information needed by external sources may be gener
ated through the same instruments used to glean info:rmation needed 
internally and will only need to be presented in a slightly different 
manner. External agencies will need to know the status of all clients 
who have been referr€d to the program, the number who have succeeded 
or failed and, where possible, reasons for success or failure, demo
graphic information on clients, and a responsible picture of the pro
ject's financial operations. Briefly put, participating' agencies and 
other TASC consuners constantly want to know what the project is 
doing for them, and funding agencies want to know how mua':1 TASC is 
costing them and what they are gettlllg for their money_ 

2. Info:rmation Flow Design. 

In building MIS procedures, the info:rmation needs of all external 
agencies and internal staff should be assessed and systems should be 
designed which rceet these infonnation ne:ds with a minimum of dupli
cation and paper work. In addition to requesting participating and 
oversight agencies to specify their infoDlIa'tion needs, project man
agement should w::>rk with staff to detemtine info:rmation needs of all 
project personnel and solicit views on alternative methods of col
lecting needed data. These needs should be reviewed periodically to 
ensure that sufficient, but not excess, data is being collected. 

When designing fo:rms and data gathering procedures, it is highly 
desirable to provide space for sI;ecific canrrents by staff rnanbers to 
give added depth to data collected. If, for example, information fran 
a client is difficult to obtain or is of suspect validity (as when a 
client is under the influence of a drug during screening interview), 
that opinion and the reason for it should be noted, so it can be takE.m 
into consideration when evaluating later data that may conflict. 

Once data has been collected, the MIS must. insure that it is re
corded, aggregated, synthesized, and analyzed as quickly and accu
rately as possible. In pursuit of this goal, it: is often desirable 
to assign one individual the responsibility of r,eceiving all data 
fo:rms, follCMing up on staff crnments, and tabulating the data. The 
more intennecliaries that handle data betw=en the 't:ime it is collected 
and the time recorded and organized, the more likely distortions will 
occur. 

After the dat.a has been recorded and organized, procedures must 
exist to insure that it will be transmitted as needed to all users. 
The system should be able to access specific data ne.....ods out of the 
aggregate info:rmation collected for swift and accurate transmission. 
If resource limitations will not aHCM all data users to obtain needed 
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info~tion on a t~ely basis, or its collection will negatively ~
pact upon other canponents of the program, lootations and problems 
must be quickly identified and efforts made to renegotiate infonma
tion needs in light of resource l~tations and program impacts. 

SUBCHAPrER C. EVALUATION 

The dictionary meaning of "evaluation" is "to find the value of," 
~plying the measurement of one thing in tenns of another or a fixed 
standard. An evaluation of TASC should not consist of a report merely 
reciting or summarizing what the project has done over a period of 
t:i.m=, but should "find the value" of it in tenns acceptable to the 
audience the evaluation se:r:ves. That audience consists of members of 
th\~ cr~al justice and treatment systems that TASC directly se:r:ves, 
representatives of LEAA and the providers of local matching funds, 
key local goverrJment officials and other potential funding sources, 
and the general camnunity. But first and foremost, an evaluation 
should se:r:ve project management by providing objective feedback on 
project accanplishments and progress toward objectives, which can be 
used in making'management decisions and project modifications. 

1. Selecting an Evaluation' Contractor. 

The ideal evaluator should have a number of qualifications. 
First, the evaluator should possess skills, time and resouxces nec
essary to compile an accurate analysis of project activities. Second, 
and closely related to the first, the evaluator must be believable -
must have credibility -- to the evaluation audience. Third, the eval
uator and the proposed evaluation must be affordable, both. in tenms of 
financial cost and in tenms of program ~pact. An ela]:x:)ration of 
these generalized criteria should enable projects to construct specif
ic standards for judging and selecting an evaluator suitable for them. 

In considering an evaluator's skills, time and resources, specif
ic needs of the local TASC project will have to be taken into account. 
All projects will want an evaluator who has present knowledge or the 
ability to quickly gain an understanding of the local systems in which 
TASC operates as well as the goals and objectives of the TASC project. 
A key indicator of an evaluator's abilities and resources is past per
fonnance. Have programs swlar to TASC been evaluated in such a 
manner that the needs of oversight and other interested organizations 
were rret? Does the evaluator have the t~e to devote to th~s evalua
tion to assure a quality product? (In considering this question, it 
is desirable to use a locally based evaluator whenever possible, both 
to min~ze the arrount of available t:i.m= which will be spent in travel 
and to max~ize accessibility of the evaluators.) Skills, as evi
denced by past employment and education, as well as other evaluation 
experience, should also be considered. 
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Many Q~these factors will also influence the credibility'of the 
evaluator. Consumers will be more likely to believe the conclusions 
of an evalua,tor if past evaluations have won the acceptance of the 
consurrers':peers. In aooition, an evaluator must be able to camnuni
cate in language understandable and acceptable to interested indi vi
duals and ag'encies. If an evaluator's contract proposal or previous 
w::>rk products are unintelligible because of an overuse of academic 
jargon or street jargon, caution should be exercised. On the other 
hand, evaluators should exhibit a knowledge of the special vocabu
laries used in the cooperating systems. 

Finally, the evaluator must be affordable. If the evaluator, 
the design, or ancillary costs to the program are too expensive, 
staff and collaborating agencies may begrudge evaluations costs, and 
other tangible or intangible aspects of the project, including morale, 
are likely to suffer. 

The above considerations are only meant to be illustrative. They 
should be included, with any specific needs of a local project and a 
realistic analysis of limitations of available contractors, in select
ing an individual or finn that most collpletely meets the needs of the 
particular TASC project. 

2. Developing an Evaluation Design. 

The evaluation design should flow logically fran goals and 00-
jecti ves established in the planning process and included in the 
grant application. The process of developing specific operating pro
cedures may sharpen the focus of those objectives, as will develqmmt 
of the evaluation design and methodology in collaboration with the 
evaluation contractor. In sare instances, objectives may need to be 
modified in order to be more ll'easurable or more realistic. 

The eValuation should include roth "process evaluation," ll'ea
surement of progress toward pe.t:'fonnance goals, and "outccme evalua
tion," measurement of progress toward impact goals. The fo:rrrer would 
measure, for example, the number of clients processed at various stages 
in relation to objectives, the knowledge of, and attitude toward TASC 
among criminal justice, treatment, and ccm:nunity groups, etc. OUtcane 
evaluation would llEasure the effect or impact of TASC activity upon 
clientele, the consumer systems, and the ccm:nuni ty • 

Client treatment outcome is difficult to measure in a l5~nth 
project that will be placing clients in .. treatment only during the 
final 12 months, and generally for treatment of several months dura
tion. There simply will be too few clients canpleting treatment by 
the end of the grant period for a significant sample. Change in 
client behavior during TASC participation can be ll'easured, however, 
by canparing a client's drug-taking, criminal activity, job or school 
attendance, family life, etc., while in TASC to a similar tine perial 
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before 'l'ASC, if; a,dequate pre-'l'ASC data is available. Impacts in tenus 
of; reducing court or probation caseloads can also· be measured. During 
a seoond year oontinuation grant period, a client outcane and follow
up study, perhaps using an appropriate canparison group, should be 

.1 included i,n the evaluation design. 

"Cost benefit" studies may also be included, but please note that: 
there are two IDrds to that phrase. Cost analysis alone is of little 
value in an evaluation; it needs to be related to l:::enefits either ill 
terms of goals accomplished or oosts averted as a result of project 
activities. Accurate cost benefit studies are generally effective in 
justifying TASC to those who must approve future budgets. 

3. Implementing the Evaluation. 

A major concern in impl~..!IUeI1tation of the evaluation is the source 
of evaluation data. t-1uch of the needed raw data can be supplied by 
the inte~nal TASC management infonnation and client information sys
tems. This emphasizes the desirability of early consultation with the 
evaluation oontractor on developing data collection instruments and 
procedures in order to optimize the availability of evaluation data 
fran that source. 

The evaluator will also need to collect data fran other sourres 
in order to validate (or invalidate) the TASC data as ~ll as to sup
plement it. The sarre caution should apply here as in the design of 
internal infonnation systems: collect what is needed but avoid over
collection or ir'edundancy.' An evaluator can quickly ~ar out his ~l
care among cooperating agencies by asldng for too much and collecting 
interesting information that is useless for evaluative purposes. 

An effort should be made by both TASC management and the con
tractor to inform the staff of TASC and cooperating agencies about 
what the evaluator is and will be doing. It is important that these 
personnel do not perceive the evaluator as a monitor who is "checkir..g 
up" on them, but rather as an objective observer whose findings can 
result in project improvement. 

4 . Interim Reports - Frequency and 'Content. 

The frequency and content of interim reports should be specified 
in the RFP for the evaluation study. These reports should be at least 
quarterly to facilitate the feedback discussed above and provide TASC 
management vlith information needed to make timely opera'ting and modi
fication· decisions. Regular reports also provide a continuing control 
mechanism to assure the quality and tim=liness of evaluation processes. 
They provide TASC staff and consumers with an opportunity to review 
the evaluation in progress to insure that their infonnation needs are 
being met. Ehle~-ging needs should be defined and included as they ap
pear. 
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5. Fmal Report. 

The outline of the fmal report should also be specified m the 
RFP and should be negotiated m detail before the evaluation ccninences. 
The report should be designed to meet the specific needs of agencies 
overseemg and collaboratmg with the specific TASC project bemg 
evaluated, and should re prepared'm as simple and inexpensive a for
mat as will meet these needs. T'ne evaluation must always re a re
flection of the project remg evaluated, and should not distort that 
project or becone an end m it.self. To assure that the fmal report 
meets the specifications, it is advisable to require su1::rnission m 
draft form for discussion prior to publication of the final report. 

6. Note on Minimum Evaluation Criteria. 

Whatever the format.:. and particular issues chosen by the local 
TASC project for its evaluation, certain goals and objectives must 
necessarily be addressed. Nationally established TASC goals should 
camnand the attention of the evaluator. Minirnun local objectives 
should include the following: 

• Basic assessments of cost. 

• Fonnat for and solicitation of perspectives on 'mSC by ex
ternal community officials. 

• AnalYlsis of client referal sources, preferably as canpared with 
i::he universe of available clients by referral source. 

• Analysis of data on acceptance and rejection of TASC clients 
by courts. 

• Analysis of successful and unsuccessful TASC clients. 

As yet, no fonnat has reen developed on the federal level for 
examining perfor:rnc1l1.ce relative to the above objectives; hence more 
specific evaluation design is left to local projects. 

SUBCHAPrER D. PRCXiRAM REVIEW AND MODIFICATION 

A primary function of management infonnation system and evalu
ation process is to provide project management with info:rrnation nec
essary to continually review and upgrade project operations. Proce
dures must l::e developed at an early stage in project activity to in
sure that information is reviewed as soan as it recames available, 
and rnechanis.lls should be put in place to facilitate program mcx1ifi
cations indicated by ti1is information. 
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1. Review of MIS and "EValuation "Data. 

An early chore of TASC managerrent should be to arrange for ap
propriate review of all infonnation proouCEd by the project's MIS and 
evaluation canponents. Members "Of the managem.ent teaitr at a min:i.mum, 
and preferably line staff as w:ll, should review incaning data for 
infonnation needed for decision-making as -v.ell as indications that 
rrodification of various activities might be useful. Data might best 
be circulated to designated review:rs as it becanes available and 
discussed at regularly scheduled mee:Ungs, with review:rs encouraged 
to respond irrlividually as well as through the group process. Advi
sory boards and cooperating agencies should also be kept abreast of 
information on project operations. 

The following questions should l::e considered in analyzing the 
usefulness and impact of the data: (a) Does it indicate whether or 
not specific activities are taking place? (b) Does it detennine if 
an operation is meeting present standards? (c) Does it demonstrate 
the efficiency of the activity? (d) Does it indicate if activities 
produce specific objectives set for them? (e) Does it describe 
changes in clients or consumer systems? 

A review of the data may indicate the existenCE of problems of 
three basic types: the data itself may l::e incorrect, inexact, or 
incanplete; there may l::e a weakness :in internal TAS:::: processes; or 
there could l::e a problem of TASC relationship with other agencies. 
At bmes further review may be rer~red to determine mich one or more 
of these types is at the core of a problem. All types must be dealt 
with but obviously different methods must be used in addressing and 
correcting them. 

2. Fonnulation of Program Modifications. 

During the life of any program, the need for rnodificaticns may 
occur. In the case of a TASC project, information obtained fran the 
MIS and reports fran the project evaluator may ShCM that sare TASC 
function is not being carried out as effectively as desired. Further
more, changes in demands plaCEd upon TASC consumers or other elerrents 
of the surrounding environment may ~ncourage a shift in project ob
jectives or operating procedures. :':'~1en the need for a program mooi
fication becanes apparent, a structured process for fonnulating that 
modification should be available. 

Many modifications constantly take place on a casual and informal 
basis and need only be considered as an illustration of the decision
making process. Intra-staff arrangements for one person to cover 
commitments of another when schedules go awry or illness occurs fre
quently can be made without requiring decisions by supervisors. 
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When a· modification is likely to aff8ct o~rating procedures 
related to t:tE pw:suit of project objectives, however, or when modi
fications involve collaborating agencies or a large number of project 
staff or clients, a process should exist for making sure that all 
affected. individuals know what needs to be changed, have an opportu
nity to contribute to the decision, and are fully ·info:rmed about the 
decision once a modification has been agreed upon. An example drawn 
fram the experience of TASC efforts may prove illustra~ive. 

A continuing problem in serre TASC projects is maintenance of 
necessary release of infonnation forms signed by clients as the clients 
progress through the TASC system. As a result of feedback from the MIS 
system, the project evaluator, or the staff of TASC or collaborati..~g 
agencies, it is learned that "stale" or expired release of infonnation 
fm:ms are on file. It may be necessary to adjust procec1ures for ob
taining current releases. As quickly as possible, it is useful to 
contact those individuals who collect and process release of informa
tion forms as well as those responsible for disclosure of client in
fonnation authorized by the releases. These individuals should be 
asked to ccmnent on the problem fram their pers~ctive and offer t:tEir 
suggestions as to how the problem might be solved. As a result it may 
be decided that a useful modificatiori would be to install a "tickler" 
system which would require automatic review of release of infonnation 
forms by specific staff members at each step in the TASC process, as 
w=ll as by the record custodian at established t:i.Ire intervals. After 
a prearranged test ~riod, participants in the process could be invi
ted to comment on the effectiveness of the modified system in correct
ing the original problem. 

3. Initiating Program Changes. 

Minor program changes which do not significantly alter project 
objectives or involve transfer of funds across budget categories 
have been covered in the preceding paragraphs. When a major program 
modification is considered, the advisory board and all collaborating 
agencies should be included in the decision-making process. For a 
description of adjustrrents to a LFAA grant that will J::e required 
when major program modification or budget transfers are required, 
please see Subchapter E of Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPI'ER VI 

INSTITUTIONALIZING TASC 

Institutionalizing TASC is an ultimate goal of all TAS::::! projects, 
and should be considere:i and anticipated fran the very inception of 
the planning process. It is an expectation of LEAA in the funding 
process that a successful TASC effo~~ wiil increase the utilization 
of treatIrent facilities for accused criminal offenders, interrupting 
the cycle of drug use, arrest, release, drug use, etc., and thus reduce 
this population's drug abuse and resultjng multiple negative impacts 
on the criminal justice systen. To the extent that these goals are 
achieved, TASC can be demonstrated to be a cost-effective rrethod of 
positively :intervening :in the drug abuse-crime problem, which deserves 
financial support fran the carmunity it serves. 

Institutionalization is 'Che process to accomplish the goal of 
achieving non-federal funding support. It is the moverrent fran LEAA 
discretionary funds to 'total assumption of costs on a permanent and 
local level (city, county, or State). Most institutionalized TASC 
projects have not made this move in a single step but have received 
same LEAA block grant funds through their State Planning Agency or 
NIDA formula grant funds through their Single State Agency. State
controlled grants of federal funds reflect only partial institution
alization; the final goal is local assumption. 

SUBCHAPI'ER A. STRATEGY DEVELOPMENI' 

It is important to develop a long-range strategy for institution
alization. This strategy really should begin with the first rreeting 
to explore applying for a TASC grant. It should be considered in 
determining the local operating agency, the source of local matching 
funds I and the developnent of planning and advisory groups. Project 
evaluation design should include plans for obtaining information 
which can be useful in justifying institutionalization. 

Projects which are operated by or are part of established units 
of local government or in a close relationship with such units nay 
have better opportunities for becaning institutionalized. Sponsoring 
agencies that have stable budgets fran general funds have more direct 
access to t11e funds necessaxy for institutionalization than do agen
cies that are dependent upon grants for substantially all of their 
funds. Frequently they can include TASC funds in their general budget 
requests without requiring any special appropriations by state or 
local legislative bodies. Advisory board members can be chosen with 
consideration of the relationship of members to sponsoring 'and funding 
agencies, in addition to consideration of representation of agencies 
necessary to immediate TASC operation. 
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SUBCHAPI'ER B. TASC MODIFICATION 

Several TASC proj ects, as they became institutionalized or con
tinued evolution after institutionalization, have lTQdified the char
acter of the local project. The modifications include expansion or 
contraction of the geographic area served; expansion or contraction 
of the services provided with accanpanying redefinition of eligibil
ity; or revision of the manner of perfonning TASC functions. 

Changes in geographic jurisdiction need litt.le explanation. 
City-wide projects might becane county-wide, multi-county, or even 
state-wide; conversely, a county-wide project might be reduced to 
a single city, balancing priority of needs with available sources 
and amounts of funds. Projects may expand services (or :rrerge with 
related projects) to provide pretrial release, intervention, or 
diversion services to offenders in need of services other than sub
stance abuse treat:rrent. Services may also include sane of the op
tional elements discussed in Chapter VII. Again, services or eli
gibility might be contracted as a result of budgetary constraints 
or to increase project efficiency.. 

Revising or altering the project structure or performance of 
TASC functions could result fran experience gained in t'WO years of 
LEAA-funded operation. Indeed, good managerrent of a TASC project 
may require modifications, and possible grant adjust:rrents, during 
the period of LEAA funding; the evolution can continue as TASC 
ae:tapts to the local environment and as it matures and becares more 
established in the local system. For example, the amount of staff 
time devoted to identification of potential clients may be reduced 
as TASC becares 'WElll-knCMIl, resulting in self-identification by 
arrestees or identification to TASC by police or correctional offi
cers. Increasing experience with the courts may reduce the time 
TASC staff need to spend in court or the manner in which progress 
reports are made to criminal justice agencies. These and similar 
adjustments could result in reallocation of staff responsibilities 
or in reducing the overall staff size. 

SUECHAPI'ER C. IMPLEMENI'ING THE STRATEGY 

1. Planning Processes 

Early in the existence of the local TASC project, efforts should 
be made through the normal state and sub-state planning process to 
insure that TASC is included in both the State Planning Agency's 
annual Criminal Justice Plan and the Single State Agency's annual 
Drug Abuse Prevention Plan. It ritight 'also be included' in the plans 
of local agencies (e.g., probation or corrections department) for 
future needs and services. Treatrrent "umbrella agencies" or coor
dinating committees could include funding priorities for all or part 
of TASC activities in their plans.' 
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All TASC staff should beci:rne aware of the institutionalization 
strategy and their roles ,in accq:nplishmg it. The sarre is true of 
advisory boru;'d rrembers'.' Sane of the latter' will make or respond to 
requests for funds while Others may recarnrend approaches to funding 
sources, or make personal appeals t? these sources. 

2 • Gover.r'lrrer'ltal proceSSes 

At the local level TASC institutionalization is related to the 
governmental decision-making process arrl needs to be pursued within 
the city and county general governrrents, and concurrently with auto
nOlIDUS court structures. Continuous efforts should be made to raise 
TASC visibility among elected offi,cials, public administrators, 
judges, prosecuting attorneys, and deparl::rrEnt heads or senior staff 
of probation, corrections, health and m.:mtal health departrrents. 

The most successful rrethod for keeping TASC visible is the dis
tribution of periodic reports of TASC accanplishrrents and cost bene
fits among these decision makers, reminding them of the dividends 
resulting frC8Jl the TASC investment, and indi5pPJlsibility of TASC as 
a part of the local criminal justice and health care systems. 
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CHAPrER. VII 

OPI'IONAL TASC PRO(;RNJl ELEMENTS 

The first six chapters of' this manual have dealt primarily 
with basic TASC program elements with only occasional reference to 
optional elements.' To be sure, there has been a great deal of em
phasis on variable rrethods, approaches, or structures that make TASC 
readily adaptable to meeting local needs, but generally these have 
related to pre-trial and post-trial referral of dx\lg abusers to 
treatment resources. This chapter will suggest additional program 
elerrents that may be included in TASC at the option of local planners 
and officials. Some of the optional elements may be included within 
the LEAA grant; others would have to be supported by other funding 
sources outside of the LEAA. share or local matching share of the 
grant. ' 

SUBCHAPI'ER A. INCLUSION OF ALCOHOLIC OR AJ..cOHOL ABUSING OFFENDERS 

Several studies have shown a high cor~~lation between alcohol 
abuse or dependence and serious crimes. Included in these are stu
dies showing significant nturubers of correctional inmates who were 
under the influence of, or had been using, alcohol at the tline of 
canmission of the crimes of which they 'Were convicted. Concurrent 
with these findings was the growth of two phenarena. One is the 
increasing incidence of cross-dependence on two or more drugs: a 
person who was first identified as opiate-dependent might on the 
next contact be dependent upon barbiturates, making identification 
of any IIprlinary drug of abusell meaningless. The second phenarenon 
is a trend toward treabnent of IIsubstance abuse, II differentiating 
approaches used in trea:ting dependence upon various substances, but 
generally treating the individual, considering the particular sub
stance as a symptcm of the problem. 

It is therefore consistent with the TASC concept to expand eli
gibility to offenders whose criminal behavior is closely related to 
abuse of or dependence upon alcohol alone or in combination with 
other drugs. With sane limitations, planners of a new TASC project 
may follow the same general planning rrethods for a drug/alcohol abuse 
TASC as for a drug TASC. The problem definition process must assess 
the potential intake volume of alcohol abusing offend~rrs and of drug 
abusing offenders, and must ascertain the availability of treabnent 
for alcohol abusers. The fonner can be addressed in an arrest survey 
as discussed in Chapter II. The latter is of particular concern be
cause experience has shown sane alcohol treatrrent programs to be rrore 
reluctant in sharing client information with TASC than the vast ma
jority of drug treatment programs. It is advisable to include alcohol 
treatrrent programs and their funding or coordinating agencies in the 
TASC planning process at an early date. 
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2. LEM Guidelines -_. 
Specific guidelines for including alcohol abusing o:efenders in 

TASC have h=en adopted by LEAA. Many of these are similar to stan
dard TASC re:quirerrents but are repeate1 for emphasis. The guidelines 
and sane ccroment.s or explanations follON. 

a. Eligibility criteria must be developed based upon input 
fran local criminal justiCe and alcohol treatment represen
tatives, but must exclude: 

(1) The public inebriate - individuals arrested on charges 
of public inebriation or on charges based upon inebri
ation, such as disorderly conduct, loitering, etc. 

(2) The drinking driver - individuals charged with a ve
hicl~~ related offense linked to the consmnption of 
alcohol. 

b. Staterrents 'jiven to TASC screening personnel may not be used 
for or against the prosecution of the prospective TASC client. 

c. Participation in TASC will be on a voluntary basis only. 

d. Escort services will re provided for each client fran the 
court to the TASC intake center and fran there to the appro
priate treatment facility. 

e. Each client must be continuously monitored to insure that 
the client is abiding by the tenus of his/her referral. 

f. Each project must develop objective success/failure criteria 
(e. g ., missed counseling sessions, rearrest, sobriety) which 

must re conmunicated to each client. 

g. Provisions should be nade for the prarrpt notification of all 
client failures to the appropriate criminal justice agency. 

h. Urinalysis will not be required for alcohol abusing clients. 

i. The application must indicate measures that will re used to 
veri:ey seriot~ alcohol involvement of prospective clients 
(e. g ., verification. by "significant others," arrest history, 

Michigan Alcohol Screening Test, etc.). 

j • All projects should maintain separate data on drug and alco
hol clients in tenus of client entry, failures, rearrests, 
successes, etc. for self-assessnent purposes. 
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k. Documentataion of alcohol u--eatrrent availability and support, 
including letters of support from each treatment program to 
be used for TASC clients, must be included in the applica
tj,on. 

Guideline (a) is similar to the general TASC requirerrent for 
objective eligibility criteria. '!he distinction is the mandatory 
~~xclusion of' public inebriates and drinking drivers. Public inebri
ation is excluded l::ecause it is not the kind of serious street criIre 
TASC is aimed at, and in about half of the states has been decrimi
nalized. Where it is still a criIre, offenders are generally dis
charged with a small fine, or no penalty, after spending a night in 
the "drunk tank.. " Drunk driving, although a more serious concern, 
is also not the kind of (property) criIre that TASC should be con
ce:tned with; there are also federally supported Alcohol Safety 
AQtion Programs (ASAP) or similar programs to deal with this class 
of offender. 

Guidelines (b) through (g) are aJmost verbatim repetitions of 
TASC requirerrents. it should l:e noted in connection with (f) and 
(h) that although ~ekly urine monitoring is not required for moni
toring of alcohol abusers, if sobriety is a criterion, standards 
and methods for measuring sobriety must be e~,tablished. 

Guideline (i) is similar to the need for methods to identify. 
drug abusing TASC eligibles. Item (j) requires that separate data' 
be kept on drug and alcohol abusing clients for internal managerrent 
purposes although this is not currently required to be reported to 
LE'AA in quarterly statistical reports (exCEpt the number of pr:ima.ry 
alcohol abusers at entry). Finally, (M) matches the requirerrent 
regarding drug treatment availability. 

ST..J:i3CHAPl'ER B. VCXJATIONAL ASSISTANCE 

1. Job Training Opportunities 

A few early TASC projects included substantial vocational assis
tance program elements. Al t.hough policy changes have made programs 
on that scale impossible (with LE'AA funds), projects may direct 
clients to training opportunities in other camnunity agencies. Sev
er,al existing projects handl-e this activity through a support ser
,rices coordinator, others trrrough trackers (case managers), or treat
nent coordinators. Frequently, TASC has better "esJcablishment" cred
ibility with sponsoring agencies of vocational train,:ing programs 
than do drug treabrent programs. By keeping abreast of training 
availability and needs of clients, TASC can directly serve both the 
client and his/her primary treatment program. 
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2. Job Developnent 

Similar to activities in accessing job tra,inl,ng opportunities, 
So.Ire TASC projects have been instru:rrental in developing employrrent 
opportunities for their clients1 This requires that the support 
services coordinator (or other assigned staff member) be attuned to 
the needs of both potentia.l employers and potential employees in 
order to avoid mismatches that are pre-ordained to failure. Aside 
fran this ability, the principal ingredient for success is a lot of 
"leg work," contac:ting and re-contacting employers. 

SUBCHAPl'ER C. SEP.l.1\RATE-FUNDED OPTIONS 

1. Referrals Es ~mnunity~encie,s 

In addition to TASC-eligible offenders that a project: may refer 
to non-drug-specific treatment, agencies (e.g., mental health centers 
or family service programs) as a supplement to or substitute for 
traditional treatment, TASC often encounters non-eligibles Vilhan they 
refer to such agencies but do not accept as TASC clients. ~1'Jith addi
tional staff supplied by voluntE'f2rs or supported by other funding, 
TASC can actively seek to identify, refer, and monit0r persons in 
need of such services who are not drug or alcohol abusers. It must 
be stressed that such added staff cannot be paid with LEAA grant 
funds I ~ with the required local matching funds. 

2. ~ventive Educat.~ ?rcgrams 

TASC programs faa.~d with the dilermna of stretching eligibility 
criteria, or rej ecting drug experimenters or "lightweights" charged 
with minor offenses, may provide a middle route through separately 
funded education programs. Except for a very fe\V dysfunctional 
marijuana users, users of that drug are low priority treatment candi
dates and are seldan involved in "drug-dri ven" street crine. Bare 
communities hesitate to incarcerate such persons or to release them 
without any services in fear that they will get more heavily involved 
in drug abuse. TASC, with volunteers or supplerrental funds, can 
fill this need for servicing these marginal offenders by referring 
them to preventive education sessions and monitoring attendance as 
required by the courts. 

3. y?lunteeE, Service Programs 

Not to be confused with the use of volunteer staff in TASC or 
extensions thereof, at least one TASC project has, with county funds, 
becane a refe:rral agent for minor offenders (usually youthful) to 
whan the court: offers an al ternati ve of a period of volunteer service 
to ccmmRll1ity service programs in lieu of further criminal processing. 
Cormntmity programs make their volunteer "openings" known to TAS.-:! 
which places offenders referred by the court., and reports back t:o the 
court on ccmpliance or non-canpliance by the offend.er. 
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4. LegalASsistartoe Programs 

A feWTASC projects have arranged with local law schools for 
voluntee;r advanced law students to assist TASC clients' with legal 
problems of a c;i,vil law nature.' . In addition to their criminal law 
involve:rcent, J,Uany TASC clients haVe problems such as indebtedness, 
marital problems, child custcdy, etc. Law students, IDrking under 
the supervision of one or more practicing attorneys, can define the 
legal issues and either advise the TASC clients or refer them to 
Other available resources'. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE APPLICATION PROCESS 

Once the local camu.mity has adopted the general concept of TASC 
and initiated the planning process outlined in Chapters II and III, the . 
stage is set to begin the fOl:mal application process itself. Obviously 1 

sane of the application process will precede and, indeed, trigger sane 
of the planning steps previously discussed. Precise chronologidal se
quencing of all the steps in these two processes should not be expected. 
What is important in the end is that the fonnal application reflect a 
well-developed, well-planned statement of goals, objectives, and approach 
which logically flCMs fran an identification of the ccmnunity's problems, 
resources and needs with respect to drug abuse and criminal justice. 

This section is designed to aid the carrnunity desiring to initiate 
a TASC project in the process of acquiring financial aid fran LEM. As 
policies and regulations governing ~ grants change fran time to time, 
potential applicants are encouraged to contact the Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
Program Desk at the national office of LEAA for information on current 
policies. As this manual goes to press, the policy of LEAA is to review 
TASC applications in two canpetitive review cycles each fiscal year. For 
example, in Fiscal Year 1978 review cycles were set with suhnission dead
lines of February 1st and June 1st. Availability of funds and submission 
deadlines may vary fran year to year. 

SUOCHAPI'ER A. DErERMINnK; THE AFPLICAm' AGENCY 

1. Applicant Agency 

The planning process will have identified the principal actors and 
agencies that must be involved in the successful operation of any TASC 
project. Before any application can be sul:roitted, however, a decision 
must be made as to which public or private non-profit agency can Irost 
appropriately and feasibly serve as the legal applicant for the project. 
This sponsoring agency generally will be the one to assume the direct 
operating responsibility of the project and will be held accountable for 
canpliance with all grant conditions and carmi:t:ments. 

In TASC projects to date, the sponsoring agencies have included pro
bation departments, prosecutor's offices, COurt91 public health or mental 
health departments or agencies, Single State Agencies for drug abuse pre
vention, multi-purpose public or private non-profit canprehensive substance 
abuse treatment agencies, public or private pre-trial release agencies, 
ccramunity social service agencies, and local general purpose governments, 
such as cities or counties. Usually, where a general purpose government 
serves as the applicant agency a subdivision thereof serves as the operating 
agency. 
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Criteria for selecting the applicant-operating agency should include: 
(1) a satisfactory degree of credili1ity with the courts, police, pro
secutor, public defender, and treatIrent ccrcponents; (2) the capability 
to take on a fully staffed project and be assured t.bat its management and 
pursuit of TASC objectives will be ccmpatili1e with the agency's existing 
functions and procedures; and (3) the capability to provide high quality 
executive leadership to administer TASC. 

2. .Responsibi1ity for Grant Application Preparation 

Fixing responsibility for writing the grant application should be 
an early decision of the preliminary planning group. The person or 
agency responsible for writing the application should be the same as -
or very close to -- the lead agency or coordinator of the pre-application 
planning and negotiating process. Ideally, the application writer should 
be a part of the identified applicant agency, but often an agency with 
capability for operation of a project does not have the man-hours or the 
differing skills needed to write a grant application. There must, how
ever, be close cooperation and frequent consultation be~n the writer 
and the fonna1 applicant, above and beyond the continuing interaction of 
the entire planning grQup. A.lthough the exact amount of time to prepare 
an application will vary with the canp1exityof the local plan, it must 
be anticipated that a considerable amount of man-days will have to be de
voted to this effort. 

3. Pre-submission Consultation 

Applicants must consult with their State Criminal Justice Planning 
Agency (SPA) before making application for discretionary funds to LEAA. 
As discussed in the planning process (Chapter II), initial cqntact should 
be made soon after, if not before, a decision to seek a TASC grant. Appli
cants should review the most recent Comprehensive State Criminal Justice 
Plan prepared by the SPA and request a conference with the SPA to discuss 
the proposed project. Such a conference should include not only the appli
cant and the SPA, but also representatives of the sub-state regional or 
local planning unit. 

Although it is not a part of the LEAA review process, applicants for 
TASC projects are also advised to make early ccntact with the Single State 
Agency for Drug Abuse Prevention (SSA) and its sub-state unit. Because 
of the TASC need for sufficient ccmrm.mity-based treatrrent supported by 
non-TASC funding and for cooperation of treat:rrent agencies, t.he SSA' s 
regulatory and/or funding authority over treatIrent can supp~y significant 
support to TASC. The current Canprehensive State Plan for Drug Abuse 
Prevention should be reviewed by the applicant. 

SUOCHAPrER B. APPLICATIOO FORMAT 

1. Grant Application Content and Organization 

For all TASC applications the proper form to be used is: Standard 
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Fenn 424 (10-75), which consists of fou:r (4) pages, ta:rether with I.iFJ\A 
Fonn 4000/3 (Re. 5-76), Attachment to SF-424, which oonsists of eight (8) 
pages. 

While these fonns have reasonably explicit instructions for their 
canpletion, sane sections do require greater attention in order to ad
here more faithfully to t.lJ.e needs of LEAA administrators. For other 
sections, explicit instructions oontained in internal LFAA manuals 
(especially "Guide for Discretionary Grant PrcJg'rams," M 4500.lF, and 
"Procedures for .Administration of Categorical Grants," HB 4500.21) con
tain additional infonnation guiding the application and revia-v process. 

In general, the program narrative should la:rically articulate the 
results of the planning process detailed in Chapters II and III. The 
instructions oontained within fonn 4000/3 (Rev. 5-76) are canpatible with 
and responsive to that process, but may require that material.. be set 
forth in a sequence differing fran the planning process. Reference should 
be made frequently during this Subchapter to the sample TASC grant appli
cation in ApPendix B of this manual. 

a. Application Facesheet 

SF-424 (10-75) is a standard facesheet nOlI used for a large nmlber 
of Federal grant applications and for most LEM categorical grant appli
cations. It is important that the accarpanying isntructions (pages 3 
and 4 of the form) be carefully follCMed, and it is crucial that all items 
in "Section II - Certification" be properly cc:mpleted in the fonnal appli
cation. Without these certifications (22b, 23a, 23b, and 23c), the fonnal 
LEAA review process and timetable carmot be initiated. 

The follCMing items on SF:-424 should be noted: 

Itan 1: "Application" would be checked when canpleting this form as 
a formal grant application. HCMever, SF-424 may also be used to notify the 
state-wide (and area-wior-: if applicable) "A-95" clearinghouse of the appli
cant's intent to apply for Federal funds if the clearinghouse does not 
prescribe a different fOl:":Xi~ The A-95 review requirenent (defined in CMB 
circular No. A-95) will be discussed more fully in Subchapter C below. It 
is mentioned here only to point out multiple uses of SF-424 and to alert 
the potential applicant of t.he need to initiate this process at an early 
date. 

Item 6: Federal Catalog Number am Title. For all LFAA discretionary 
grants, the number is "16.501," and the title, in the case of TASC grants, 
is "Discretionary Funis - Part E,j or, simply "DF-Part E." 

ltan 7: Title and Description should read in substance, "T.A.S.C. 
(Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime). A project for identifying, 
referring to treatment, and rronitoring appropriate substance-abusing arrestees 
or offen1ers within the criminal justice system." This statement may be 
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modified to more closely reflect any specific emphasis of an applicant's 
own projec·t. 

Item 8: Type of Applicant refers to the State agency, local govern
ment unit or department, or non-profit organization which will :i.mple:nent 
the project whether as direct grantee or subgrantee of an SPA. 

Item 11: Estimated number of Persons Benefiting. This should indi
cate the Pl")pulation of the jurisdiction that the project will serve (as 
stated in Item 10) • 

Item 13: Proposed Funding. It should be unnecessary to state the 
obvious but experience requires that it be stressed that the figures 
shown here Imlst be consistent with "Part III - Budget Infonnation" of 
Form 4000/3 (pages 3-5). The sum of lines b,c,d, and e of this item (the 
non-federal share), excluding any "in-kind" contributions, should equal 
at least ten percent (10%) of line f; or, stated conversely, line a (the 
federal share) should not exceed ninety percent (90%) of line f. In the 
case of continuation grant applications, a lower federal share would apply. 

Item 16: Project Start Date~. The LEAA Program Office should be 
consulted in estimating the time fran sub:nission to probable grant award. 
The date should indicate when the applicant/operating agency will be 
ready to proceed with the implementation phase of the project, not the 
date that it will begin to receive dlients. 

Item 17: Project Duration. First year TASC funding is authorized 
for a pericd not to exceed 15 months. Fifteen months should thus be en
tered in this item. 

Item 18: Estimated Date to be Subnitted to Federal Agency. This 
date should be consistent with (on or before) the submission deadline 
of the funding cycle(s) established by LEAA for the specific fiscal year. 
In many cases Item 18 will be the identical date ilidicated in Item 2b. 

Item 20: Federal Agency. This should indicate LEAA; 633 Indiana 
Avenue, N.W., Washington; D.C. 20531. 

Item 23: Certifying Representative. The signature shown Imlst be 
that of an individual authorized to enter into binding canmitrrents on 
behalf of the applicmt or implementing agency. This will normally be the 
chief executive office..t" of the agency or governrrental unit involved. 

Section III of page 1 of this fm:m (items 24 through 38) should be 
left blank by the applicant, as it is to. be canpleted by the Federal 
agency processing -the grant application, in this case, LEAA. 
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b. Project Approval Infoxmation: Page 1 Fonn 4000/3. All items on 
this form must be checked Ilyes" or "no." Generally, item 3 should be 
checked "yes," i terns 6 through 10, "no, II i tans 1, 2 ,4, and 5 ,till vary 
acoording to state or local practice. Corrm:mts with reference to i tern 
3 should be included after consultation with the appropriate clearing
house (s) as indicated in the instructions on page 2 of this fonn. 

c. Budget Information: Pages 3-6, Fonn 4000/3. The budget tables 
(lines 1 through 23) of this fonn should be supplemented by a detailed 
budget and budget narrative. 

Only line 1 and line 5 of the budget table's Section A - Budget 
Surrmary - should be filled out in TASC project applications. Line 1, 
Column (a) should read "DF-Part E" indicating that this is an LFAA 
Discretionary Fund project applying for funds authorized under Part E 
of the enabling legislation as amended. Again, in Column (b), applicants 
should enter the applicable catalog number: "16.501. " The acccmpanying 
instructions (page 4 of Fonn 4000/3) for the remainder of Section A are 
self-explanatory, as are the instructions for Section B - Budget cate
gories. It should be noted, h~ver, that the funding period covered by 
this budget is usually 15 months for initial TASC grants, not one' year 
as indicated in the instructions. 

In Section B, TASC applicants need only canplete columns (1) and (5), 
entering "DF-E" at the head of column (1). Most TASC programs will not 
generate incare, so in rrost cases line 7 will be left blank. In Section 
C - Non-Federal Resources, please note that the non-Federal share far TASC 
projects must be in cash (no "in-kind" match is acceptable) and must repre
sent at least 10%-oi the total project cost for the requested initial grar!t 
period as reflected previously in line 5, column. (g) and line 6k, column 
(5) • 

In Section D - Forecasted Cash Needs, projects are urged to keep in 
mind start--up requirerrents and whether or not they are on a 12-month (second 
year) or 15-month (first year) budget. Far first year applications utilizing 
a 15-month budget to facilitate a gradual start-up phase, the "1st quarter" 
in this section may actually inclu::le this "start-up" quarter and run approx
imately 50% larger than the successive quarters, because of early expendi
tures to purchase equipnent and supplies and sane other front-end costs. 

In Section E, applicants should enter their total Federal share esti
mate for the secop.d year in column (b). Note tha'!:, l.mlike sare other LEAA. 
programs, nonnal TASC discretionary grant funding is only available far 
~ successive grant periods. 

General instructions for the Budget Narrative are found on page 6 of 
Fonn 4000/3. The purpose of the Budget Narrative is to relate bu::lgeted 
items to project activities and to provide justification and explanations 
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for those items, including criteria and data userl to ccmpute the esti
mat.es for each category. 'Ihe following infonnation, ·taken largely fran 
Appendix 5 of LEM Manual M-4500.1F, is providerl to assist applicants in 
developL~g the budget narrative. 

Personnel Category. List each position by title (and name of employ
ee, if available), shCM annual salary rate and percentage of time to be 
devoted to the project by the employee. If all personnel are not to be 
employed for the full grant period, indicate the time to be empioyed. 
Compensation paid for employees engaged in Federally assisted activities 
must be consistent with that paid for similar work in other activities 
of the applicant. 

Fringe Benefits Category. Indicate each type of benefit included, 
the percentage rate or cost of each, and the total cost allowable to em
ployees assignerl to the project. 

Travel Category. Itemize tra.vel expenses of project personnel by 
purpose (e. g., National TASC Conference attendance, National TASC Train
ing Cen.ter, other required meetings, local travel, etc.). Identify the 
tentative location of all training sessions, conferences or other meet
ings. Applicants should consult such references as the Official Airline 
Guide and the Hotel and Motel Redbook in projecting travel cost.s to ob
tain canpetitive rates. OUt of state travel should be broken down to 
show "per diem" (roan and board), airfare, and other miscellaneous costs 
(registration fees, taxis, etc.) for each person involved. 

TASC projects shoud include sufficient funds"to cover two (2) trips· 
a year of three (3) days each for two (2) persons each to Washington, D.C. 
and (1) trip the first year for all project manager£eIlt, sU];ervisors and 
professional staff for three (3) days to Cincinnati, Ohio to attend the 
National TASC Training Center. One of the Washington trips will be con
strued as covering the Armual National TASC Conference which moves to a 
different local TASC site each year. 'Ihe other Washington trip may be 
used to consult with LEM program officials or for appropriate staff to 
attend relevant conferences. 

~~. List each type of equiprnent to be purchased or rented 
with unit or monthly costs. If an automobile for TASC operations is in
cluded, make sure that "local travel" is restricted accordingly. Projects 
should carefully v;eigh the relative advantages of vehicle cm.nership, rent
al, and local ccmron carrier usage and select the most effective mode or 
canbination of modes. In listing equipnent, avoid using brand names. 

Supplies. List items within this 'category by major type (office sup
plies, training materials, research forms, postage) and shcM basis for 
canputation. Provide unit or monthly estimates. 
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Contractual categ~. State the selection basis for any contract or 
sub-contract or prospective contract or sub-contract, (:L."1cluding consul
tation services and equip:nent). In TASC projects, contractual services 
are most likely to include such items as urinalysis (mandatory for weekly 
monitoring of all drug-abusing TASC clients and optional for initial 
screening) where that serviCE is not handled in-house by TASC, accounting 
services, psychological/psychiatric back-up conSUltation for special cases 
(usually not exceeding the equivalent of examinations for 15% of the pro
ject's total of referred clients), and an independent project evaluation 
(not to exceed $15,000 per grant period). LEAA guidelines require that 
procurements be. made on a· canpetitive basis with limited exceptions. If 
i.t is proposed that any contractual services (or equip:nent) l::e procured 
by negotiation with a single sourCE, justification must be included. 

If individuals are to be reimbursed for pel::'sonal services on a fee 
basis, list by narre or type of consultant or service the proposed fee 
(by day, week or hour) and . the amount of time to be.devoted to such ser
vices. The rate of canpensation for consultants (evaluation, professional 
service, or other) may not nonnally exceed $135 per day, calculated on an 
eight hour day at $16.88 per hour; no consultant should be paid in excess 
of his or her present rate of ca:npensai:ion or in excess of normal rates 
for such services in that particular field. 

Construction Category. Not applicable to TASC proj ects. Minor re
modeling or renovation costs should be shown under nother. II 

other category. Include under "other" such items as rent, telephone, 
janitorial or security serviCES, minor remodeling requirauents, printing, 
and insuranCE. List items by major type with basis of catlputation shown. 
For example, provide square footage and cost per square foot for rent; 
provide local and long distance telephone charges separately. 

Indirect Cost category. LEM may accept any indirect cost rate pre
viously approved for an applicant by a Federal agency. Applicants should 
enclose a copy of the approved rate agrearent or indicate the date the 
rate was approved and the Federal agency that approved the rate. In lieu 
of sUb:nitting actual indirect cost proposals, flat amounts not in excess 
of ten percent of direct labor costs (including fringe benefits) or five 
percent of total direct cost may be claimed. If this method is used, the 
applicant must justify the requested amOU1.t. Where flat rates are used in 
lieu of actual indirect cost, the applicant may not also charge expenses 
normally included in overhead pools, e.g., accounting services, legal ser
vices, building occupancy and maintenance, etc., as direct costs. Appli
cants are encouraged to absorb maximum indirect cost as a means for broader 
and more concentrated application of Federal funds to direct project acti
vities. 
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Program Incane. If applicable, provide a detailed estimate of the 
amount of program inccm: to be generated during the grant period and its 
proposed application ( to reduce the costs of the project or to increase 
the scope of the project). Also, describe the' source of program incane, 
listing the rental rates to be obtained, sale prices of publications 
supported by grant funds, and registration fees charged for particular 
programs. 

Matching Funds. Describe the sourCE and amount of matching funds. 
Again, please note that match.i..ng funds for all 'mSC projects must be in 
cash (not in-kind) and must represent at least 10% of total project cost. 
Note also, hcwever, that this lccal cash match need not be exp:nded IIUp-
front" but nay be contributed at any tinE during the grant period -- as 
long as the ccmnit:Irent to apply such monies is finn and binding. 

d. Program Narrative. 

The general instructions for canpleting the program narrative are 
contained in Fonn 4000/3, page 7. This section expands upon those in
structions for purposes of a TASC application. The sample application 
in Appendix B includes an outline which is suggested as a means of further 
specifying an appropriate format for this part. The program narrative 
should detail objectives and descr:ibe processes and criteria used in pur
suing these objectives as developed through the planning process descr:ibed 
in Chapters II and III of this Manual. 

(1) Objectiv""es and Need for Assistance 

This section of the application should summarize the general purposes 
of the project and define in sane detail the problems that are to be ad
dressed or solved. The problems TASC deals with may be broad1y stated 
as drug abuse, criminal activity, and the relationship betw=en the two. 
Therefore, the application should include data and analysis of local drug 
abuse, local cr:irre, surveys or analysis of the correlation betw=en drug 
abuse and cr.ine, and a description of any interrelationship problems among 
local agencies concerned with cr:i1ninal justice and those concerned with 
drug abuse. 

The applicant must be cautioned to avoid the temptation to attempt 
to overwhelm the funding agency with a mass of data on drug abuse and 
crime. Frequently, inclusion of large amounts of statistics tends to ob
scure the more salient points that 'VX)uld clearly demonstrate need. The 
more telling approach is to use care in select:ing and editing the most 
relevant data and couple it with a well-reasoned analysis. 

After the problem definition, this section shou1!d include an inventory 
or definition of existing resources in the criminal justice system and the 
drug treat:Irent system that may :i1npact upon the problems.' 'l"he criminal 
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justice description should review step-by-step the standard criminal 
justice procedures .in the jurisdiction, fran arrest through :incarcera-
tion or other sentencin:j. options, specifying ~ normal t:ime .elapsing fran 
each step to the next and the court or official having responsibility for 
each process. The applicant should also :include brief descriptions of any 
relevant existing alternative programs in the local criminal justice system. 

Drug abuse treatment resource descriptions should :include a brief 
description of each treatment and rehabilitation program that will be uti
lized, including programs that are not exclusively for drug abusers if they 
are willing to accept drug referrals. The description should indicate the 
enviromnent, modality of treatment offered, capacity ( and any restrictive 
admission requirerrents. The treament resources should be surrnnarized in a 
table showing for each program and environment/modality: the static capa
city (number of persons that may be enrolled and receiv:ing treat:rrent at 
any given time), the dynamic capacity (number of persons that may be treated 
annually, i.e., static capacity multiplied by the client turnover rate per 
year), average or current client population, and the available capacity 
(static capacity minus average or current population). The total available 
capacity should be sufficient to treat the expected TASC static capacity. 
Similar, but separate, descriptions and a surrmary of alcohol abuse treatment 
resources should be included if applicable. 

Finally, the Objectives and Needs section should include a clear state
ment of goals and objectives. As defined :in Chapter III, goals are the 
qualitative ends that are sought in response to the identified problems. 
Objectives are the quantitative steps toward achieving the goals. These 
should :include both process or performance objectives (e. g., number of per
sons to be screened, assessed, etc.) and impact or outc:x::xne object.ives (e.g., 
number or percentage of clients who will not be rearrested during a stated 
time period. 

(2) Results or Benefits Expected . 

This secti.on . should describe the target population, that is, the 
persons expected to benefit directly from the project; the direct benefits 
anticipated for the target population; and the indirect benefits anticipated, 
i.e., benefits to the criminal justice and trea.tment systems, and to the 
public or the camrunity at large. 

(3) Approach 

This section is the heart of the TASC grant application and the basic 
design of the project. The pot.ential for a successful project is enhanced 
by joint planning and acceptance of as much detail as possible in the design 
of the approach and therefore no detail should be spared in writing this 
section. 

The applicant should begin by sett:ing forth the points at which TASC 
will intervene in the criminal justice process, both in terms of the pro
cedural stages and of the legal status or disposition the client will re
ceive. This should include, either at this point or elsewhere in the . 
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Approach section, detailed description of the mtervention rrethod,s to 
be used at both pre-trial and post-trial points. 

The prO<:Edures for perfoJ::Tiri..i1.g the essential ~[1]SC functions should 
b3 stated m a detailed narrative. Identification procedures should 
spell out where screening activity will take place, during what hours, 
what days, by how many personnel, using what methods, etc., and should 
indicate what relationship, if any, there will be between TASC screeners 
and intervie\\ers for other programs or activities. S:iroilar aetail should 
be provided describing the court liaison, escort, assesErnE'nt, referral, 
and rronitoring functions. The follCMing staterrents must be included at 
appropriate points in the narrative, or as assurances at the end of the 
description of TASC procedures. 

• Participation in TASC is on a voluntary basis only. 

• Results of initial urinalysis (if used) and interview will not 
be used for or against the prospective TASC client in any pro
secution. 

• Monitored and randanly scheduled urine specirrens will be collected 
and analyzed at least once each \\eek for all drug abusing TASC 
clients in treatment. 

• Escort service will be provided for each client fran the court 
to the TASC intake center and from the intake center to the 
treatment facility. 

• A tracking system will be established to constantly m:mitor the 
progress of each TASC client to ensure that the client is abiding 
by the terms of referral. 

• Provision will be maae for the imrediate notification and pranpt 
return to the cr:iroinal justice system of those clients who fail 
to meet TASC conditions. 

Objective and realistic eligibility crit.eria and success/failure cri
teria acceptable to essential officials and agencies must be stated in this 
section. As indicated in Chapter II! of this manual, these standards may 
allow for sane flexibility in application to individual cases but may not 
be so loosely constructed that they invite inequality or inconsistency on 
te:onina.tion decisions, nor should they be so ccmplex that they defy' mutual 
understanding or blterpretation. 

Th3 project structure and o:rganizatiOn should be described, both as 
to the internal structure of TASC and the project's relationship to the 
local government structure. If TASC is to be part of a governIl)antal 
agency, indicate:where it fits into the loc'al governrrent; if a non-profit 
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corporation, what relationships it has to local government. Organiza
tion charts or tables are useful aids to understanding both th= internal 
and external structures. Provision should be made for an advisory ooun
cil that is broadly representative- of criminal justice agencies, treat
ment programs or health care agencies, and the camnunity. If the appli
cant/operating agency has an existing governing boctrd or advisory board 
that includes such representation, that ooard could serve a dual function; 
if it does not have a broadly representative membership, a separate board 
should be created. Position descriptions for all TASC staff should in
clude education and/or experience qualifications and description of duties 
that are consistent with the proposed salary levels. . 

This section must include a grant inplernentation plan which incor
porates a work plan and timetable of events into a detailed narrative fonn. 
The plan should indicate implem:mtation steps, operating activities, mile
stones, and a tinetable for review of project progress. The major steps 
which are necessary to carry the grant to its canpletion and goal achieve
ment must be enurrerated in a step-by-step process. If a particular step 
will take longer than ~ months to canplete, it should then be divided 
into sub-sb;ps so progress can be measured. 

The gratnt implerrentation plan consists of tv.u sections - the start-up 
plan and program operation plan. The start-up plan should cover, at the 
minimum, the following five activities, with target tines for starting and 
ca.npleting each step of each activity, expressed in terms of months or days 
after grant award: 

Perscll1nel Recrui tmant/Hiring 
Space, Major Equiprent and Services 
Preparatory Program Steps ' 
EstabliShment of Administrative Controls 
Anticipated Start-up Delays 

The program operation plan should include the tasks involved in accan
plislYnent of its objectives once services have begun. Milestones for re
view of project operations should be identified, with perfonnance targets 
set forth for each milestone. It is recClllTended that both plans be sun-

. marized in a milestone chart similar to that included in Appendix B. 

If the appliation provides for a project evaluation, the narrative 
must inclt:ile a description of the proposed evaluation design and the nethods 
to be used in selecting an evaluation contractor. The applicant should re
fer to Chapter V, Subchapter C, and also to Appendix E (sample Request for 
Proposals for Evaluation Contract) for suggestions of elen:ents to be in
cluded in the evaluation. 

Concl1yJing this section of the program narrative, the application 
should discuss potential sources of funding for local assumption of oosts 
of the TASC project after the discretionary grant reriods expire. While 
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no firm ccmni'brent is required at this point, some indication of the pros
pects for eventual institutionalizaton of TASC within 'I:h= local jurisdic
tion should 00 stated. 

(4) <?eographic IDeation 

A brief description of 'I:h= area to 00 served should 00 included, 
describing ;opulation characteristics and distribution, topography, etc. 
Maps, charts, or other graphic aids should 00 attached. 

(5) letters of Endorsement 

Specific letters of endorse~nt of the application from key officials 
must 00 inclmed in' the application. These should not rrerely be vague or 
general endorserrents of the TASC concept, but should reflect a familiarity 
with the specific proposal being submitted and endorsement of that proposal. 
letters should 00 obtained from: 

G Presiding Judge (s) 
II Prosecutor 
• Public Defender 
• Police Chief/Sheriff 
• Chief Probation Officer 
• Corrections Director (if applicable) 
• Chief Parole Officer (if applicable) 
• Single State Agency for Drug Abuse Prevention 
• Local Umbrella Treat::rrent Agency 

As general advice, applicants are urged to be as concise as possible. 
If the pre-application planning process has been carefully pursued, the 
actual composition of the application itself should noc. be difficult. 

(6) Assurances 

All grant assurances (see Fonn 4000/3, page 8) should be reviev;ed 
carefully as they define the obligations of grantees and their sub:Jrantees 
and express connri.t::rrents that have binding contractual effect when the 
award is accepted by the grantee. 

SUBCHAPrER C. SUPMISSION AND REVIEW PRCCESS 

1. A-95 Notification and Review 

In compliance with the Intergovernmental Cooperation J·,ct and (ME Cir
cular No. A-95, an applicant should as early as possible su.i::mit a Notifica
tion of Intent to the designated State and (if applicable) areawide clear
inghouses. Briefly, the procedure upon sul:mission of this notice is that 
the Sta te clearinghouse notifies Stat~ agencies which might have programs 
affected by the proposed project, including where appropriate, envirorunen
tal agencies, and State agencies responsible for enforcing or furthering 
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the objectives of civil rights laws. The areawide clearinghouse notifies 
local goverrments and agencies whose interests might be affected by the 
proposed project including, where appropriate, local and regional environ
mental agencies and public agencies responsible for civil rights laws. 
State agencies, local gavernrrents, or others to whan notifications have 
been sent info:r::m the appropriate clearinghouse of any problems they may 
have with t.h= proposed projE~ct. 

The clearinghouse may sign-off on the project, if there are not prob
lems; or, if there are problems or questions raised about the project, the 
clearinghouse may arrange conferences with the applicant to discuss such 
questions or issues. After questions or issues have been resolved, the 
clearinghouse may sign-off on the application; or if issues remain, the 
applicant and clearinghouse (and any State or local interest) cooperate 
in developing the application to resolve the issues and strengthen the 
project. 

If issues remain by the end of the 30-day notification perioo, the 
clearinghouse should info:r::m the applicant that it will want to review the 
canpleted application, unless the issues are resolved prior to its canple
tion. If the clearinghouse has requested a copy of the canpleted appli
cation for info:r::mation, when supportive ccmnents have already been pro
vided to the applicant, or for review and ccmnent, when issues have not 
been resolved, the applicant will supply a copy of the ccmpleted appli
cation to the clearinghouse. The applicant may sul:rnit the TASC applica
tion to LEAA at the same tirre it is suhni.ttedto the clearinghouse. LFAA 
processing may then proceed concurrent with the A-95, but the grant will 
not be awarded until the A-95 process is canplete. 

All cc:mnents received fran clearinghouses must accanpany the appli
cation sul:roitted to the funding agency. The funding agency considers the 
application and attached carAnents and informs clearinghouses of action 
taken. Where a project which a clearinghouse has recararended against 
is funded, the action notice is accanpanied by an explanation to the 
clearinghouse as to wny its reca:nrtendations w=re not accepted. 

2 • LEAA Sul::mission arrl Processing. 

After consultation with the SPA and c<mlpliance with the A-95 pro
cedure, formal submission of the application is made to LEAA. The ori
ginal (which 'must inclu:1e an original signature) and two copies of the 
application are sent to the Grant and Contract Management Division, Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 633 Indiana Avenue, N.W., Washing
ton, D.C. 20531, and at the same time one copy (more if the SPA requests) 
is sent to the SPA for review and carAnent. The application may be sub
mitted at any tirrE up to the suJ:rnission deadline for a review cycle, but 
all applications received for a cycle will be officially logged in on 
the deadline date. 
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The SPA has thirty days fran the receipt of the application to carm:mt 
to LEAA. It is not required to provide certification at this ti.nE although 
it may if it wishes. It should, hc:w=ver, provide LEAA with its ccmnents 
regarding the desirability and feasibility of the proposed project. If no 
carrments are received within 30 days, LEAA will asstnre that the SPA has no 
major objections to the proposed project. 

After the application is logged in by Grant and Contract Managerrent 
Division (GCMD), one copy is fmwarded by GQ1D to the TASC program office 
and one copy is forwarded to the LEAA Financial Management and Grant Ad
ministration Branch (FMGAB). The lattp.r performs a fiscal review of the 
application and prepares a fiscal r(~vieltl memorandum which is sent to the 
program manager. 

The program manager convenes a Prcgram Review Panel as soon as pos
sible, usually ab::>ut two to three ~ekEi after the su1:Inission deadline. 
The panel consists of the TASC program manaqer as non-voting chairman and 
three governm:mt J.reInbers; there maya] so be a non-governrrent member who 
serves as expert consultant, preparing a programnatic review manorandum 
which may be shared with other panelists but not meeting with the govern
m:n.t martbers. The program panel review3 all applications received, scores 
them in accordance 'with a pre-established point scale, ranks all applica
tions in priority order, and recOIl1t'ends approval, approval with conditions, 
or disapproval. 

After canpletion of action by the Program Review Panel, the program 
manager notifies the applicant of the re.sults of this step and may request 
additioncu information or other response to deficiencies noted during the 
peer review or fiscal review processes. The program manager then prepares 
a grant manager's IIIE:mlOrandum which is forwarded with the program panel 
recorrmendation to the Grant/Contract Review Board «(',eRE) of LEAA's Office 
of Criminal Justice Programs (OCJP) if the Federal share of the proposed 
grant is not more than $300, 000. If the proposed grant exceeds $300, 000, 
the memorandum and recommendation goes to a higher-level Grant/Contract 
Action Board (GCAB). The respective Board may then approve, approve with 
special conditions, or reject the grant, or may return it to the program 
office for further information. Final action (approval, with or without 
conditions, or rejection) must re taken by LEAA within 90 days of the 
cycle submission deadline. 

Applicants will be notified of approval or disapproval of their 
applications. If the application is disapproved, the notification will 
contain specific reasons for disapproval. 

Most grants will be made to SPAs, which will in turn subgrant to 
the applicant. If the award is made to the SPA, it must certify that 
it is willing to aCiminister the grant and that: 
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(a) The proposed project is not inconsistent with the ovp.rsight 
goals and general thrust of the State Canprehensive Plan; 

(b) Block grant allocations to the be.'!1eficiirry agency, unit of 
gaverrnnent, or region will not be reduced by v lrtue of the 
discretionary award; and 

(c) The SPA will assist the sub:jrantee to obtain incorporaticn 
of the project's costs in State or local budgets, if the 
project is successful. 

If the SPA declines to accept the award, LEAA may award the grant 
directly to the applicant, but only after consulting with the SPA. 

SUBCHAPTER D. AWARD PRCCESS 

If a grant application is approved by LEAA, the grantee (Le., the 
SPA) will receive a fonnal staterrent of award which will indicate the 
amount ant type of grant and any special conditions attached (see below). 
The SPA will then notify the subgrantee (applicant) of the ~lard. Pay
rrent of LEAA funds for TASC will be through a letter of credit procedure 
now in existence with SPA's or on a Treasury check-issued basis. 

Frequently, LEAA will approve an application subject to "special 
conditions." These special conditions are to be negotiated and included 
in the tenus of an award, with notice and opportunity for discussion 
provided to applicants. Such conditions may: 

a. Set forth specific grant administration policies; 

b. Set forth LEAA regulations (e.g., ~tritten approval of changes); 

c. Seek additional project infonuation or detail; 

d. Establish special reporting requirerrents; and/or 

e. Provide for LEAA approval of critical project elerrents such as 
key staff, evaluation designs, dissemination of manuscripts, 
contracts, etc. 

Many TASC projects have experienced conditions which may warrant a 
substantial change in the scope of objectives of the local TASC project 
and thus an "adjustment" to the approved application. A revision \\QuId 
not be required for changes in expenditures among items within anyone 
of the direct cost budget categories, which a subgrantee may make without 
prior approval. Subgrantees also have authority to transfer between direct 
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cost budget categories the cumulative amount of 5% of the total grant 
budget or $10,000, whichever is greater. Furthermore, u};WGlrd revisions 
of provisional indirect cost rates which cause expenditures of grant 
funds in excess of the anount obligated by LEM must nonnally be ab
sorbed by the subgrantee. 

The SPA has authority to approve requests of its subgrantees for: 

(1) . Transfers be:~en direct cost categories of any cumulative 
amount exceeding 5% of the total grant budget or $10,000. 

(2) Extension of discretionary grants up to three mmths beyond the 
original grant period (without additional funds), if the total 
(extended) grant period does not exceed 24 months. 

(3) Minor deviations necessary to assure efficient administration, 
but not including departures which changes the scope or objec-
·tives of the approved project. . 

Prior written approval of LEAA national office is required for major 
project ~llanges such as: 

(1) Change:in objective or scope of work; 

(2) Change in project site; 

(3) Change in project period (beyond the authority delegated to 
the SPA) i 

(4) Change mich increases or decreases the total cost of the project; 

(5) Transfer of the grant to another grantee or subgranteei 

(6) Transfer of any principal activity of the grant to another 
organization. 

1. Sul::mission and Review Process 

All required revisions must be forwarded for prior approval through 
the SPA to LEAA. at least 90 days in advance if the prospective change is 
known that far in advance, otherwise imnediatelX. upon determining that 
the change is required. Requests for extension or change of the grant 
period must be made at least 90 days before the scheduled grant expiration. 

Such requests for changes must be sul:mi tted utilizing the Standard 
Fonn 424 (10-75) with Fonn 4000/3 attached, and in accordance with 
instructions given in Part IV-5b of Form 4000/3 (Rev. 5-76), page 7. 
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SUBCHAPTER F. LEAA REPORTIOO REQUIREMENTS 

An LEM funded TASC project's principal formal reporting require
ments are quarterly fmancial, narrative, and statistical rep:Jrts to LEAA 
and the SPA. Projects should ~itionally provide participating agencies 
and the local carmunity with a continuing flow of information necessary 
to meet the needs of agencies and build ccmnunity support for TASC. 

The Quarterly Financial Status Feports are required to be suhnitted 
to the LEAA Office of the Canptroller through the SPA within 45 days 
after the end of each calendar quarter. TOO narrative Categorical Grant 
Progress Report is su1:mitted to the State Planning Agency, with a con
current copy to the national TASC program office, within 30 days after 
the end of each calendar quarter. The TASC Quarterly StatistiC'.al Report 
must be su1:roitted to the TASC program office within 30 days after the 
close of the quarter. Monthly telephone reports of serre s·tatistics 
are also required to be made to the program office. 

The primary function of quarterly reports is to describe to LEAA 
the status of the project: what funds have been eX};:ended, what progress 
has been realized in pursuing its goals, any problems that have been en
coun·tered and how these problems have been dealt with, and specific tasks 
to be accomplished during the upcoming quarter. Statistical requirements 
include information on both a quarterly and cumulative basis concerning 
the number of clients referred to TABe, entry status, and current status. 
As sane of these reportmg requirerrents change fran time to tin-e, pro
jects are encouraged to contact !.EAJ.~ whenever questions arise. 

Reporting mechanisms for jnforrning local agencies may include 
quarterly LEAA reports but should also communicate information to meet 
specific needs of the oarnmunity and collaborating agencies. Generally, 
criminal justiCE agencies will require periodic reports on the sta.tus 
of any clients they have referred. In addition, a newsletter or statis
tical sumnary is often relpful to give TASC CCl.(lsumers a general ove:rview 
of what is happening. 
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APPENDIX A 

CHECK LISTS 

1. Plarming and Carmunity Involvem:mt 

1. Identify conveners. 
2. Set rreeting date for initial presentation. 
3. Identify key officials.* 
4. Select place and tine of rreeting. 
5. Send letters of invitation. 
6. Arrange for coffee and necessary audiovisuals. 
7. Confinn attendance of each key official or representative 

by phone call 2-3 days prior to rreeting. 
8. Prepare any necessary hand-out materials. 
9. Define purpose and expectations of rreeting. 

If decision is to apply for grant ..• 

* Elected officials representing general governmental bodies 
(county carrnissioners, mayors, city counciJIren, etc.) 

Police chiefs 
Prosec.."Utor 
Judges (particularly presiding or chief judges) 
Court administrators 
Public Defender 
Sheriff or correctional administrators 
Probation and parole administrators 
Criminal justice plarming bcxlies (local, regional, and State) , 

including advisa.ry boards 
State, regional, and local drug abuse authorities 
State, regional and local alcoholism authorities 
Substance abuse treatment programs 
Other health care and treatment agencies 
Canmunity social plarming agencies 
Alternatives progt"am..s; such as pretrial release, first-offender, 

manpc::Mer, vocational .'fehabilitation, etc., programs 
Local bar association 
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II. PrQ~ect Planning 

1. .'lleet with SPA and/or regional planning unit 
a) Infonn of intent to apply 
b) Obtain M4500 manual 
c) Identify dates of decision in processing 
1) Identify A~95 clearinghouses 

2. Identify lead agency/operating agency. 

3. Gather data on 
a) Arrests, offenses, etc. (polire reports) 
b) Drug abuse (SSA plan, other studies) 
c) Drug treatment capacity (SSA/umbreila agency) 
d) Crirre-drug studies (SSA, SPA, arrest survey) 
e) Court process (Court administrator/Judges) 

4. Me=t with criminal justire system personnel 
a) Identify their needs 
b) Express exp=ctations fran TASC 

5. Meet with treatment personnel 
a) Identify their needs 
b) Express exp=ctations fran TASC 

6. Develop snail cr:iminal justire and treat:m:mt ccmnittee 
a) Define eligibility criteria 
b) Define sucress/failure criteria 
c) Negotiate differences 
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III. Grant Preparation 

1. Prepare first draft 
a) Follow the fonnat of sample application (Appendix B) 
b) Share draft with criminal justice and treat::rrent ccmnittee 
c) Send copy of draft to technical assistance contractor 

and LEAA program office (r-1ake sure that fact sheet is 
clearly marked "Draf-c..") 

2. Meet individually with key officials to share and explain 
content of draft --
a) Be brief 
b) Leave copy if requested 
c) Provide cut off date for ccmrents 
d) Request letter of support, discuss content 

3. Sul:mi t "Notice of Intent" to A-95 clearinghouses 

4. Rewrite draft incorporating ccmnents as applicable 
a) Share with criminal justice and treatment carroittee 
b) Prepare brief sunmary 
c) Send summary to key local officials - offering oarnplete 

draft if desired and asking for letters of support -
give deadline 

5. Su1:mit application: 

LEAA, Washington, D.C. - original and 2 copies 
SPA - 1 copy (more if SPA procedure requires) 
A-95 clearinghouses - 1 copy to statewide I 1 copy to areawide 
Technical assistance contractor - unofficial copy 
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IV. Implem::mtatirn 

1. Activate advisory board. 

2. Initiate hiring of project director, other staff. 

3. Rent or obtain office space. 

4. Order equiprrent and supplies. 

5. Initi,ate negotiations for agreerrents with other agencies. 

6. Ini ti.ate contract procurerrent for urinalysis services and 
project evaluation. 

7. Develop detailed operating procedures - review with other . 
agencies. 

8 •. Develop fonns. 

9. Hire all initial staff. 

10. Orient staff to local systems. 

11. Train staff. 

12. Prepare procedures manual. 

13. Duplicate (m:i.neograph, photocopy) fonns. 

14. Publicize beginnll1g of operations. 

15. Corrrrence processing of clients. 



APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE APPLICATICN FOR-f OMB Approval No. 29-R02111 

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE 2. APPLI· I. NUMBER 3. STATE I. NUMBER 

CANT'S 23-78 APPLlCA· 7823 0102 
1. TYPE APPLI· b. DATE 

TION. o PREAPPLICATION IDENTI· b. D~TE y.,,,, monl" dOli 
OF CATION Y.o, monl" dOli 

FIER ACTION IX! APPLICATION 19 78-5-30 ASSIGNED 19 78·-3-15 
(Mark "P- O NOTIFICATION OF INTENT (Opt) Le.3v. propriat. 
bo,,) o REPORT OF FEDEP.AL ACTION Blank 

4. LEGAL APPLICANT/RECIPIENT 5. FEPERAL EMPLOYER IDENTIFICATION NO. 

I. Applicant Nlml : County of Camelot 23-27:_6~48 

b. Oralnlullon Unit : Depart:ment of Substance Abuse Services 
6. 

c. StrOll/P.O .• Box : 780 Guinevere Street PRO. I. NUMBER [1161-1510111 
d. City : can:elot I. CCMsnl1 : Carrelot GRAM b. TITLE 

I. SlItl : New Britain 00000 
(From 

Discretionary Funds s. ZIP Codl: Fed .... al 

h. r,onllct PIlSOn (N .. "", Catalog) Part E 
:! of 1.I.phOll. No.) : Lance Gala.'1ad (101) 555-4321 
! 7. TITLE AND DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT'S PROJECT B. TYPE OF APPLICANT/RECIPIENT 

~ (Treatment Alternatives to 
A-Sllt. H-COmmunlty Action Aiency 

Cartelot T.A.S.C. B-lnto"1111 1- Hlahor Educillonil Institution ;: C-Sub$lIt. J-Indlln Tribe 

i Street cr.ime). A project for identifying, referrin< DI.trict K"()thlr (Sp.d/II): 
D-County 

i to treatment, and monitoring appropriate substanre- E-Clty 
F- School District 

abusing arrestees or offenders within the criminal G-Spoolll Purpose 
Ent .... appropriale lelle, [QJ ; justice system. 

Ol.trlet 

9. TYPE OF ASSiSTANCE 
A-BlSle Grant D-Insurlne. 

II: B-Supplomlntll Grant E"()ther Enter appro- ~ 0 

Ei C-Loan pr;.:;'. letl .• r(.) 

::I 10. AREA OF PROJECT IMPACT (Nam .. 0/ citi.s, co"n!"" 11. ESTIMATED NUM· 12. TYPE OF APPLICATION 
Stat .. , elc.) BER OF PERSONS A-New C-Rl'lision E-Auamentltion 

BENEFITING B-Renewal D-Conlinuilion 
Camelot County 350,000 Enl.r approp~lal. lett.r !AI 

13. PROPOSED FUNDING 14. CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS OF: 15. TYPE OF CHANGE (For lIe or lI.) 

$ 233,412 i. APPLICANT b. PROJECT 
A-Inero .. e 00111" F"()thlf (Sp.el/I/): 

•• FEDER~ .00 B-OecrOl .. Ooll .. s 

21 600 3rd 3rd C-Ine,ea .. OU'llion 
b. APPLICANT _00 0-0""., ... DUrition 

5 000 16. PROJEC'r START 17. PROJECT E-Cane.1l1tion 
c. ST~TE .00 

DATE Y.ar ':'10'" doll DURATION Enler "ppro- I I I I ~. LOCAL • 00 19-1.B.=. -1 15 Monlh • prialo letter(.) . 

•• OTHER _00 IS. ESTIMATED DATE TO Year monl" dall 19. EXISTING FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
BE SUBMiTIED TO 

78 - 6 1 I. TOTAL $ 260.012 .00 FEDERAL AGENCV ... 19 -
20. FEDERAL AGENCV TO RECEIVE REQUEST (Nat .... , Cil", Stat., ZIP """) 21. REMARKS ADDED 

LEAA 633 Indiana Ave. , N.W. , Washington, D.C .. 20531 o VII Qg No 

.. 22. I. To th. best of my knowledi' Ind bell.f, b. If r"'l"lred by OMS Clreul" A-95 this Ippllca!lon '1111 submltltd, pUMlUlnt to In· Nor .. Re.»OfII' 
0 d.tl In tills prNpplication/lpplication I" ,tructlons th.,.ln, to Ippro.,rtlte eINrlnahou • ., Ind III r .. ponus .r. ,ttaehed: i_" attac"ed 

5 THE trul and correct, the document hi. betn 
APPLICANT duly luthcrizO'l by the aoveml", to<Iy of State Planning Division 0 ~ ~ CERTIFIES the Ippllcant Ind till Ippllcant '11111 comply (I) N.B. 
THAT'" with thl attlehed IISUrlnm If thl .. 111- (~ Western Area Planning Council ~ 0 

1 Inct I, Ipproved. 
(3) 0 0 

IS 23. !. TYPED NAME AND TITLE b. SIGNATURE Co DATE SIGNED 
CERTIFYING Arthur T. King, Chainnan ~: -~.. .... ...... ' .. - ';' Y.u ..... tll doll 

ti REPRE· 
camelot County oammissioners ~ *,., / /' lot::, v,:"? 19 78 - 5 - 30 SENTATIVE " ./ 

24. AGENC\' NAME ~?o~PPLICA' Yov _lit" d411 

RECEIVEC' 19 

26. ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT 127. f..DMINISTRA·rivE OFFICE 28. FEDERAL APPLICATION 

! 
IDENTIFICATION 

i 29. ADDRESS 30. FEDERAL GRANT 

g IDENTIFICATION 
t 
I 

~ 31. ACTION TAKEN 32. FUNDING Yoar monl~ d4" 34. Y- _Ill d4" 
STARTING a 09. AWARDED I. FEDEAAL $ • 00 33. ACTION DATE ... 19 DATE 19 

o b. REJECTED b. APPLICANT .00 35. CONTACT FOR ADDITIONAL liNFORMA- 36. Y ..... .""IIl d4ar 

~ 
TlON (Nam. and I,lep""'" n"mb .... ) ENDING o c. RETURNED FOR e. STATE .00 DATE 19 

AMENDUEHT d. !.DCAL .00 37. 'RttMARKS ADDED 
! CJ d. DEFERRED I. OTHER .00 

i o I. WITHDAAWN f. TOTAL $ .00 o V. ONo 

38. I. In Itklna .bov. Ictlon, Iny CQI!1m",1I rocIIVld lrom dllrinahouslI WI,. con· b, FEDERAi. AGENCY A-95 OFFICIAl-
~Id"ed. If I.~oncy r •• pen .. I. dUI under proviliona of Plrt I, OMB eireul .. A-95, (Nalllel alOd I.IIJ'''''''' "".) 

FEDERAL AGENC;V It hi. bean or Is b.lns midi. 
11-95 ACTION 

~-
424-101 
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SECTION IV-REMARKS (Pleastl reference the proper item number from Sectaona 1, 11 or 111, if a.pplicoble) 

B-2 
STANDARD FORM 424 PAGE 2 (10-75) 



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
This is a multi·purpose standard form. First, it will be used by applicants as a required facesheet for pre· 

applications and applications submitted in accordance with Federal Management Circular 74-7. Second, it will 
be used by Federal agencies to report to Clearinghouses on major actions taken on applications reviewed by 
clearinghouses in accordance with OMB Circular A-95. Third, it will be used by Federal agencies to notify 
States of grants-in-aid awarded in accordance with Treasury Circular 1082. Fourth, it may be used, on an 
optional basis, as a notification of intent from applicants to clearinghouses. as an early initial notice that Federal 
assistance is to be applied for (clearinghouse procedures will govern). 

APPLICANT PROCEDURES FOR SECTION I 
Applicant will complete all items in Section I. If an item is not applicable. write "NA". If adoitional space is needed. Insert 

an asterisk ...... and use the remarks section on the back of the form. An explanation follows for each item: 

Ifem 

1. Mark appropriate box. Pre-application and applica
tion guidance is in FMC 74-7 and Federal agency 
program instructions. Notification of intent guid· 
ance is in Circular A-95 and procel:lures from clear
inghouse. Applicant will not use "Report of Federal 
Action" box. 

28. Applicant's own control number. if desired. 

2b. Date Section I is prepared. 

3a. Number assigned by State clearinghouse. or if dele
gated by State. by areawide clearinghouse. All re
quests to Federal agencies must contain this identi· 
fier if the program is covered by Circular A-95 and 
required by applicable State/areawide clearing' 
house procedures. If in doubt. consult your clear
inghouse. 

3b. Date applicant notified of clearinghouse identifier. 

4a-4h. Legal name of applicant/recipient. name of primary 
organizational unit which will undertake the assist
ance activity. complete address of applicant. and 
name and telephone number of person who can pro
vide further information about this request. 

5. I;mployer identification number of applicant as 3S
signed by Internal Revenue Service. 

6a. Use Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance num
ber assigned to program under which assistance is 
requested. If more than one program (e.g .• joint
funding) write "multiple" and explain in remarks. 
If unknown. cite Public Law 01' U.S. Code. 

6b. Program title from Federal Catalog. Abbreviate If 
necessary, 

7. Brief title and appropria~e des,crlption of project. 
For notification of intent. continue in remarks sec
tion if necessary to ccnvey pioper descri~tion. 

8. Mostly self-explanatory. "City" includes town. town· 
ship or other muniCipality. 

9. Check the type(s) of assistance requested. The 
definitions of the terms are: 
A. Basic Grant. An original request for Federal 

funds. This would not include any contribution 
provided under a supplemental grant. 

B. Supplemental Grant. A request to increase a 
basic grant in ce~ain cases where the eligible 
appli1cant cannot supply the required matching 
share of the basic Federal program (e.g .• grants 
awarded by the Appalachian Regional Commis
sion to provide the applicant a matching share). 

C. Loan. Self explanatory. 
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Item 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14<1. 

l4il. 

15. 

D. Insurance. Self explanatory. 
E. other. Explain on remarks page. 

Governmental unit where significant and meaning
ful impact could be observed. List only largest unit 
or units affected. such as State. county. or city. If 
entire unit affected. list it rather than subunits. 

Estimated number of persons directly benefiting 
from project. 

Use appropriate code letter. Definitions are: 

A. New. A submittal for the first time fer a new 
project. 

B. Renewal. An extension for an additional funding/ 
budget period for a project having no projected 
completion date. but for which Federal support 
must be renewed cael, year. 

C. Revision. A modification to project nature or 
scope which may result in funding change (in
crease or decrease). 

D. Continuation. /\n eAt:msion for an additional 
funding/budget period for a project the agency 
initially agreed to fund for a definite number of 
years. 

E. Augmentation. A requirement for additional 
funds for a project previously awarded funds in 
the same funding/budget period. Project na,ture 
and scope unchanged. 

Amount requesti:d or to ba contributed during the 
first funding/budcet period by each contributor. 
Value cf in-kind contributions will be Included. If 
the action is a change in dollar amount of an exist
ing grant (a revision or augmentation). indicate 
only the arr-cllnt of the change. For decreases en· 
close the amount in parentheses. If both basic ilnd 
!;upplemental amounts are included, breakout in 
remarks. For multiple prcgram funding. ur.;e totals 
and show program breakouts in remarks. Item defi
nitions: 13a. amount requested from Federal Gov
ernment; 13b. amount applicant will contribute; 
13c. amount from Stote. if applicant is not a State; 
13d. amount from local government. if applicant is 
not a local ecvernment; 13e. c:mcunt from any other 
sources. explain in remarks. 

Self explanatory. 

The disttlct(s) where most of actual worl( will be 
accomplished. If city·wide or State-wide. covering 
several districts. write "city-wide" or "State-wide," 

Complete only for revisions (item 12c).or augmen
tations (item 12e). 
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Item 

1E. 

17. 

18. 

Approximate date project expected to begin (usually 
associated with estimated date of availability of 
funding). 

Estimated number of months to complete project 
after Federal funds are available. 

Estimated date preappllcation/appll'catlon will be 
submitted to Federal agency if this project requires 
clearinghouse review. If review not required, this 
date would usually be same as date In item 2b. 

Item 

19. 

2p. 

21. 

Existing Federal Identification number If this Is not 
a new request and directly relates to a previous 
Federal action. Otherwise write "NA". 

Indicate Federal agency to which this request is 
addressed. Street address not required, but do use 
ZIP. 

Check appropriate box as to whether Section IV of 
form contains remarks and/or additional remarks 
are attached. 

APPLICANT PROCEDURES FOR SECTION II 
Applicants will always complete Items 23a, 23b, and 23c. If clearinghouse review is required, item 22b must be fully com· 

pleted. An explanation follows for each Item: 

'tern 
22b. 

23a. 

List clearinghouses to which submitted and show 
In appropriate blocks the status of their responses. 
For more than three clearinghouses, continue in 
remarks section. All written comments submitted 
by or through clearinghouses must be attached. 
Name and title of authorized representative of legal 
applicant. 

Item 
23b. Self explanatorY. 

23c. Self explanatorY. 

Note: Applicant completes only Sections I and II. Section 
III is completed by Federal agencies. 

FEDERAL AGENCY PROCEDURES FOR SECTION III 
If applic8llt·supplied Information in Sections I and II needs no updating or adjustment to fit the fin~1 Federal action, the 

Federal agency will complete Section III only. An explanation for each item follows: 

Item 

24. 

:25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

Executive department or Independent agency having 
program administra~lon responsibility. 

Self explanatorY. 

PrimarY organizational unit below department level 
having direct program management responsibility. 

Office directly m~nitoring the program. 

Use to identify non·award actions where Federal 
grant Identifier in item 30 is not applicable or will 
not suffice. 

Complete address of admlnlsterinl~ office ShOWf1 In 
item 26. 

Use to Identify award actions where different from 
Federal application identifier in item 28. 

Self explanatorY. Use remarks. sel=tlon to amplify 
where appropriate. 

Amount to be contributed during the fil'st funding/ 
budget period by each contributor. Value of in·kind 
contributions will be included. If the action is a 
change in dollar amount of an existing grant (a revi· 
sion or augmentation), indicate onl), the amount of 
change. For decreases, enclose the' amount in pa· 
rentheses. If both basic and supplemental amounts 
are included, breakout in remarks. For multiple pro· 
gram funding, use totals and show program break· 
outs In remarks. Item definitions: 32a, amount 
awarded by Federal Government; 3:2b, amount ap· 
plicant will contribute; 32c, amount from State, If 
applicant is not a State; 32d, amClunt from local 
government if applicant is not a loc:al government; 
32e, amount from any other sour,ces, explain in 
remarks. 

Date action was taken on this request. 

Date funds will become available. 

Item 

35. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Name and telephone no. of agency person who can 
provide more information regarding this assistance. 

Date after which funds will no longer be available. 

Check appropriate box as to whether Section IV of 
form contains Federal remarks and/or attachment 
of additional remarks. 

For use with A-95 action notices only. Name and 
telephone of person who 'can assure that appropri· 
ate A-95 action has been taken-If same as person 
shown in item 35, write "same". If not applicable, 
write "NA". 

Federal Agency Procedures-special considerations 

A. Treasury Circular 1082 compliance. Federal agency will 
assure proper completion of Sections I and III. If Section I 
is being completed by Federal agency, all applicable items 
must be filled in. Addresses of State Information Recep· 
tion Agencies (SCIRA's) are provided by TreasurY Depart· 
ment to each agency. This form replaces SF 240, which 
will no longer be used. 

B. OMB Circular A-95 compliance. Federal agency will as· 
sure proper completion of Sections I, II, and III. This form 
is required fer notifying all reviewing clearinghouses of 
major actions on all programs reviewed under A-95. 
Addresses of State and areawide clearinghouses are pro. 
vided by OMB to each agency. Substantive differences 
between applicant's request and/or clearinghouse recom· 
mendations, and the project as finally awarded will be 
explained in A-95 notifications to clearinghouses. 

C. Special note. In most, but not all States, the A-95 State 
clearinghouse and the (TC 1082) SCIRA are the same 
office. In such cases, the A-95 aIVard notice to the State 
clearinghouse will fulfill the TC 1082 award notice reo 
qUirement to the State SCIRA. Duplicate notification 
should be avoided. 
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I PART" 
FORM APPROVED 
OMS NO. 43-R0528 

PROJECT APPROVAL INFORMATION 

~ 
Does this assistance request require State, local, 
regional, or other priorit'y rating? 

___ Yes X 

Item 2. 
Does this assistanc'! request require State, or local 
advisory, educational or health clearances? 

Yes 
X 

Item 3. 
Does this ossistance request require clearinghouse 
review in accordance with OMB Circular A.95? 

X Yes 

Item 4. 
Does this assistance request require State, local, 
regional 01 >l>ther planning approval? 

Yes X 

Item 5. 
I s the proposed proiect covered by an approved compre· 
hensive plan? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

___ X_yes No 

Item 6. 
Will the assistance requested serve a Federal 

Name of Governing Body 
Priority Rating 

Nome of Agency or 
Board 

(Atta ch Documentat ion) 

(Attach Comments) 

Name of Approving Agency 
Date 

Check one: State ex 
Local [l 
Regional 0 

Location of Pion State Ol:sr of Criminal .I1lstice 

Name of Federal Installation ___________ _ 

instal lotion? Yes X No Federal Population benefiting from Proiect _____ _ 

Will the assistance requested be on Federal land or Nome of Federal Installation __________ _ 

installation? X Location of Federol Land ------------
___ Yes ______ No Percent of Project _____________ _ 

hem 8. 
Will the aS5istance requested have an impact or effect 
on the envi ronment? 

___ Yes _X __ No 

Item 9. 
Will the assistance requested cause the displacement 
of individuals, families, businesses, or farms? 

___ .Y e s --"X"'-_ No 

Is there other related assistance on this project previous, 
pending, or anticipated? 

LEAA FORM 4000/3 (Rev. 5.76) 
AH<lchment to SF -424 

___ Yes_X __ No 

D-5 

See instructions for additional information to be 
provided. 

Number of: 
Individual s ________ _ 

Familie~ 
Businesses ________ _ 

Farms 

See instructions for additional information to be 
provided. 

(LEAA FORM 4000/3 (Rev. 8-74) is obsolete.) 



INSTRUCTIONS 

?ART II 

Negativll answers will not require an explanation unless the 
Federal agency requests more information at a later date. 
Provide supplementary data for all "Yes" answers in the 
space provided in accordance with the following instruc
tions: 

Item 1 - Provide the name of the governing body establish
ing the priority system and the priority rating assigned to 
this project. 

Item 2 - Provide the name of the agency or board which 
issued the clearance and attach the documentation of status 
or approval. 

Item 3 - Attach the clearinghouse comments for the appli
cation in accordance with the instructions contained in Of
fice of Management and Budget Circular No. A-95. If com
ments were submitted previously with a preapplication, do 
not submit them again but any additional comments re
ceived from the clearinghouse should be submitted with 
this application. 

Item 4 - Furnish the name of the approving agency and the 
approval date. 

Item 5 - Show whether the approved comprehensive plan 
is State, local or regional, or if none of these, explain the 

scope of the plan. Give the lOCation where the approved 
plan 'is available for examination and state whether this 
project is in conformance with the plan. 

Item 6 - Show the population residing or working on the 
Federal installation who will benefit from this project. 

Item 7 - Show the percentage of the project work that will 
be conducted on federally-owned Qr leased land. Give the 
name of the Federal installation and its location. 

Item 8 - Describe briefly the possible beneficial and harm
ful imt:>act on the environment of the proposed project. If 
an adverse environmental impact is anticipated, explain 
whClt action will be taken to minimize the impact. Federal 
agencies will provide separate instructions if additional data 
is needed. 

Item 9 - State the number of individuals, families, busi
nesses, or farms this project will displace. Federal agencies 
will provide separate instructions if additional data is 
needed. 

Item 10 - Show the Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog 
number, the program name, the type of assistance, the sta
tus and the amount of each project where there is related 
previous, pending or anticipated assistance. Use additional 
sheets, if needed. 

No grant may be awarded unless a completed 
application form has been received. 
(Sec. Sal, P.L. 93.83) 
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Grant Prooram, 
Function 

or 

A'=~:~ity 

1. DF-Part E 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. TOTALS 

6. Object Class Calegorles 

a. Personnel 

b. Fringe Benefits 

c. Travel 

d. Equipment 

e. Supplies 

f. Contractual 

g. Conslructlon 

h. Other 

I. Tolal Dllecl Charges 

J. Indirect Charges 

k. TOTALS 

7. Program Incom't 

Fed.rol 

Catalog No. 

Ibl 

16.501 

(1) 

S 

S 

S 

~~-~--~---~-~- .--- --, 
4 

PART III - BUDGET INFORMATION 

SECTION A - BUDGET SUMMARY 

estimated Unobligated Funds Now or R.vi •• d Budget 

F.d.ral Non .. F.d.ral F.d.ral No""F.d.ral Total 
lei Idl 1.1 (/) (a) 

s S S 233,412 S 26,600 ) 260,012 

S $ S 2~~ .41? S 26 600 S 260,012 

SECTION B - BUDGET CATEGORIES 

- Gront Program, Function or Activity 
Total 

nF-F. (2) (3) 4) (5) 

146,200 S S S S 146,200 

19.810 19 810 

6,485 6,485 

10,200 10,200 

2,300 2,300 

41,250 41,250 

- -
19,490 19,490 

245,735 245,735 

14,277 14,277 

260,012 S S S S 260,012 

S S S S 



INSTRUCTIONS 

PART III 

General I nstruetions 

This form i$ designed so that application can be made tor 
funds from one or more grant programs. In preparing the 
budget, adhere to any existing Federal grantor agency 
guidelines which prescribe how and whether budgeted 
amounts should be separately shown for different functions 
or activities within the program. For some programs, grant· 
or agencies may require budgets to be separately shown by 
function or activity. For other programs, grantor agencies 
may not require a breakdown by function or activity. Sec· 
tions A, B, C, and 0 should include budget estimates for 
the whole project except when applving for assistance 
which requires Federal authorization in annual or ~ther 
funding period increments. In the latter case, Sections, A, B, 
C, and D should provide the budget for the first budget 
period (usually a year) and Section E should preS';nt the 
need for Federal assistance in the subsequent budget peri· 
ods. All applications should contain a breakdown by the 
object class categories shown in Lines a·k of Section B. 

Section A. Budget Summary 
Lines 1-4, Columns (a) and (bl. 

For applications pertaining to a single Federal grant pro
grati) (Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog number) and 
nor requiring a functional or activity breakdown, enter on 
Lifle 1 under Column (a) the catalog program title and the 
catalog number in Column (b), 

For applications pertaining to a single program requiring 
budget amounts by multiple functions or activities, enter 
the name of each activity or function on each line ir Col
umn (al. and enter the catalog number in Column (b). For 
applications pertaining to mulriple programs where none of 
the programs. require a breakdown by function or activ-lty. 
enter the catalog program title on each line in Column (a) 
and the respective catalog number on each line in Column 
(b). 

For applications pertaining to multiple programs where 
on!! or more programs require a breakdown b~' function or 
activity, prepare a separate sheet for each program requiring 
the breakdown. Additionaf sheets should be used when one 
form does not provide adequate space for all breakdown of 
data reqUired. However, when more than one sheet is used, 
the first page should provide the summary totals by pro

grams. 

Lines 1-4, Columns (e) through (g). 

For new applications, leave Columns (c) lind (d) blank. 
For each line entry in Columns (a) and (bl. enter in Col
umns (el. (f), and (g) the appropriate amounts of funds 
needed to support the project for the first funding period 
(usually a year). 

For continuing grant program applications, submit these 
forms before the end of each funding period as required by 

13-3 

the grantor agency, Enter in Columns (c) and (d) the esti
mated amounts of funds which will remain unobligated at 
the end of the grant funding period only if the Federal 
grantor agency instructions provide for this. Otherwise, 
leave these columns blank. Enter in columns (e) and (I) the 
amounts of funds needed for the upcoming periooj, The 
amount{s) in Column (g) should be the sum of amounts in 
Columns (e) and (f). 

For supplemental grants and changes to existing grants, 
do not use Columns (c) and (d). Enter j,1 Column (e) the 
amount of the increase or decrease of Federal funds and 
enter in Column (I) the amount of the increase or decrease 
of non-Federal funds. In Column (g) enter the new total 
budgeted amount (Federal and non-Federal) which includes 
the total previous authorized budgeted amounts plus or 
minus, as appropriate, the amounts shown in Columns (e) 
and (f), The amount(s) in Column (g) should not equal the 
sum of amounts in Columns (e) and (I). 

Line 5 - Show the totals for all columns used. 

Section B_ Budget Categories 

In the column headings P) through (4), enter the titles of 
the same programs, functions, and activities shown on Lines 
'-4, Column {al. Section A. When additional sheets were 
prepared for Section A, provide similar column headings on 
each sheet. For each program, function or activity, fill in 
the total requirements for funds (both Federal and non
Federal) by object class categories. 

Lines 6a-h - Show the estimated amount for each direct 
cost budget (object class) category for each column with 
program, function or activity heading. 

Line 6i - Show the totals of Lines 6a to 6h in each column. 

Line 6j - Show the amount of indirect cost. Refer to 
FMC 74.4. 

Line 6k - Enter the total of amounts on Lines 6i and 6j. 
F-or all applications for new grants and continuation grants 
the total amount in column (5), Line 6k, should be the 
same as the total amount shown in Section A, Column (g), 
Line 5. For supplemental grants and changes to grants, the 
total amount of the increase or decrease as showr. in Col· 
umns (1 )-(4), Line 6k should be the same as the sum of the 
amounts in Section A, Columns (e) and (I) on Une 5. When 
additional sheets were prepared, the last two sentences ap
ply only to the first page with summary totals. 

Line 7 - Enter the estimated amount of income, if any. 
expected to be generated from this project. Do not add or 
subtract this amount from the total project amount. Show 
under the program narrative statement the nature and 
source of income. The estimated amount of program in
come may be considered by the Federal grantor agency in 
determining the total amount of the grant. 

---------------------------------------------

" j 

j 
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SECTION C - NON·FEDERAL RESOURCES 

(0) Gront Program (b) APPLICANT (c) STATE (d) OTHER SOURCES (e) TOTALS 

8. J"lF - _12;) r.t- F. $ 21,600 $ 5,000 $ $ 26,600 -
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. TOTALS $ ~ $ $ 

SECTION D - FORECASTED CASH NEEDS 

Toto! for 1st Yeor 1st Quartor 2nd Quarter 3rd Quartor 4th Quarter 

13. Fedoral $ 233,4l2 $ 58 353 ..5.8.353 $ 58,353 $ 58,353 
14. Nan·Federal ?c, c,nn 6,650 hh50 6 61::0 6.650 
15. TOTAL $ 260_,_012 $ 65 003 $ 65 003 $ 65,003 $ 65 003 --

SECTION E - BUDGET ESTIMATES OF FEDERAL FUNDS NEEDED FOR BALANCE OF THE PROJECT 

(0) Gront Program 
FUTURE FUNDING PERIOO$ (YEARS) 

, (b) FIRST (c) SECOND (d) THIRD (e) FOURTH 

16. DF - Part E $ 210,000 $ $ $ 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. TOTALS $ ?10, 000 $ $ $ 

SECTION F - OTHER BUDGET INFORMATION 
(Attach additianal Sheets If Necessary) 

21. Direct Charges: ' .' 

22~ Indirect Charges: 

23. Remarks: 

I 



INSTRllCTIONS 

PART III 
(continued) 

Section C. Source of Non·Federal Resources 

Line 8·11 - Enter amounts of non·Federal resources that 
will be used on the grant. If in·kind contributions are in· 
cluded, provide a brief explanation on a separate sheet. (See 
Attachment F, FMC 74.7. 

Column (a) - Enter the progrClm titles identical to Col· 
umn (a), Section A. A breakdown by function or ac,ivity is 
not necessary. 

Column (b) - Enter the amount of cash and in·kind con
tributions to be made by the applicant as shown in Section 
A. (See also Attachment F, FMC 74· 7. 

Column (c) - Entflr the State contribution if the appl!
cant is not a State or State agency. Applicants which are a 
State or State agencies should leave this column blank. 

Column (d) - Enter the amount of cash and in·kind con· 
tributions to be made tram all other sources. 

Column (e) - Enter totals of Columns (bl. (c), and (d). 

Line 12 - Enter the total for each of Columns (b)·(e!. The 
amount in Column (e) should be equal to the amount on 
Line 5, Column (f), Secti9n A. 

Section D. Forecasted Cash Needs 

Line 13 - Enter the amount of cash needed by quarter 
from the grantor agency during the first year. 

Line 14 - Enter the amount of cash from all other sources 
needed by quarter during the first year. 

LEAA Instructions 

Applicants must provide on a separate sheet(s) a budget 
narrative whic:h will detail by budg.et category, the federal 
and nonfederal (in.kind and cash) shore. The grantee cash 
contribution should be identified as to its source, i.e., funds 
appropriated by a state or local unit of government or dona· 
tion from a private source. The narrative should relate the 
items budgeted to project activities and should provide a 
justification and explanation for the budgeted items includ· 
ing the criteria and data used to arrive at the estimates for 
each budget category. 

D-10 

Line 15 - Enter the totals of amounts on Lines 13 and 14. 

Section E. Budget Estimates of Federal Funds Needed for 
Balance of the Project 

Lines 16·19 - Enter in Column (a) the same grant program 
titles shown in Column (al. Section A. A breakdown by 
function or activity is not necessary. For new applications 
and continuing grant applications, enter in the proper col· 
umns amounts of Federal funds which will be needed to 
complete the program or project ov~r the succeeding fund· 
ing periods (usually in years). This Section need not be 
completed for amendments, changes, or supplements to 
funds for the current year of existing grants. 

If more than four lines are needed to list the program titles 
submit additional schedules as necessary, 

Line 20 - Enter the total for each of the Columns (b)·(e), 
When additional schedules are prepared for this Section, 
annotate accordingly and show the overall totals on this 
line. 

Section F - Other Budget Information. 

Line 21 - Use this space to explain amounts for individual 
direct object cost categories that may appear to be out of 
the ordinary or to explain the details as required by the 
Federal grantor agency, 

Line 22 - Enter the type of indirect rate (prOVisional, pre· 
determined, final or fixed) that will be in Affect during the 
funding period, the estimated amount of the base to which 
the rate is applied, and the total indirect expense. 

Line 23 - Provide any other explanations required herein 
or any other comments de.emed necessary. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

PART IV 
PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

Prepare the program narrative statement in accordance with 
the following instructions for all new grant programs. Re
quests for continua1ion or refunding and changes on an 
approved project should respond to item Sb only. Requests 
for supplemental assistance should respond to question 5c 
only. 

1. OBJECTIVES AND NEED FOR THIS ASSISTANCE. 

Pil1point any relevant physical, economic, social, financial, 
institutional, or other problems requiritlg a solution. Oem· 
onstrate the need for assistance and state the principal and 
subordinate objectives of the project. Supporting documen· 
tation or other testimonies from concerned interests other 
than the applicant may be used. Any relevant dater based on 
planning studies should be included or footnoted. 

2. RESULTS OR BENEFITS EXPECTED. 

Identify results and benefits to be derived. For example, 
when applying for a grant to establish a neighborhood 
health center provide a description of .who will occupy the 
facility, how the facility will be used, and how the facility 
will benefit the general public. 

3. APPROACH. 

a. Outline il plan of action pertaining to the scope and 
detail of how the proposed work will be accom
plished for each grant program, function or activity, 
provided in the budget. Cite factors which might ac· 
celeratp. or decelerate the work and your reason for 
taking this approach as opposed to others. Describe 
any unusual features of the project such as design or 
technological innovations, reductions in cost or time, 
or extraordinary social and community involvement. 

b, Provide for each grant progra'm, function or activity, 
quantitat1ve monthly or quarterly projections of the 
accomplishments to be achieved in such terms as thl! 
number of jobs created; the number of people served; 
and the number' of patients treated. When accom
plishments cannot be quantified by activity or func
tion, list them in chronological order to show the 
schedule of accomplishments and their target dates. 

LEAA FORM 4000/3 (Rev. 5·76) 
Attachment to SF·424 
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c. Identify the kinds of data to be collected and main· 
tained and discuss the criteria to be used to evaluate 
the results and successes of the project. Explain the 
methodology that will be used to determine if the 
needs identified and discussed are being met and if 
the results and benefits identified in item 2 are being 
achieved. 

d. Ust organizations, cooperators, consultants, or other 
key individuals who will work on the project along 
with a short description of the nature of their effort 
or contribution. 

4. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION. 

Give a precise location of the project or area to be served 
by the proposed project. Maps or other graphic aids may be 
attached. 

5. IF APPLICABLE, PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING iN
FORMATION: 

a. For research or demonstration assi~tanc'e requests, 
present a biographical sketch of the program director 
with the following information; name, address, phone 
number, background, and other qualifying experience 
for the project. Also, list the name, training and back· 
ground for other key personnel engaged in the 
project. 

b. Discuss accomplishments to date and list in chrono
logical order a schedule of accomplishments, progress 
or milestones anticipated with the new funding reo 
quest. I f there have been significant changes in the 
project objectives, location approach, or time delays, 
explain and justify. For other requests for changes or 
amendments, explain the reason for the change(s). If 
the scope or objectives have changed or an extension 
of time is necessary. explain the circumstances and 
justify. If the total budget has been exceeded, or if 
individual budget items have changed more tha'l the 
prescribed limits contained in Attachment K to 
FMC 74·7, explain and justify the change and its 
effect on the project. 

c. For supplemental assistance requests, explain the rea· 
son for the request and justify the need for additional 
funding. 



PART V 

ASSURANCES 

The Applicaf\t hereby assures af\d certifies that he will comply with the regulatiof\s, policies, guidelines, and requirements, in
cluding OMB Circular, No. A-95 and FMCs 74-4 and 74· 7, as they relote to the application, occeptance and use of Federal funds 
for !hls federolly "sslsted prol,!ct. Also the Applicant assures and certifies with respect to the grant that: 

1. It possesses legal authority to apply for the grant; that a 
resolution, motion or similar action has been duly 
'adopted or passed as an official act of the applicant's 
governing body, authorizing the filing of the application, 
iO.cluding all understandings and assurances contained 
therein, and directing and authorizing the person identi
fied as the official representative of the applicant to act 
in connection with the application and to provide such 
additional information as may be required. 

2. It will comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 (P.L. 88-352) and in accordance with Title VI of 
that Act, no person in the United States shall, on the 
ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded 
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
otherwise subjected to discrimination under any pro
gram or activity for which the applicant receives Federal 
financial assistance and will immediately take any mea
sures necessary to effectuate this agreement. 

3a. It will comply with the provisions of 28 C.F.R. 
42.101 et seq. prohibiting discriminati()n based on 
mee, color or national origin by or through its con
tractual arrangements. If the grantee is an institution 
or a governmental agency, office or unit then this 
assurance of nondiscrimination by race, color or 
national origin extends to discrimination anywhere 
in the institution or governmental agency, office, or 
unit. 

3b. If the grantee is a unit of state or local government, 
state planning agency or law enforcement agency, it 
will comply With Title V II of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, as amended, and 28 C.F.R. 42.201 et seq. pro
h ibitmg discrimination in employment practices 
based on race, color, creed, sex or national origin. 
Additionally, it will obtain assurances from all sub
grantees, contractors and subcontractors that they 
will not discriminate in employment practices based 
on race, color, creed, sex or national origin. 

3c. It will comply with and will insure compliance by 

its subgrantees and contractors with Title I of the 
Crime Control Act of 1973, Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 and all requirements imposed by 
or pursuant to regulations of the Department of 
Justice (28 C.F.R, Part 42) such that no person, on 
the basis of race, color, sex or national origin, be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimina
tion under any program or activity funded by LEAA. 

4. It will comply with requirements of the provisions 
of the Uniform Relocation Ass istance and Real 
Property Acqui s lIions Act of 1970 (P. L. 91-646) 
which provides for fair and equitable treatmen~ of 
persons displaced as a result of Federal and fed
erally.assisted programs. 

5. It will comply with the provisions of the Hatch Act 
which limit the political activity of employees. 

6. It will establish safeguards to prohibit employees 
from using their positions fOI' a purpose that is or 
gives the appearance of being motivated by a des ire 
for private gain for themselves or others, particular
ly those with whom they have family, business, or 
other ties. 

7. It will give the grantor agency or the Comptrollar 
General through a'ny authorized representotive the 
access to and the right to examine all records, 
bnoks, papers, or documents related to the grant. 

8. It will comply with all I'aquirements imposed by thE> 
Federal grantor agency concerning special require
ments of laW', program requirements, and other ad
ministrative requirements approved in accordance 
with FMC 74·7. 

9. It will comply with the provIsion of 28 CFR Part 
20 regulating the pdvacy and security of ::riminal 
history informalion systems. 

10. All published material and written reports submitted 
under this grant or in conjunction with the third 
pa~ty agreements under this grant will be originally 
developed material unless otherwise specifically 
provided for in the grant document. Material not 
originally developed included in reports will have 
the source identified either in the body tlf the report 
or in a footnote, whether the material is in over· 
batim or extensive parophrase format. All published 

material and written reports sholl give notice thot 
funds were provided under an LEAA grant. 

11. Requests for proposal or invitations for bid issued 
by the grantee or a subgrantee to implement the 
grant or subgrant project will provide ,"otice to 
prospective bidders that the LEAA organizational 

conflict of interest pravis!':>'I' is applicable in that 
contractors that devel..lp or draft specifications, 
requirements, statements of work and/or RFP's for 
a proposed procurement shall be excluded frorr bid
ding or submitting a proposal to compete for the 
award of such procure:ment. 
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Detailed Budget 

a • Personnel . 
Position % Time 

Project Director 100 
Deputy Director/Court Liaison 100 
Screener 100 
Screener 100 
Screener 100 
Intake Coordinator 100 
Tracker 100 
Tracker 100 
Tracker 100 
Support Services Coordinator 100 
Secretary II 100 
Secretary I 100 

b. Fringe Benefits 

FICA 
Unemployment & Disability Insurance 
County Pension Plan 
Health Insurance 

No. of 
Months 

15 
14 
13 
13 
13 
14 
13 
11 

6 
13 
15 
12 

6.05% 
2.5 % 
2.0 % 
3.0 % 

Annual Total 
Rate Salary 

18,000 22,500 
15,000 17,500 
10,200 11,050 
10,200 11,050 
10,200 11,050 
13,800 16,100 
10,200 11,050 
10,200 9,350 
10,200 5,100 
12,000 13,000 

9,000 11,250 
7,200 7,200 

146,200 

13.55% of $146,200 = 19,810 

c. Travel 

Local travel: 15,000 miles (ave. 1200 miles/month for 12 
months operation + 200 miles/month during 3 month start-up) 
@15.5¢ = 2,325. 

Out of state travel: 
2 trips x 2 staff x 3 days 

Air fare 4 @ $260 = 
Per diem 12 @ $35 = 

to Washington, D.C. 
1,040 

420 

10 professional staff to 
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 

Air fare 10 @ $165 = 
Per diem 30 @ $35 = 

National TASC Training 
for 3 days 

Total out of state 
Total travel 

1,650 
1,050 
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d. Equipment 

10 Desks @ 200 
2 Secretarial desks @ 250, 

10 Office chairs @ 75. 
2 Secretarial chairs @ 60. 
1 Conference table @ 150. 

10 Conference chairs @ 60. 
15 Side chairs (offices, waiting ares) @ 40. 

4 Locking file cabinets @ 120. 
2 Typewriters @ 500. 
1 Calculutor @ 250. 
1 Electrostatic copier - rental @ 250 per month 

e. Supplies 

General office supplies 
Postage @ $20 per month 

f. Contractual 

Urine assays: 7,800 samples (150 average 
pe~ week for 52 weeks) @ $2.50 
PSYChological Consultant S~rvices: 
50 days @ $135. 
Project Evaluation 

g. Construction - Not applicable 

h. Other 

Office space rental: 1800 sq. ft. 

2,000 
500 
750 
120 
150 
600 
600 
480 

1,000 
250 

3,750 

2,000 
300 

19,500 

6,750 
15,000 

@ $6 per sq. ft. per year (including utilities & 
janitorial services) for 15 months 13,500 
Telephone service: 10 instruments, 5 lines installed 750 

local service @ $100 per month for 14 months 1,400 
long distance calls @ $60/month for 14 months 840 

Printing 1,000 
Insurance: personal liability 2,000 

Total Direct Charges 
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j. Indirect Charges 

Approved rate: 8.6% of salaries and fringe benefits 
(see attached rate agreement) 

k. Total 

Budget Narrative 

a. Personnel 

14,277 

260,012 

Position descriptions for each of the eight titles appear at the end of 
this application. The positions have been budgeted for a gradual phase-in of 
staff during the three month implementation period of the grant, and in the 
case of the trackers as client caseloads increase. All staff will be employed 
full-time for the TASC project by the County Department of Substance Abuse 
Services. As special project grant employees, TASC staff will be excluded 
from county merit system competitive test requirements and from the system 
job security provisions but will be required to meet educational and experience 
qualification3 equivalent to existing titles with similar salary ranges. 

b. Fringe Benefits. 

As county employees, TASC project staff will receive the same fringe 
benefits accorded t.o all employees. The county contribution to the costs 
of these benefits totals 13.55% as shown in the above detailed budget. 

c. Travel. 

As no vehicle will be provided for the TASC project, staff will be reimbursed 
for local mileage at the rate of 15.5 cents per mile, as established for all . 
county employees. It is estimated that the 3 trackers and the support services 
coordinator will average a total of 200 miles per month. During the 
implementation period 200 miles per month is estimated for local travel. 

Out of state travel funds are budgeted for ~he project director and one staff 
member to attend the annual National TASC Conference. As the site of the confer
ence will be determined only a few months before it is held, the national TASC 
program office advises that new projects should include costs for travel to 
Washington, D.C. The second trip to D.C. is for the purpose of consulting with 
LEAA, or to attend other national meetings as approved by LEAA. Funds are also 
budgeted for all 10 professional staff to attend a 3-day training program at the 
National TASC Training Center, located at the Cincinnati TASC. 

d. Equipment 

The equipment listed should be self-explanatory. Estimated unit cOS'cs are 
based upon current office equipment catalogues, as provided to the county 
purchasing officer. 
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e. Supplies 

The cost of office supplies is estimated at an initial cost of $600, and 
replenishment of consumables at a cost of $100 per month in succeeding months. 
Postage has been estimated for a high vol\we of correspondence with criminal 
justice and treatment agencies, as well as normal program mailing requirements. 

f. contractual 

urine drug screen assays will be utilized as one of the measures of client 
performance. I~ndom weekly urine samples will' be collected and analyzed for 
each client in treatment. Because TASC will start with a zero base, building 
up to a total (dynamic capacity) of 35 treatment referrals, it is expected that 
the peak static capacity will be approximately 250 as a result of successful or 
unsuccessful terminations, and that the nUmber of clients in treatment 
will average 150 for the 52 'week period. Samples will be tested for the presence 
of opiates, methadone, cocaine, barbiturates and amphetamines, and results will 
be reported to TASC within 72 hours. The contract will be awarded in accordance 
with the county's competitive bidding procedures, to a licensed laboratory 
utilizing an immunoassay or other acceptable system. 

Psychological consulting services will be provided by the Camelot Community 
Mental Health Center, primarily for the purpose of performing psychOlogic 
testing and evaluation of selected clients and reviewing assessments and referral 
decisions made by TASC staff. Prior to commencing TASC operations, consultants 
from CCMHC will also assist in training staff. 

A contract for project evaluation will be awarded through competitive 
bidding procedures, to evaluate both project performance and impact. Bidders 
will be asked to propose the specific methodology to be used :in conducting the 
evaluation, described in mor.e detail later. in this applicatim... Cost of data 
collection and analysis, including 3 interim quarterly reports and a final 
report, is estimated as 100 man-days @ $125. plus $2500. clerical costs, supplies, 
and overhead. 

h. Other 

Office space required is computed at 150 sq. ft. per staff member. An 
average cost of $6 per square foot per annum was quoted by real estate brokers 
handling properties in the Court House area in downtown Camelot. 

Telephone installation and basic (local) service costs are based on quotes 
from the local telephone company. Long distance costs are estimated for calls 
to the state capital, LEAA offices, out of town treatment programs and support 
service programs, and other TASC projects. 
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Printing costs are estimated for the printing of forms for operational 
and administrative purposes, and brochures describin~ TASC to potential clients 
and criminal justice personnel. 

Comprehensive personal liability insurance coverage will be carried for all 
TASC staff while performing their assigned duties or related activities. The 
figure budgeted is based upon premium estimates of local insurance brokers. 

k. Indirect Charges 

Indirect costs are established at the rate of 8.6% of personnel and fringe 
benefit costs by an agreement between the County of Camelot and the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor, dated Septembe~ 15, 1977. A copy of the agreement is attached to 
this narrative. 

Matching.Funds 

cash mat0h for the TASC project will be provided from two sources. The sum 
of $5,000 has been allocated by the State Division of Substance libuse Control 
from its state appropriations for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1978, for 
the partial support of Camelot TASC, contingent only upon the award of federal 
funds by LEAA as requested in this application. (See attached letter of support.) 
The amount of $21,600 is included in the Camelot County budget allocation to 
the Department of Substance Abuse Services in the 1978-79 fiscal year, a~d 
approval by the County Commissioners is expected. This total of $26,600 exceeds 
the 10% match requirement. 
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Part IV 
Program Narrative 

1. Objectives and Need for Assistance 

(Briefly summarize the project and state 
its general purposes.) 

A. Problem Definition 

(1) Studies of local drug problem. 

(Present or summarize surveys or estimates 
of the incidence and prevalence of abuse 
of various drugs in the community, including 
supporting data.) 

(2) Studies of l.ocal crime. 

(Presefie or E~rize arrest data, showing, 
if possible, the number of persons arrested 
for drug offenses (by drug and charge), 
property crimes by charge, and crimes against 
persons, also by charge, together with 
disposition statistics.) 

(3) Local crime/drug relationship 

(Present surveys of the correlation of drug 
abuse and crime, such as arrest surveys, or 
estimates of local officials with supporting data.) 

B. Resource Definition 

(1) Standard criminal justice procedures. 

(Briefly describe the steps of the normal criminal 
process, including average time lapse between steps.) 

(a) Arrest 

(b) Booking at city-County Jail 

(c) Complaint - formal charge filed by Prosecutor 

(d) Initial Appearance (Felony) - Municipal Court reads charge 
to defendant, advises on rights, sets bond amount, schedules 
preliminary hearing. 

(e) Preliminary Hearing (Felony) - Municipal Court hears evidence 
to determine probable cause - if no probable cause is found, 
charge is dismissed or reduced; if probable cause is found, 
case is bound over to Superior Court. 
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(f) Indictment or Information (Felony) - Prosecutor presents 
evidence to grand jury which issues "no bill" or a "true 
bill" of indictment. (In some cases, Prosecutor may file 
a bill of information in lieu of indictment.) 

(g) Arraignment (Felony) - defendant enters plea in Superior 
Court - date for trial (not guilty plea) or sentencing 
(guilty plea) is scheduled. 

(h) Trial (Felony) - Superior Court with or without jury (at 
defendant's option.) 

(i) Sentencing (Felony) - Superior Court may sentence to incar
ceration, probation, fine, or combination. 

(d) Initial Appearance (Misdemeanor) - Municipal Court reads 
charge to defendant, advises on rights, sets bond amount, 
accepts plea: if plea is not guilty, scheaule-s trial 
(see i); if plea is guilty, schedules sentencing (see j). 

(e) Trial (Misdemeanor) - Municipal Court 

(f) Sentencing (Misdemeanor) - Municipal Court may sentence 
to county jail for up to one year, probation, fine, or 
combination. 

(2) Criminal justice alternatives 

(Describe, as applicable:) 
(a) ROR Program 
(b) Pretrial intervention programs 
(c) Probation 
Cd) Work release programs 
(e) In-jail rehabilitation programs 
(f) Other existing alternative programs 

(3) Substance abuse treatment and rehabilitation programs. 

(Give name, location, and brief (one paragraph) 
description of each treatment program, including 
environment (inpatient, residential outpatient), 
modality, dapacity, and clientele priorities or 
restrictions (e.g., ethnic groups, veterans, 
females, etc.). Summarize treatment resources 
in a chart showing average utilization and 
available capacity, such as: ) 
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Environment Static Dynamic Average Client 
Program Modality Capacity Capacity .Population 

:Roundtable R-Detox. 2 50 1 
R-Drug Free 25 75 21 

Excalibur O-Meth.M. 75 150 62 
O-Drug .Free 50 100 41 

VA Hospital I-Detox. 10 170 6 
I-Drug Free 10 30 8 
O-Drug Free 50 100 35 

(If applicable, include a separate chart showing alqohol 
treatment resources.) 

C. Goals and Objectives 

(1) Goals of national TASC program 

(2) Local project goals 

(3) Objectives 

(Goals should be qualitative ends sought, related 
to identified problems. Objectives should be 
quantified steps toward achieving those ends, and 
should include both performance and impact objectives. 
Anticipated dynamic TASC clientele should be stated.) 

2. Results or Benefits Expected 

A. Target population. 

(Describe the persons expected to benefit directly 
from the project.) 

B. Direct benefits expected. 

Available 
Capacitx. 

1 
4 

13 
9 
4 
2 

15 .. 
140 

(Describe the anticipated benefits to the target POPulation.) 

C. Indirect benefits expected.' 

3. Approach. 

(Describe the anticipated benefits to the criminal justice 
system, treatment system,and the general public.) 

A. Points of intervention. 

(Indicate the points in the criminal justice system 
at which TASC will intervene, and describe here or in 
B. (below) how the intervention will be accomplished.) 
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B. TASC Procedures. 

(Describe in detail how each of the TASC functions will 
be performed: identification, court liaison, escort, 
assessment, referral, and monitoring. This description 
~ include the following statements at appropriate 
points in the narrative: ) 

(1) Participation in TASC is on a voluntary basis only. 
(2) Results of initial urinalysis (if used) and interview will 

not be used for or against the prospective TASC client in 
any prosecution. 

(3) Monitored and randomly scheduled urine specimens will be 
collected and analyzed at least once each week for all 
drug abusing TASC clients in treatment. 

(4) Escort service will be provided for each client from the 
court to the TASC intake center and from the intake 
center to the treatment facility. 

(5) A tracking system will be established to constantly monitor 
the progress of each TASC client to ensure that the client 
is abiding by the terms of referral. 

(6) Provision will be made for the apprehension and prompt 
return to the criminal justice system of those clients 
who fail to meet TASC conditions. 

C. Eligibility criteria. 

(State objective criteria for acceptance into TASC.) , 

D. Success/failure criteria. 

(State objective criteria for continuing in TASC, 
successful termination, and unsuccessful termination.) 

E. Project structure and organization. 

(1) TASC Structure 

(Describe internal structure of the TASC project -
include organization chart.) 

(2) Relationship to governmental structure 

(Describe how, project fits ,into government structure, 
who project director reports to " etc. ~include 
organization chart, if ~PPlicable.) 

(3) Advisory Council 

(Describe membership of advisory council, its 
functions and processes.) 

(4) Position descriptions 
(For each staff job title, describe responsibilities, 
supervisor, abilities needed, education-and/or 
experience required.) 
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F. Implementation Plan 

(Indicate implementation steps, operating activities, milestones, 
and timetable for review of' pr9gress. 'rhis narrative should 
detail the major steps and sub-st.v:ps to be taken for both 
the start-up phase and operational phase. A milestone chart 
sunffilarizing this section may also be presented, such as the following: 

Timetable of Implementation and Accomplishments 

Staff selection 

Director 
Deputy Director 
Screener 
Screener 
Screener 
Intake Coordinator 
Tracker 
Tracker 
Tracker 
Support Services COor. 
Secretary II 
Secretary I 

Management 

Acquire office space 

Order equipment 
& supplies 

Establish operating 
policies & proce-
dures (in consul
tation with Soliciter, 
public defender, police 
chiefs, judges, & 
magistrates) 

Design forms 

Order printing of brochures 
Order printing of forms 
Make agreements with 

treatment programs 

Staff training at NTTC 

Months 
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x x 

x 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 

Conduct orientation work-
shops for: 

Correction officers x 

Police officers x x 

Probation & Parole 
Agents x 

Award contract for urinalysis 
services x 

Review policies and 
progress x 

Evaluation 

Prepare contract specificatons x 

Receive and review proposals x 

Award contract x 

Approve design & instruments x 

Receive interim reports x x x 

Receive final report x 

operations 

Screening in county jail x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Intake processing & referral x x x x x x x x x x x x 

Refer 10 clients per month x 

Refer 20 clients per tronth x x x 

Refer 35 clients per month ix 
l x x x x x x X 

G. Project Evaluation 

(Describe generally the evaluation design for the projecn (details 
and methodology can be supplied during the contracting process), 
which should include "performance assessments" and "impact 
assessments." As a 15 month project will not produce a significant 
number of treatment completions, impact will need to be measured 
in terms such as "status change," cost benefit, and attitudinal 
changes. ) 
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H. Assumption of costs. 

(Discuss potential sources of funding from local 
or state resources after discretionary grants 
expire, and what steps will be taken to obtain 
such funds.) 

4. Geographic Location 

(Briefly describe the area to be served, including 
population, characteristics and distribution, topo
graphy, etc. Maps or charts may also be included.) 

5. Letters of Endorsement 

Presiding Judge(s) 
Prosecutor 
Public Defender 
Police Chief 
Sheriff 
Corrections Director 
Chief Probation Officer 
Chief Parole Officer 
Pretrial Service Agency Director 
Single State Agency for Drug Abuse Prevention 
State Alcoholism Authority 
Local Umbrella Treatment Agency 
Individual Drug and/or Alcohol Abuse Treatment Agencies 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

APPENDIX C 

FEDERAL·. CONFIDENTIALITY 
REGUIATI(NS AND TASC* 

By Robert B. Stites,'J~D. 
and Jarres:'C. Weissman, Y.D. 

On August 1, 1975·, a nEM Part 2 of Subchapter A of Chapter I 
Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations became effective, specify
ing regulations for the protection of the confidentiality of alcohol 
and drug abuse patient records. The scope of the regulations is can
prehensive; patient records are defined broadly and the regulations 
are applied to all functions associated ,with sE;=>xvice delivery to al
cohol and drug abusers and related. activities pertaining to the ad:
ministration of justice. 

These regulations were adopted following a series of proposed 
rulem:tkings authorized by Section 408 of the Drug Abuse Office and 
'l'reatment Act (P.L. 92-255), as arrended by SeC!tion 303 of the Canpre
elmsive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Re
habilitation Act Arrendrrents (P.L. 93-282), 21 U.S.C. 1175; and by 
Section 333 of the Canprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Preven
tion, Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act (P.L. 91-616), as amended by 
the Canprehensive AlcoOOl Abuse Act Arrendments (P.L. 93-282), 42 
U.S.C. 4582. All references in this article to "the confidentiality 
regulations" apply to those final regulations which appeared in the 
Federal Register on July 1, 1975 (40 F .R. 27802). 

II. SCOPE OF COVERAGE 

Section 2.12 of the confidentiality regulations declares that 
the regulations apply to "records of the identity, diagnosis, prog
nosis, or treatIrent of any patient which are mainta:ined :in connection 
with the perfonnance of any alcohol abuse or drug abuse prevention 
function" supported in part or in its entirety by direct federal ftmd
ing, licensed in scree manner by the federal government, supported in 
part or its entirety by indirect federal fUnding (e.g., revenue sharing) , 
or assisted by an Internal Revenue Service tqx-exempt status. 

The tenus "diagnosis" and "treatment" include interviewing, 
counseling, and related acti vi ties· aimed at or incidental to the 
diagnosis, treatment, or rehabilitation of an alcohol or drug abuser. 

* Adapted from an earlier paper, "The' CrirninalJustice Practitioner's 
Guide to the New' Federal Alcohol and Drug Abuse Confidentiality 
Regulatio11s," appearing in 40 (2) Federhl ·Prbbation 11-20 (1976). 
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The tenn "patient" is broadly defined as an indiviqual who has applied 
for or ,received dia<;JI1osis 'or treat:rre.nt :for drug or alcohol abuse, and 
spe-::ifica11y includes I~any individual who, after arrest on a criminal 
charge, is interviewed and/or tested in connection with drug or alcohol 
abuse preliminary to a determination as to'e1igibi1ity.to participate 
in a treatment or rehabilitation program." A broad definition is also 
applied to the tenn "records" to include any inforrration, whether re
corded or not, relating to a patient, received in connection with 
covered activity. These provisions make it clear that nearly all in
formation derived from TASC 'activities involving sc-reeiring, assessing, 
referring, or IOOni toring treatment of alcohol or drug abusers are sub
ject to the confidentiality regulations. 

'l"he general rules regarding the disclosure of patient records are 
also sweeping in their scope. Section 2 .13 of the regulations states 
that "Records to which this part applies shall be confidential and may 
be disclosed only as authorized by this part, and may not otherwise be 
:livu1ged in any civil, criminal, administrative, or legislative pro
ceeding conducted by any Federal, State, or local authority, whether 
such proceedi..l1g is corrmenced before or after the effective date of this 
part." This comprehensive p:r.ohibition upon unauthorized disclosure 
applies "irrespective of whe'.;her the person seeking disclosure already 
has the information sought, nas other means of obtaining it, enjoys 
official status, has obtained a subpoena, or asserts any other justifi
cation or basis for disclosure not expressly authorized under this part." 

These general rules also provide specific guidance in regard to 
areas which have proven trol..1b1esane in applying previous rules. The 
regulations specify that the prohibition of unauthorized disclosures 
applies to all infonnatiQn concerning patients, including their attend
ance, physical whereabouts, or s·tatus ~s patient. The prohibition ex
plicitly includes implicit or negative disclosures, e.g., the disclos
ure that a person answering a particular description, na:rre, or other 
identification, is not or has not been attending a program. The ra
tionale for this ban is that a course of action giving negative respon
ses when the subject of inquiry is not a patient, fo110N'ed by a refusal 
to respond would imply that the refusal was equivalent to a positive 
response. Furtherroore, the presence of any inpatient in a medical 
facility or a resident in a residential facility may be divulged only 
with written consent or if done in such a way as not to indicate the 
alcohol or drug abuse treatment status of the patient. In previous 
years, uncertainty has existed regarding the divulgence of these pa
tient-oriented data, particularly with respect to the not infrequent 
requests fran law enforcerrent and criminal justice personnel in sane 
ccmnunities. 

The general rules clarify an allied issue which has aroused con
troversy among criminal justice professionals. If a patient conmi ts 
or threatens to commit a crime on the program premises or against pro
gram. personnel, the regulations do not affect the desire or obligation 
of program personnel 'in reporting the incident to law enforcement of
ficials. In the first inst~jce, however, the report should not iden
tify the suspect as a patient and the program should activate the 
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regulations' "good cause" .court order provisions discussed below which 
pennit limited patient infonnation disclosUre.in acco:i:dance with the 
identified need. 

This provision, § 2.13' (d), is unclear and contradictory in its 
charge. Its applicability is limited to crimes committed on the pro
gram premises or against program personnel; crimes allegedly corrmitted 
by patients under other cireurnstances are subject to the "good cause" 
court order provisions discussed in Section VI of this article. The 
§ 2.13 (d) . provision, on the one hand, encourages program personnel to 
report crirres on the premises or agaiJ."1.st personnel but suggests, in a 
limiting fashion, that "In any such situation, irmlediate consideration 
should be given to seeking an order under Subpart E of this part to 
permit the disclosure of such limited infonnation about the patient as 
may be necessary under the circUInstances." 

This limitation is unrealistic. Investigation of a crime by a law 
enforcement official involves the collection of all pertinent data con
cerning commission of the offense and the· suspected offender. A law 
enforcemP~t official who opts to terminate his investigation in order 
to seek a Subpart E "good cause" court order might be subject to depart
mental reprimand if the alleged offense involved violence and a con
tinuing threat of har:m. In tenus of legal analogy, the "hot pursuit" 
doctrine permits suspension of the normally required search and seizure 
warrant procedures in specified emergency situations. Surely, a simi
lar factually exigent circumstance should permit suspension of the 
ordinary Subpart E requirements. 

Three types of carrrrnunications are excluded from the meaning of 
"disclosure" as used in the regulations. The rrost significant ex
clusion is communications "within a program between or arrong personnel 
having a need for such information in connection with their duties." 
The others are communications with a qualified service organization 
when needed to perfonn services to the program, and camrrn.mications 
containing neither patient identifying information nor identifying 
numbers. This section is sanewhat confusing regarding the carnmunica
tions "within a program," especially where there are several components 
of the same program. "Program" is defined as "an individual or organi
zation furnishing diagnosis, treatment, or referral for alcohol abuse 
or drug abuse." It would appear therefore that the exclusion applies 
to at least those communications between or among personnel of diagnos
tic, treatment, or referral ccmponents, but may not apply to COJ.m1UI1ica
tions between those canponents and administrative or other non-direct 
service elements of the same umbrella. 

rn. PENALTIES 

Unauthorized disclosure of patient records subjects the disclosing 
person to crimirJ.al sanctions. A first offense may be punished by a 
fine of not more. than $500 and subseqUent offenses may result in fines 
of no more than $5,000. Reports of violations may be made to the 
United States Attorney for the judicial district in which the violation 
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is alleged to have. occUrred' or to appropriate. federal agencies in the 
event 'of alleged violation:by· a federal 'grantee,' contractor, or licen
see. No particular agenCy:has beei1 assigned the'responsibility for 
insuring carpliance with the regulations'; ·.the burden for' enforcement 
rests upon ~ggrievedparties· and interested observers. 

IV .AUTHORIZEDDISCI:DSURES' . 

The statutes and regulations perini t disclosure without a patient's 
consent in certain extrerrely limited situations.· Disclosure to medical 
personnel is authorize<:l torreet a bona fide medical emergenCy. Records 
may be disclosed to qualified personnel for purposes of scientific re
search, audits, or 8'valuations, provided that no resulting reports 
identify any individual patient. If' good cause is shoWri, a court of 
campetent jurisdiction may by appropriate order authorize disclosures 
without consent. 

Generally disclosures of patient records require written consent, 
and even then may be made only to limited persons or for limited pur
poses. The rules for the requirements which ImlSt be incorporated into 
the consent agreement are set forth in Section 2.31 of the confiden
tiality regulations; the consent must be in writing and specify: 

(1) The name of the program which'is to ID3ke the disclosure .. 

(2) The nane or title of the person or organization to which 
disclosure is to be made. 

(3) The name of the patial1t. 

(4) The purpose or need for the disclosure. 

(5) The extent or nature of information to be disclosed. 

(6) A statement that the consent is subject to revocation at 
any time and specification of the date, event, or condition 
upon which it. expires -v."ithout revocation. (But see below 
regarding a criminal justice referred patient.) . 

(7) The date the consent is signed. 

(8) The signature of the patient (and guardian where applicable). 

The general provision relating to written consents specifies that 
a consent shall have a duration no longer than reasonably necessary to 
effectuate the purpose for which it is given, but ~chere is a special 
duration limitation clause for criminal justice referrals. 
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As indicated above, there are special rules applicable to criminal 
justice system referrals. These rules, found in § 2.39, apply only 
where participation in a treatment program is made a formal condition 
of ell·.re1ease from confinerrent, (2) the disPosition or status of any 
pending criminal proceedings, or (3) the execution or suspension of 
sentence already imposed. Informal treatment referrals by the judiciary 
or by probation or parole officials do not activate this section. If 
treat.mant participation· has been made a formal supervisory condition by 
a crirnina1 justice agency, the individual patient may consent to unre
stricted corrmunication between his treabnent program and certain crimi
na1 justice officials maintaining supervisory jurisdiction over his 
case. Courts, parole boards, and probation or parole officers consti
tute the range of permissible patient information recipients under this 
provision for unrestricted communication. This provision does not in
clude referrals by police and prosecutors and in general, the regula
tions fail to adequately address any non-judicial pre-arrest or pre
tricH diversion of drug abusers. 

In addition to the permissive consent to unrestricted carmunication, 
there are two major distinctions in the written oonsents to disclosure 
in the case of criminal justice referrals: the duration of such consents 
and the right of the patient to revoke consent. The duration of consent 
under this section is sixty days or until there is a substantial change 
in the patient's criminal justice status, whichever occurs later. For 
purposes of this section, a substantial change in status occurs if the 
person at the time he/she gives consent has been --

(1) Arrested but not charged, when he/she is fonna11y charged or 
unconditionally released fram arrest; 

(2) Fonna11y charged, when the charges have been dismissed with 
prejudice or trial has corrrrenced; . 

(3) Brought to trial, when acquitted or sentenced; 

(4) Sentenced, when the se.'1tence has been canp1eted. 

The revocation of consent conditions differ for the criminal justice 
referred patient. Unlike the self-referred client, the criminal justice 
patient is unable to uni1at:era11y revoke the con;5ent until there has been 
a formal termination of the conditions of release. 

One of the shortcomings of ~ 2.39 is its failure to explicitly in
clude all fonus of criminal justice patient orders pertaining to alcohol 
a'1d drug abuse services. The omission of police, prosecutoria1, and 
other non-judicial diversion treatment referrals was mentioned above. 
Another related area of importance which escaped the attention of the 
drafters is the fonna1 criminal justice ordered alcohol and drug abuse 
evaluation. In sane cases' a court or other criminal justice agency 
orders a potential TASC client to undergo comprehensive alcohol or drug 
abuse diagnosis and ,evaluation prior to a dispositional decision by the 
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criminal justice agency. Finally, § 2.39 does not apply to the fre
quent informal criminal justice diagnosis and treatment referrals 
where the referral is by a judge, probation officer, or parole offi
cer and is only of a suggestive nature and not a formal oondition of 
release fran confinement, disposition or status of any pending crimi
nal proceedings, or the execution or suspension of sentence already 
imposed. In any of these events, the patient may voluntarily consent 
to release of his diagnostic or treatrrent information but would re
tain the right to revoke at any time and could not consent to un
restricted cc:mnunication. 

No mention is made in § 2.39 of the applicabili ty of the section 
to juveniles. The regulations do, in § 2.15, make eA'Plicit provi.sion 
for 'minor' patients (a person under 18 years of age or under the age 
prescribed by state law for the passing of minority). Unless state 
law expressly authorizes treatrrent without parental oonsent v the minor 
and his parent or legal guardian must both sign the consent ,to release 
of patient information. Where treatment without parental oonsent sta
tutes exist, only the oonsent of the minor must be obtained. There is 
no ind.i..cation that these rules are not to be applied to § 2.39 refer
rals in the routine manner othel:Wise prescribed. 

The existence of a bona fide attorney-client relationship permits 
disclosure of patient information without the canplex requirerrents 
otherwise required for a consent to the release of treatment informa
tion. A wri tte.n application by the patient to the treatment program 
endorsed by the attorney will authorize release to the attorney. of 
any information in the patient's records. However, information dis
closed in that manner may not be redisclosed by the attorney. Third 
parties seeking access to the information must request the data fran 
the treatment program directly. 

This attorney-client provision (§2.35) is an ananaly, partiallly 
suspending the routinely required elements for consensual disclosures. 
The purpose of this relaxation of the rules is to assure that the 
attorney, with his client's oonsen.t, has available any information 
needed as a basis for advice and oounsel. The redisclosure limi ta
tion specified in §2. 35 insures that this channel of release will be 
restricted to the attorney and not used for related secondary purposes. 

In circumstances not specifically provided for in the regUla
tions, a catch-all provision (§2.40) pe:mri.ts disclosures for the bene
fit of a patient, with the patient's oonsent in the fonn required by 
132.31, but requires the exercise of discretion by the director (or 
his designee) of the program making the disclosure. The program di
rector must detennine that there is no suggestion in the w-ritten con
sent or the surrounding circumstances that consent was not given 
voluntarily and without coercion, and that making the disclosure will 
not be harmful to the patient, will not substantially hann the patient
program relationship, nor harm the program's capacity to provide 
services. 
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v. PROHIBITION ON REDISCI0SURE 

A critical provision pertaining to all authorized disclosures 
and particularly affecting disclosures to criminal justice and non
treatrrent agencies is the Section 2.32 prohibition on redisclosure. 
That section requires that authorized written disclosures be accom
panied by a written staterrent substantially as follCMs: 

"This infonnation has been disclosed to you from 
records whose confidentiality is protected by Federal 
Law. Federal regulations (42 CFR Part 2) prohibit 
you from making any further disclosure of it without 
the specific written consent of the person to whom it 
pertains, or as otherwise penni tted by such regula
tions. A general authorization for the release of 
nedical or other information is NY!' sufficient for 
this purpose." 

Oral disclosures may be acca:npanied or followed by such a notice but 
are not mandatorily covered by this section. 

The purpose of this provision is to restrict disclosure to the 
purpose specified in the patient's consent to release of information. 
Redisclosures may not be effected without a specific release intended 
for that purpose and the regulations thus enC'Qurage direct requests 
to the treatment programs rather than to the agency to whom the infor
mation at issue was disclosed in the first instance. Oral disclosures 
are specifically excluded from the redisclosure requirements. The 
drafters stated that the rarity of oral disclosures except to recipi
ents having oontinuing relationships with the program, preclude the 
necessity for inclusion of oral disclosures within the redisclosure 
prohibition. 

In the case of "criminal justice referrals," ~2. 39 (d) further 
provides that the recipients of disclosures regarding such clients 
may use such information only in connection with their official duties 
with respect to that client. The information may not be used or made 
available for general investigative purposes or in unrelated proceed
ings or for unrelated purposes. Thus, information properly disclosed 
by a TASC project or a treatment program to a criminal justice ag'ency 
for purposes of reporting on treatment progress or reporting viola
tions of conditions of release may be used only in connection with the 
:i.rOmediate case and not for an investigation or prosecution of new or 
unrelated charges. It seems equally clear that where a criminal jus
tice agency, such as a probation deparbnent, has responsibility for 
operation of a TASC project or for directly providing treatment, 
patient information must be compartmentalized wi thin the TASC or 
treatrrent unit and not be made generally available within other com-· 
ponents of the agency or department. 

A IIDre hazardous problem is the conflict between "open records" 
laws and the intent of §2.32 and 2.39 (d). In sane jurisdictions, 
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probation officer files are public records subject to citizen examina
tion upon request. If a treabnent record is made part of a probation 
file via a written ronsent for a specific purpose, a question arises 
as to later use of those data in arguably "unrelated" legal proceed
ings, e.g. j a preparole investigation by a separate correctional 
agency. The lIDst reasonable response is that federal law, i. e., the 
confidentiality regulations, supersedes state law unless the state 
law is lIDre protective of patient privacy and must thus be regarded 
as controlling. Therefore, the treatInent record in the example should 
be excluded fran the file made available to the public. 

VI. "GOOD CAUSE" COURI' ORDERS 

Subpart E of the regulations (§§2.61 through 2.67) presents the 
guidelines for implementation of the "good cause" court order provi
sion originally specified in Section 408 of the Drug Abuse Office and 
Treabnent Act of 1972. Under procedures delineated in subpart E, a 
court of canpetent jurisdiction may order the limi ted divulgences of 
patient infonuation upon a showing that the public interest and need 
for disclosure ouuveigh the potential injury to the patient, to the 
physician-patient relationship, and to the integrity of the treatment 
process. 

A distinction must be made between the court order discussed in 
this section and a subpoena or similar legal process to compel testi
lIDny or production of docurrents. A person served with a subpoena must 
appear as directed but the issuance of a subpoena does not satisfy the 
requirements of Subpart E. therefore there should be no disclosure of 
patient infonnation unless and until a "good cause" order is issued. 
The "good cause" order, by itself, merely operates to relieve the 
strict application of the general rule prohibiting disclosures; the 
order permits, but does not require, disclosure unless there is also 
a valid subpoena or other compulsory process. 

Subpart E is limited to the disclosure of objective data, e.g., 
enrolllrent, attendance, and discharge infonnation. From the enact
IreIlt of the 1972 Act to the drafting of the 1975 regulations, no "good 
cause" court, order had ever been requested concerning confidential 
oral c:x:xmIl1hications between a patient and counselor, leading the 
drafters of the regulations to exclude intangible subjective infonua
tion fran the scope of subpart E. 

Detailed procedures and criteria are required for the implementa
tion of the "good cause" court order provisions. Safeguards must be 
undertaken in the first instance to protect the patient's identity. 
Notice must be given to both the patient and the program and all hear
ings are to be held in the judge's chambers unless an open hearing is 
requested by the patient or the court detennines that an open hearing 
is consistent with the public interest. Alternatives less drastic 
than disclosure must first be considered, and disclosure must be limi
ted to the mininrum extent and audience necessary to achieve the objec
ti ve of the court order. 
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With regard to law enforcement activities, the "good cause" court 
order procedure may pennit disclosure of patient infonnation for purpo
ses of investigation and prosecution of patients, or investigation and 
prosecution of programs or their personnel acting in an official capa
city. The procedure also allows limited use of police undercover 
agents and informants in treatment programs to effectuate lawenforce
ment objectives regarding program activities, personnel, and patients. 

Investigative, law enforcerrent, and prosecutorial agencies may 
apply for a court order permitti..l1g disclosure of patient records neces
sary to the conduct of an investigation or the prosecution of an indi
vidual who is, or who is believed to be I a present or fonrer patient 
in a treatment program. However, a court may not authorize disclosure 
unless certain specific criteria are met. The crime involved must be 
an "extremely serious" crime against the person, or one alleged to have 
been ccmnitted on the program premises or against program personnel, 
there must be a reasonable liklihood that the patient records will 
disclose material infonnation, there must be no other practical way 
of obtaining the infonnation or evidence, and the public interest in 
disclosure must outweigh the potential adverse consequences to 'the 
program-patient relationship in the program affected and in all simi
larly'situated programs and the ability of treatrre.nt programs in 
general to attract and retain patients. Various procedw:al require
ments, e.g., notice to the program, must be observed and the disclo
sure must be limited to the narrCMest disclosure necessary to achieve 
the objective of the court order, both in tenus of the anount of in
fonnation disclosed and persons authorized to receive it. 

Application may also be made by an administrative, regulatory, 
supervisory, investigative, or law enforcerrent agency for a "good 
cause" court, order pennitting disclosure of records or placing an 
undercover agent oJ; infonnant in a program if there is reason to be
lieve that a program or any of its staff are engaged in serious crimi
nal misconduct. Again, restrictive procedural and substantive re
quirerrents constrain the scope of this investigatory teclmique. Only 
patient infonnation directly related to the purpose of the court order 
may be utilized by an undercover agent or informant, and the order may 
be granted for an initial period of only sixty days. 

Briefly, the "good cause" court order provisions permit disclo
sures of patient infonnation and use of undercover agents and infonn
ants under lirni ted circumstances indicative of criminal activity on 
the part of patients or program staff. To encourage treatment program 
participation, the regulations protect patient records at the expense 
of flatly prohiliiting disclosure of patient infonnation material to 
cr.i.rres not categorized as "extrerrely serious" crimes against persons 
or crimes ccmnitted on program premises or against program personnel. 
Investigation of program staff by means of patient record disclosure 
procedures and errployrrent of undercover agents may be initiated under 
less restricted circumstance. 
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Issuance of llgood cause 11 court orders is not limited to investi
gation or prosecution of patients or programs, however, Often the 
purpose of seeking such an order is in connection with civil litiga
tion, e. g., where docurre:ntation of existing or fonner drug dependency 
is a relevant issue in a divorce or custody case. Other instances 
occur when the patient is not a principle, but is a witness in either 
a civil or criminal case and has given consent to disclose information 
to an attorney for one party; a court may decide that justice requires 
similar disclosure to the opposing party. 

VII. SECURITY PRECAlJrIONS AND PROCEDURES 

The regulations require appropriate precautions for the physical 
security of confidential patient records, including the institution 
of adequate policies and procedures. The records should be kept in a 
secure room, locked file cabinet, or safe. Policies and procedures 
to safeguard the information should cover both the handling of ex
ternal requests for patient information and controlling access by 
project staff members. The project director or a single staff member 
designated by the director should be responsible for processing re
quests for information, and the same or another staff member should 
be designated to maintain physical custody of the records and accounta
bility for any records rerroved fram the secure area. 

A T~SC project cannot perform its essential monitoring function 
if it cannot obtain factual information fram clients and treatment 
programs and make periodic reports to appropriate criminal justice 
agencies. The project's policies and procedures must therefore in
clude a reminder system to assure that consents to release information 
are kept current for active TASC clients. This is of special impor
tance in the cases of "criminal justice referrals" whose consents 
tenninate in the event of change in legal status, but the system should 
include other clients as well. Procedures should also attempt to 
avoid or minimize inadvertent disclosures b¥ keeping copies of patient 
information to the minimum required for efficient operation, avoiding 
client "sign-in" sheets or shielding prior signatures, safeguarding 
against use of client narres on bulletin boards or wall calendars, 
limiting accumulation of client files or identifying information on 
staff desks, and generally raising the confidentiality consciousness 
of all staff. 

VIII. SAMPLE FORMS 

A TASC Project needs to receive and disclose patient information 
in three distinct legal circumstances: during a period of diagnostic 
evaluation or assessment when the subject patient has not yet been 
"referred" or become a client; after the subject has becaoo a "criminal 
justice referral;" or after. the subject has became a. client without 
fonnal condition (here denominated as a "self referral"). For purpose 
of clarity, separate sample forms are offered here for each of those 
circumstances. Although multiple purpose forms are possible, it is 
suggested that both clients and staff members can better understand 
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the intent and content of the fom if it excludes contradi tory state
ments. It should be noted that these sample forms are both "input" 
and "output" releases, authorizing TASC to receive infonnation from 
a treatlnent program and to disclose infonnation to indicated recipi-· 
ents. Sane practitioners prefer separate input and output fonns, 
but there is no inherent conflict between the two and the ccmbined 
fonn puts the cli.;mt and treatment program on notice that TASC is 
receiving the infonnation for the purpose of redisclosure. 

The sCUTq?le "diagnostic evaluation" fonn contains the eight points 
required by §2.3l (Section IV, above) and is otheJ::Wise similar to the 
"self referral" fonn except in two respects: there is less need for 
flexibility in recipients, purpose, nature of infonnation, and dura
tion of consent; and there is greater liklihood of TASC needing to re
ceive infonnation fran rrore than one treatment program. As it is 
necessary to have ·!-.he potential client sign a separate form for each 
treatment program or other source of infonnation, efficiency can be 
enhanced by including all of the constant tenus in the printed fonn. 
Please note that the sample fonn contains sample tenus only. The 
"extent and nature of infonnation" will usually be constant within a 
local project but may differ fran the suggested items. Similarly, 
the duration of consent should cover the usual period of time fran 
arrest to referral to TASC and placement in treatment; in a given 
jurisdiction that might be 15 days, 60 days, or sanewhere in between. 

The sCUTq?le "criminal justice referral" fonn also contains the 
required eight points, but 'also autl10rizes unrestricted oammunication, 
limits the right to revoke, and carries tennination provisions re
lated to legal status. Although not required by the regulations, the 
fonn also recites the benefit (conditional 'release) that makes the 
client a "criminal justice referral." It was noted in Section IV, 
above, that the consent to unrestricted carrnunication is pe;rrnissive 
so a narro;ver, rrore specific "exte11t and nature" tenn should be sub
sti tuted where less than unrestricted ca:nmUnication is needed. The 
"extent and nature" tenn must be specific if the recipients are other 
than the court or parole board granting condi·tional release, or proba
tion or parole officer. 

The sample "self referral" fonn is the basic consent fonn adapt
able fox all circumstances other than "criminal justice referral" 
clients. When completed, all of the required eight points of S2. 31 
are included. Care should be taken in filling in the blanks of this 
fonn (and the others) to authorize the necessary recipients and scope 
of infonnation to be released, but to avoid making the authorization 
any broadE"x than needed. If the coment to release is broader than 
regulations pennit, it may be as valueless as one that is too narrow. 

All of these sample fonns require that a revocation of consent 
be made in writing. The regulations do not require written revoca
tion, but such a 1:imi tation in the consent itself should be binding 
and should prevent disput.es over whether or when oonsent was revoked. 
Same practi t..ioners go a step further and include in the consent fonn 
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a fo:r:m of revocation that must be substantially follCME:...(l in order to 
revoke; if this is done, care must be used' in the wording of the fo:r:m 
of revocation and its placement on the consent fo:r:m in order to avoid 
conflict or confusion. 

The fonns are sanples only; they can and should be m:xlified to 
meet the needs of each project and its environment. sane projects 
prefer a "multiple choice" fo:r:m to the "fill in the blanks" style 
offered here. If a fonn offers a ('.boice of tenns to be selected by 
rrarking a box or line, it is strongly urged that the client initial 
the box or line rather than util:Lzing a check-mark or x, which could 
be inserted by anyone at any tim:. In the final analysis, no fo:r:m 
can substitute for sotmd procedures and a staff well-trained in 
confidentiality fundamentals. 
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crnSENT 'ID RELEASE 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATIOO 

Diagnostic Evaluation 

I, , understand that I am under --------------------------
consideration for release fram custody on my own recognizance or 

conditional release and referral to treatment for drug use. I 

hereby consent to release of the infonnation specified below by 

to Trea'bnent A1 ternati ves to Street ----------------------------
Cr.i.m9 (TASC) , and by TASC to the Court r my ------------------
defense attorney and the prosecuting attorney for the pUI"fOses of 

substantiating my need for treatrrent and selecting an appropriate 

treatment program and m:xlali ty • 

The extent and nature of infonnation to be disclosed are: dates 

of previous drug abuse treatment, diagnostic information, progress 

during treabrent, and reasons for tennination of treatment. 

This consent is given voluntarily for the above-stated purposes 

and will expire thirty (30) days after the date signed, or upon the 

Court's decision to grant or deny my release for treatment, whichever 

first occurs. This oonsent may be revoked by me in writing at any 

time except to the extent that action has been taken in reliance 

hereon. 

(Date Signed) 

(witness) 
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(Client's Signature) 

(Parent or Guardian's Signature 
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I, 

CONSENT TO RELEASE OF 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

Criminal Justice Referral 

____________________________ , understand ti1at I have been 

released fran confinement or ----------------------------------
conditioned upon nw participation in a treatment program designated 

by Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC), and that my treat-

ment reco:r.ds are confidential .and cannot be disclosed except as 

authorized by this or any other release signed by me or as provided 

by law. I hereby oonsent to release of the information specified 

below by to TASC, and by either the 
(Treatment Program Narre) 

narred program or TASC to 
(=P-e-rs-o-n--o-r--'::O""':t-gan--l.T" z-a"'""'ll'""'·:-a-n--:-t-o-R"'"e-c-e-l.-· ~,....' e---=rn=--=f"-o-rrna--ti:-·"-o-n·) 

substantiating my participation and progress in treatment and 

The extent and nature of information to be disclosed are: 

unrestricted ccmnunication with the person neared above aE; authorized 

to receive infor.mation. 

My legal status at the time of signing this releae is 
-:-=----:---::-
(Arrested, 

This consent to release information 
Charged, On Trial, Sentenced) 

will expire sixty (60) days after the date signed, or ________ _ 

, whichever is later. This consent may 

not be revoked by Ire unless there is a for.mal and effective termination 

of my conditional release, probation, or parole, but may thereafter be 

revoked by Ire in writing at any time. 

(Date Signed) 

(Witness) 
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CONSENT 'ID RELEASE OF 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATICN 

Self Referral 

I, , have volunteered without any ----------------------
official condition to participate in a treatment program designated 

by Treatrrent Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC). I understand that 

my treatrrent records are confidential and cannot be disclosed except 

as authorized by this or any other release signed by me or as pro-

vided by law. I hereby consent to release of the infonnation 

specified below by to TASC, and 
-----=~~--~~----~~~-----(Treatment Program Name) 

by either thf' named program or TASC to ---;=-______ --.=-_--;_-:-;-_-:--_ 

(Person or Organization to 
--=---.----=--;::----:-r----.~------ for the purpose (s) of _____ _ 

Receive Infonnation) 

The extent and nature of infonnation to be disclosed are ---

This consent is subject to revocation by In: in writing at any 

time except to the extent that action has been taken in reliance 

hereon, and unless sooner revoked, will expire on __ =--:--.--__ or 
(Date) 

upon ______ ~--~--_=--~~~------------------
(Event or Condition) 

(Date Signed) 

(Witness) 

C-lS 

(Client's Signature) 

(Parent or Guardian's Signature 
if Client is a Minor) , 



Appendix D 

Sample Fonus 

Arrest Survey Fonn. 

Screenj'1g Interview Ponn 

Needs Assessnent Interview Fonn 

Referral Report Form 

Admission Report Fo:rm 

Contract Agreement Betw2en Client and TASC 

Client Control Card 

Client File Face Sheet 

Daily Attendance Report Fonn 

Urinalysis Recond 

TASC Tracker's Monthly Control Sheet 

M::lnth.ly Progress Report Form 

Alert Fonn 

Client ~rogress Report Letter 

Tennination Report Form 

Letter of Agreerrent 

Quarterly Statistical Report 

0-1 

0-2 

0-3 
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l\RP,EST SURVEY 

1- Name 2. Booking No. 

3, Booking Date Time .4. Interview Date Time 

S. Sex 6. Ethnicity 
Male Female White Black -- Hispanic __ Other ---- -- --

7. Marital Status 
Single __ Married Separated -- Divorced -- Widowed ----

B. Date of Birth 9. Residence 

Month Year ZIP Code ------- --
10. Present Charge(s) i. 

ll. Employment 12. Usual occupation 

Employed _ Unemp. __ Student --
f 

13. Have you 14. Do you lS. How 16. Year of 

ever used noW use frequently 1st use 

Alcohol 

Amphetamines 

Barbiturates 

Cocaine 

Heroin/Opiates . 
Marijuana/Hash 

Psychedelics 

Tranquilizers 

Fraquency. a - Not now used 3 - Two or three times per week 
1 - Once per month 4 - More than 3 times per week 
2 - Once per week S - Daily 

17. Prior Arrests (no.) \18. Prior convictions (no. ) 
Misdemeanors Felonies 

19. Probation /parole Status 
Never -- Not now -- Mun. ct. Prob. .- Sup. Ct. Prob. --
OUt of State Prob. -- ( ) Federal Prob. --- Stat.9 Parole -
Out of State Parole -- ( ) Fed. Parole --

20. Are you currently in treatment for alcohol or drug abuse? Yes -- No --
If yes, type location 

21. Previous treatment. Number of times --
Type location 

22. If you were offered an opportunity to go into treatment at this time, would you 

be intarested? 

Definitely interested __ Somewhal: interested -- Unsure --
Not interested -- Not applicable __ 

I 23. Type of treatn'.ent desired ; 
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1. 

3. 

5. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

11. 

lB. 

19. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

2B. 

29. 

30. 

32. 

CONFIDENTIAL PATIENT INFORMATION 
Any unauthorized disclosure is a 
Federal criminal offense. 

CAMELOT TASC 

Name 

Address 

Date of Birth 

.J.J .J 
Ethnicity 
White Black -- --
Where Interviewed 

SCREENING INTERVIEW 
(Determination of Eligibility) 

I 2. TASC No. 

4. How long? 

6. Sex 
Male Female -- -

Hispanic __ vt.her --' 
Jail Court TASC Office Other -- -- -- --
Have you ever used alcohol or drugs? Yes -- No --
Last time used 

\ 
12. What substance I 13. 

14. Have you 15. Do you 
ever used now \lse 

Alcohol 

Amphetamines 
.. - ..... -

Barbi tura tes 

Cocaine 

Heroin/Opia tes 

Marijuana/Hash i -Psychedelics I 
Tranquilizers 

Verified --
ily 

9. Date & Time 

How much 

16. How 
frequently 

Frequency: 0 Not now used 3 T>IO or three times per week 
1 Once per month 4 More than 3 times per week 
2 Once per week 5 Daily 

Current or past alcohol or drug treatment 
Type Location Dates Verified --

Bv 
Previous TASC Experience 20. Screening Urinalysis 
Yes - Dates Pos. -- for 
No -- Neg. __ No sample __ , 

Offense (s) charged Verified -
By 

Probation/Parole Status 
None -- Mun. Ct. prob. Sup. ct. Prob. -- Verified -Federal Prob. Other Prob. -Parole -- Federal Parole - By 

Probation/Parole officer 

Prior convictions Verified -
By ------------- -

Other charges pending Verified -
By 

Employer I 27. How long? 
Verified -Employer's Address 
By 

Occupation 

VolUnteer for TASC? 
1

31
• 

Volunteer's SignatUre 
Yes No Undecided 

Screener's comments 

I 33. Screener 
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CONFIDENTIAL PATIENT INFORMATION 
Any unauthorized disclosure is a 
Federal Criminal Offense. 

CAMELOT 
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT INTERVIEW 

TASC # Date ______ _ 
Name Maiden Phone ------------ ----------------Address City ____ State ____ Zip Code _______ _ 
How Long There --------Previous city State Zip Code ----------- ---- ----- --------
How Long There 
Race ( ) -White ) -Black ) ·'Hispanic ) -Other Sex: ) -Male ( ) -Female 
Age Date of Birth S.S.# Ht wt ------ ------- --- ------
Color of Hair Color of Eyes Referral Source 

1. EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
1.A. Are you currently employed? 

( )-Yes, Full-time ()-Yes, Part-time 
If YES: 
Current Employer Address 

-------

()-Unemployed ()-Housewife 

~--------------Phone Type of work or position _________ __ 
Supervisor Date Started Salary ------Hours/week ____ ~~ 

B. Are you a student? )~Yes ()-No )-Full-time ()-Part-time 
Number of credits School Major 

C. Can you verify your employment and/or student status? )-Yes ()-No 
Source of verification 

D. Education: Highest grade completed G.E.D. 

2. Beginning with most recent, what full-time jobs have you had in the past? 

:E:mployer Started Terminated Position 

3. What is the longest time you ever worked at one job? 

Wages Reason for 
Leaving 

4. Do you have an occupation - something you've been trained in? 
( ) -Yes () -No 

5. What skills do you have? 

6.A. What type of job do you most desire? _______________ _ 
B. What other jobs would you accept? 
C. What minimal wage is acceptable to you? 

7. Training Programs: 
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NAME 

Name Address Dates 
Training _________ _ Completed )-Yes )-No, Reason for Leaving 
Name Address Dates 
Training Completed ) -Yes )-No, Reason for Leaving 
Name Address Dates -.-----------Training Completed ) -Yes )-No, Reason for Leaving 

II. FINANCES 
8. Self earned net ( ) -Per week ( )-Per month 

9. Social Security _______ ~/month 

10. Pension /month -----------" 
II. Welfare /month 

Case workers name Phone Type of assistance 

12. 

13. 

14. 

-----~ -----Food Stamps: Pay Receive Card # 

Unemployment Benefits /week ----------' 
Veteran's Benefits ________ ~/month 

1>1edical card () -Yes () -No 
Health Insuran~e ()-Yes 
Medicare ()-Yes ()-No 

Card # _______ __ 

)-No Insurer ------------
15. Gross income /month ---------' 
16. Support payments: Pay Receive ---,-.---:---

Are you supporting your children or anyone else financially? ()-Yes ()-No 
If yes, how many are you supporting? 
If not your children, who? 

17. Rent and utilities -----------
18. Other major financial expenses (medical, debts, etc.) 

What How much -----------
III. MILITARY RECORD 

19. Are you a veteran of the armed forces? ()-Yes 
Are you in the Reserves? ()-Yes ()-No 
What branch of the service are/were you in? 
Dates: From to 

20. Type of discharge: 

( ) -No 

()-Honorable ()-Undesirable ()-General )-Dishonorable 
Discharge # 
If undesirable or dishonorable, was it due to: 
Alcohol use? Drug use? 
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NAME _________ __ 

21. Did you use drugs or alcohol before you went into the service? 
( ) -Yes ) -No Alcohol Drugs _________ _ 

22. Did you start using 
()-Yes ()-No 

drugs or alcohol while in the service? 
Which ones? 

( ) Marijuana --------~~ ( ) Barbiturates ( ) Heroin, other opiates 
( ) Hash ( ) Tranquilizers ( ) Cocaine 
( ) Hallucinogens ( ) Amphetamines ( ) Methadone 

IV. PERSONAL HISTORY 

23. Current Marital Status: 
() Single (Never married) 
() Divorced 

( ) Widowed 
( ) Married 

24. How many times have you been legally married? 

25. Living with: 
( ) No one ( ) With father only ( ) 

Separated 
Other: 

With Children (Minors) 
( ) With spouse ( ) With mother only ( ) With adult children 
( ) with relative(s) ( ) With friends ( ) Institutional 
( ) With both parents ( ) With spouse & children ( ) Other: 

Number of people living with ____ _ 

26. Total number of children: A) At home B) Out of home ---
27. Describe your relationship with the people whom you are living with 

and/or family. 

28. Who is your next of kin? Relation Phone ------ -----
29. Who is your closest friend? Phone ______ __ 

30. In case of emergency, who should be notified? 
Name Relation Phone ________ _ 

V. FAMILY HISTORY 

31. Is your father living? ()-Yes ()-No Mother? ()-Yes ()-No 

32. What is your father's name? 
Is or was your father using drugs? ( )-Yes ( )-No 

33. What is yoUr mother's maiden name? 
Is or was your mother using drugs? ( )-Yes )-No 

34. Did your mother or father ever drink heavily? ()-Yes ()-No 
Father, how often? Mother, how often? 

35. Are your parents: ()-Married )-Separated ()-Divorced 
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NAME _______________________ _ 

36. What was the last gr.ade your father and mother completed in school? 
Fa'cher Mother _____ _ 

37. Father's occupation __________ _ Mother's occupation 

VI. MEDICAL HISTORY 

38. Are you currently under a doctor's care for reasOns other than drug 
or alcohol use? ()-Yes ()-No 
Doctor's name 
Mldress 
Reason 
Last date you saw him ------Medication 

39. When was your last physical? Where? 

40. Have you ever been in a psychiatric hospital or ward for reasons other 
than alcohol or drug use? ()-Yes ()-No 
Hospital 
Hospital 
Hospital 

Date 
Date ______ _ 
Date 

Reason 
Reason 
Reason 

41. Have you ever had any other type of formal counseling or therapy with a 
private Fsychologist or psychiatrist? ()-Yes ( )-No 
Name Date Reason _____ _ 
Name Date Reason 
Name ______________ _ Date . ____ _ Reason ______ _ 

42. Do you have any additional problems in regard to: 
( ) Food 
( ) Clothing ____ _ 
( ) Housing 
( ) Health 
( ) Vocational adjustment _________ _ 
( ) Family adjustment 
( ) Personal adjustment 

43. What means of transportation are available to you? (Specify) __ _ 

44. Do you have a driver's license? ( ) -Yes )-No 

VII. LEGAL HISTORY 

45. ( ) None ( ) Pre-trial release to TASC ( ) ROR ( ) Diversion in 
( ) Bail amount ( ) Work release lieu of prosecution 
( ) On probation; Officer Phone TASC Condit, ion 

-~.--

Agency Charge Frequency of report _,_,_, ___ 
( ) On parole; Officer Phone TASC Condi,t.ion ---,--

Agency Charge Frequency of report ___ , __ . 
( ) Other: 
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NAME _______________ __ 

46. Cases Pending Court Date Status Attorney 

47. Beginning with the most recent, what convictions have you had in 
the past? 

Charge Amount of Time 
Served 

Year 

48. Summary of Previous convictions 
Felonies against people # 
Felonies against property # 
Misdemeanors # 

VIII. SUBSTANCE ABUSE 

49. 

Alcohol 
Amphetamines 
Barbiturates 
Cocaine 
Heroin/Opiates 
Marijuana/Hash 
Psychedelics 
Tranquilizers 

-----

Have you 
ever used 

Do you 
now use 

Frequency: 0 Not now used 

IX. ALCOHOL HISTORY 

1 - Once per month 
2 - Once per week 

50. What is your usual alcoholic drink? 

Where Prior to Drug Use 

( ) -Yes 
( ) -Yes 
( ) -Yes 

( ) -No 
( ) -No 
( ) -No 

Drug related charges # _____ _ 
Alcohol related charges # ____ __ 

How 
frequently 

Year of 
first use 

3 - Two or three times per week 
4 - More than 3 times per week 
5 - Daily 

51. When did you have your last drink? Date Time ---------
52. What is your most frequent drinking place? 

Own placE~ Bar _____ No one place 
Friend's place Street Other -------

53. Do you uHually drink... Alone No set group ------
With some small group No set style 

54. Have you ever had... Blackouts Convulsions DT's 
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NAME __________ __ 

Describe your behavior while drinking: 

55. Have you ever been in a hospital or program for alcoholic treatment? 
()-Yes ()-No 

Hospital or program Counselor/Doctor Type of Treatment Outcome Dates 

56. How was your past treatment funded? 

57. Are you presently a member of A.A.? )-Yes ()-NO Sponsor: 

58. What is the longest period of time you have stopped using alcohoL .•. 
A. On your own without the help of any program or hospital? Date ______ _ 
B. with the help of a program? Date 
C. How long did you remain alcohol-free after lea.ving a program? 

Length Program ________ __ 
D. Do you frequently come into contact with people who use alcohol? 

( ) -Yes () -No 

59. Initial assessment of stage of alcohol use: 
Early (alcohol required for pleasure) 
Middle (surreptitious drinking, defensive) 
Late (life oriented around alcohol) 
Non-alcoholic 

X. DRUG HISTORY 

60. Have you eVer been in a hospital or program for drug treatment? 

Hospital or program Counselor./Doctor Type of Treatment Outcome Dates 

61. Are there any other persons who can verify that you have used opiates 
for the last two years? ()-Yes ()-No 

Name Relationship Phone 

62. What is the longest period of time you have stopped using drugs ... 
A. On your own without the help of any program or hospital? Date _____ _ 
B. With the help of a program? Date 

~---C. How long did you remain drug-free after leaving a program? 
Length Program ---------



63. A. Do you frequently come into contact with people who use drugs? 
( ) -Yes () -No 

B. Do you consider yourself part of the drug sub-culture? ()-Yes ()-No 

XI. CLIENTS PREFERENCE OF TREATMENT MODALITY 

64. What forms of treatment would you prefer? 

Drug 

( ) Methadone maintenance 
( ) Ambulatory detoxification 
( ) Hospital detoxification 
( ) Drug-free/Out-patient: 
( ) In-patient V.A. 
( ) Therapeutic community 
( ) Modified residential 
( ) Other 

Alcohol 

( ) Antabuse 
( ) Detox 
( ) Out-patient counseling 
( ) Alcoholics Anonymous 
( ) ;rherapeutic community 
( ) Modified residential 
( ) Other 

65. What is client's motivation toward treatment? 
( ) Highly motivated 
( ) Slightly motivated 
( ) Not motivated 

XII. ASSESSMENT INTERVIEWER'S COMMENTS 

XIII. REFERRAL RECOMMENDATION 

Interviewer 
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To: (Treatment Program) 

From: (TASC Staff Person) 

CAMELOT TASC 
REFERRAL REPORT 

Date: 

The following persons were accepted as TASC clients today and referred to your program for 
treatment as indicated: 

-Date 1st Next Ct. 
Name TASC # Treatment Recommendation Apptmt. Date 

1-

2. 

3. 

4. 

Copies of intake information, TASC Client Contract, and Release of Confidential Information 
for each of these clients are attached. If any of the above clients fails to appear for 
his or her first appointment or is found inadmissible to your program, please notify TASC 
by telephone at once. Otherwise, please acknowledge admission in, the usual manner. 

This information has been disclosed to you from records whose 
confidentiality is protected by Federal law. Federal regulations 
(42 CFR Part 2) prohibit you from making any further disclosure 
of it without the specific written consent of the person(s) to 
whom it pertains, or as otherwise permitted by such regulations. 
A general authorization for the release of medical or other 
information is NOT sufficient for this purpose. 
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To: Director, Camelot TASC 

From: (Treatment Program) 

CAMELOT TASC 
ADMISSION REPORT 

Date: 

The following persons referred by TASC have been admitted to this program during the past week: 

Name TASC # Date Counselor Assigned Treatment Plan 
Admitted Attached Due 

l. 

2. 

3. 
, 

4. 

Progress of each of these individuals in treatment will be reported at the end of this month. 

This information has been disclosed to you from records 
whose confidentiality is protected by Federal law. Federal 
regulations (42 CFR Part 2) prohibit you from making any 
further disclosure of it without the specific written consent 
of the person(s) to whom it pertains, or as otherwise permitted 
by such regulations. A general authorization for the release 
of medical or other information is NOT sufficient for this 
purpose. 

~ 



CONTRACT AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN CLIENT AND TASC 

I, , do hereby request and authorize the Treatment 
Alternatives to Street Crime Program, to recommend me for referral to drug treatment. 

If accepted into TASC, I understand that my successful participation in the 
program (as determined by TASC and the appropriate criminal justice official) for 
a minimum period of months, may result in suspension of further criminal justice 
proceedings against me or in my being placed on conditional probation. 

I understand that my treatment progress will be monitored by TASC and reported 
monthly to ______ ' ____ --:_ and that my continued participation in TASC 
will be contingent upon the following conditions: 

(1) Entering drug abuse treatment immediately following my release from 
detention; 

(2) Remaining in TASC continuously for at least ________ months; 

(3) Maintenance of satisfactory progress as determined by 
(a) attendance at all scheduled treatment, 
(b) weekly urinalysis results; 

( 4) Observance of all rules and regulations of the treatment program 
facility to which I am assigned; 

(5) Observance of all local, state and federal criminal statutes. 

Any 
program. 
case will 

violation of the above conditions may result in my dismissal from the 
If I am dismissed from the program prior to satisfactory completion, my 
revert to normal criminal processing. 

I also agree to notify TASC if: 

(1) I change my address or phone number; 

(2) I obtain a lawyer; 

(3) I am rearrested or receive a court date from my lawyer, the criminal 
justice system, or any other reliable source. 

I fully understand the contents of this agreement and I hereby execute it of 
my own free will. No threat or promise of any kind has been made to me by any 
employee or representative of TASC or the City (County) of -----------------------in connection with this agreement, except as stated herein. 

Signature of Witness Signature of Client 

Title Date: 

Accepted for TASC: 
Project Director Date 
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- ----:r--':"------.,... __ ~ ___ - .. __ -- -__ '_~-.. __ ~~ __ •. ~ ...... ~.~ __ ~--,----........ ___ ..... _ ..... _____ .,...."..,.._~_-__ "'.{'*"' __ ....... ___ .. _ ... __ _ 

NAME - Last, First, MI 

ADDRESS 

I Treatment 
Program 

Termination Date 

Comments: 

In Out 

CLIENT CONTROL CARD 

Charge at Entry ______________________ _ Disp. 
Reason 

New Arrest for =-_______________________________ on 

New Conviction for _____________________ on ________ _ 

Support Services rec'd: 



-I 
I 
I 

, 
~ 

! 
r 

f 

CLIENT FILE FACE SHEET 

NAME DOB TASC # 

ADDRESS PHONE ______ _ 

DATE ENTERED TASC TRACKER ------------------
ATTORNEY PHONE 

PROBATION/PAROLE OFFICER __________________ _ 

CHARGE (S) : 

Disposition ------------------

LEGAL STATUS: 
Next Court Date Hearing Type 

TREATMENT STATUS: 

Program Date Ref. Modality 

Counselor Disposition Date 

Program Date Ref. Modality 

Counselor Disposition Date 

Program Date Ref. Modality 

Counselor Disposition Date 

COMMENTS: 
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-----------~--------------

CONFIDENTIAL PATIENT INFORMATION 
Any unauthorized disclosure 
is a Federal criminal offense. 

DAILY ATTENDANCE REPORT 

Client: Program: 

TASC #: 

DATE PRESENT ABSENT EXC. ABS. EXPLANATION 
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CONFIDE~nIAL PATIENT INFORMATION 
Any unauthorized disclosure is a 
Federal criminal offense. 

URINALYSIS RECORD 

Name ________________________ ___ 
TASC # 

DATE METHA- MORP- QUIN- AMPH. BARB. COCA- OTHER OTHER 
DONE HINE INE INE 

-
, 

. 

~ 
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TASC TRACKER IS 
MONTHLY CONTROL SHEET 

NAME 1 2 

CODE: 

I - Individual Counseling 
G - Group Counseling 
M - Medication 
U - Urinalysis 

3 4 5 
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6 7 f29 30 31 COMMENTS 
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C - Court Appearance 
E - Education Class 
J - Job Interview 
! - Kept Appointment 
o (in red) - Missed Appointment 
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Client's Name 

CAMELOT TASC 
MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Report Date 

Program ________________________________ _ For Period to -----
Counselor --------------------------- Environment/Modality ------------------
ATTENDANCE: 

No. Dates Appointments Scheduled: _i___ _ _________________________ _ 

Unexcused Absences: No. Dates -----------------------------
URINALYSIS: 

No. of Tests Scheduled --- Dates of Samples 

Drugs Tested 
Amphetamine 
Barbiturate 
Cocaine 
Methadone 
Morphine/Heroin 
Other 

Dates of Positiv~ Prescribed Medication(s) : 

EMPLOYMENT: 
Full Time Part Time hours per wE!ek ---
Employer ________________________________________________ -------------------

MODIFICATIONS OF TREATMENT PLAN: 

APPOINTMENTS SCHEDULED FOR COMING MONTH (DATES): 

COUNSELOR'S COMMENTS: 

This information has been disclosed to you from records whose 
confidentiality is protected by Federal law. FE~deral regulations 
(42 CFR Part 2) prohibit you fr(lm making any further disclosure 
of it without the specific written consent of the person to whom 
it pertainsp or a.s otherwise permitted by such regulations. A 
general authorization for the release of medical or other infor
mation is NOT sufficient for this purpose. 
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CAMELOT TASC 

ALERT FORM 

Name of Client ------------------------- Date -----------------------
Treatment Program ______________________________ __ 

CURRENT PROBLEM: 

Client's performance in treatment has been inadequate in that 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That client remain in treatment with a warning that termination 
will result if 

ACTION REQUIRED: 

TASC Monitor TASC Director 

(Note: 
Copies of this Alert should be sent to the Client, Treatment Program, 
and appropriate Criminal Justice Agency.) 

This information has been disclosed to you from records whose confi
dentiality is protected by Federal law. Federal regulations (42 CFR 
Part 2) prohibit you from making any further disclosure of it without 
the specific written consent of the person to whom it pertains, or as 
otherwise permitted by such regulations. A general authorization for 
the release of medical or other infomation is NOT sufficient for this 
purpose. 
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Mr. John Jones 

CAMELOT TASC 
859 Guinevere street 
Camelot, N.B. 00000 

March 1, 1979 

Camelot County Probation Department 
County Office Building 
Camelot, N.B. 00000 

Re: William Johnson 
TASC Admission Jan. 16, 1979 

Dear Mr. Jones: 

The above named TASC client has continued his satisfactory progress 
in drug abuse treatment through the month of February, 1979. Mr. Johnson 
entered the Outpatient Drug-Free treatment program of Excalibur on January 
16, 1979, and continues to be enrolled in that program. 

During the month of Februray, nine counselling sessions were 
scheduled for Mr. Johnson and his attendance met the requirements of 
TASC. Four urine samples were collected and tested for the presence of 
drug metabolites with satisfactory results. 

Mr. Johnson has enrolled in an Automobile Body Work class at the 
Camelot Vocational School and is scheduled to begin his classes in late 
March. He will continue his counseling at Excalibur during the month 
of March as well. 

Sincerely, 

TASC Monitor 

TASC Director 

(Note: It is suggested that individually-typed letters, rather than 
pre-printed form letters, be used for periodic progress reports to 
criminal justice agencies, insofar as TASC caseloads permit.) 

This information has been disclosed to you from records whose confi
dentiality is protected by Federal law. Federal regulations (42 CFR 
Part 2) prohibit you from making any further disclosure of it without 
the specific written consent of the person to whom it pertains, or as 
otherwise permitted by such regUlations. A general authorization for 
the release of medical or other information is NOT sufficient for this 
purpose. 
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CAMELOT TASC 

TERMINATION REPORT 

Client ______________________________ __ Date of Report ________________ __ 

Treatment Program ______________________________________ ___ 

Legal Status ________________ _ 

Date of Termination ________________ __ 

The above client has been terminated from TASC because: 

Unexcused Absences on 

___ Urinalysis positive for on 

Alcohol Abuse on 

Arrest for on 

conviction on charge of on 

___ Inadequate participation in treatment: 

___ Hospitalization for on 

Incarceration for on 

Death on 

Other: 

comments: 

TASC Director 

This information has been disclosed to you f~om records whose 
confidentiality is protected by Federal law. Federal regulations 
(42 CFR Part 2) prohibit you from making any further disclosure of it 
without the specific written consent of the person to whom j~ pertains, 
or as otherwise permitted by such regulations. A general authorization 
for the release of medical or other information is NOT sufficient for 
this purpose. 
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COUNTY OF CAMELOT 

DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME 

I,ETTER OF AGREEMENT 
with 

Roundtable, Inc. 

When duly signed this letter constitutes an agreement between the Camelot 
County Department of Substance Abuse Services, Treatment Alternatives to 
Street Crime Program, herein referred to as "TASC", and Roundtable, Inc. 
herein referred to as the "Treatment Service Unit" or "TSU". 

1. The Treatment Service Unit agrees that as long as it has treatment 
vacancies available it will accept clients who qualify for its 
treatment referred by TASC. 

II. The Treatment Service Unit shall provide the necessary materials, 
facilities, services and qualified personnel to furnish treatment 
and rehabilitation to alcohol/drug dependent persons in accordance 
with the following: 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

Insert in the basic letter of agreement a brief description 
of the treatment service unit. (The insert can also be 
photocopied and used :in a TASC resource book for staff use 
in making referrals.) The description should include: 

The name, mailing address, location(s) (if different from 
mailing addl:'ess), and telephone number of the TSU. 
The type (s) of ser\7ice the TSU will provide. 
The TSU's hours of operation. 
The physical environment of the TSU. 
The TSU'S criteria or requirements for admission. 
The person(s) to be contacted in making a referral to the TSU. 
The procedures to be followed in making a referral. 
Fees or costs of services expected to be paid by clients 
(if applicable). 

III. TASC shall provide the necessary materials, facilities, services, 
and qualified personnel to furnish identification, needs assessment, 
referral, and monitoring of alcohol and drug abusing persons in 
accordance with the following: 

Name and location: TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME 
859 Guinevere St., Camelot 
(corner of 9th and Guinevere) 
555-7639 
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The 
A. 

purposes of TASC are: 
To identify substance 
Justice System at the 

dependent individuals within the Criminal 
earliest possible stage. 

B. To make recommendations to the judiciary concerning the individual's 
appropriateness for treatment. 

C. To facilitate the individual's entry to the treatment system. 

D. To monitor each individual's progress through treatment and report 
to the jUdiciary as appropriate. 

Services: 
A potential TASC client after release from custody will recei'll'e a complete 
needs assessment interview and then be referred to the appropriate tr~at
ment modality; copies of interview and assessment records 'will be provi
ded to the TSU. The Tracker will then monitor the client's treabment pro
gress and make periodic reports to the cognizant criminal justice agency 
in regard to the individual's progress. 

TASC is responsible for assuring that the client will receive continuity 
of treatment through the use of case conferences with the treatment program 
involved. TASC will also assure a client's continuance in the treatment 
program through close client supervision and representation in court when 
necessary. 

Hours: 
7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday. Initial interviewing is carried 
on throughout the evening hours at the City/county Jail. 

Physical Environment: 
Brick Building, 3rd floor, 2 suites consisting of 8 offices, one meeting . 
room/library and 2 waiting rooms. 

Criteria for Admission: 
All prospective TASC clients must have some criminal justice involvement, 
excluding violent offense charges. All pretrial clients must volunteer 
for the TASC Program and live within Camelot County. Individuals will 
be accepted only if they are dependent upon or in danger of becoming 
dependent upon alcohol or drugs. 

Post-trial clients may be accepted upon the request of a probation and/or 
parole officer. All prospective clients must be aware of their obligations 
to TASC and agree to abide by these obligations. 

Termination of Cli~nts: 
Successful termination is the completion of the. trE::Cltment progr'am which 
has led to the individual's abstinence or control ')f substance use. 
Terminations are decid~d upon by the treatment coul1selor, the client, 
TASC Tracker, and the probation/parole officer involved, if appropriate. 
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Termination from a treatment program does not necessarily result in a 
successful termination. Some clients may need a re~evaluation and 
further treatment. 

Unsuccessful termination may be the result of the client's failure to 
report to TASC or the assigned treatment program for intake. Clients 
may also be termination for lack of attendance, incarceration, the 
commission of violent crime, or upon the final disposition of his 
criminal charges. 

Relationship with Court and Other Agencies: 
TASC has formal ties with both the Municipal Court and the Superior 
Court and the State Adult Parole Authority. Post-trial clients may 
receive probation conditional upon entering TASC. Clients may also be 
directly referred by probation officers and judges to TASC for evaluation 
and referral to treatment programs. Referrals from attorneys and treat
ment programs themselves are also accepted. 

Almost daily commu.nication is maintained between treatment programs and 
Case Managers in regard to clients. 

How to Make A Referral: 
Any individual who may be dependent upon or in danger of becoming depen
dent upon a substance and is involved in any manner with the Criminal 
Justice System may be referred to TASC for an evaluation and referral 
to an appropriate treatment prog~am. To refer a client, call the TASC 
office (555-7639) and tell the secretary that you would like to make a 
referral. An appointment will be scheduled for the client to see an 
Intake Worker. The Intake Coordinator will then have the responsibil'i ty 
of communicating back to the referral agency concerning the findings of 
his evaluation. 

[v. TASC and the TSU agree to promptly communicate in writing to one 
another any substanti,al changes in their services as described above. 

V. Reporting Procedures: The TSU will notify TASC immediately if client 
absconds or· fails to appear. TASC will call the TSU once a week to confirm 
client attendance. TASC will send to the TSU on or before the 20th of 
each month a Monthly Report Form for each client; the TSU Counselor will 
complete the report and return it to TASC by the 30th of the month. TASC 
Trackers will discuss each client with the client's TSU Counselor at 
least once each month and will directly contact clients as necessary. 
It can be anticipated that occasions might arise where a client is causing 
problems for the TSU and thus demonstrating indicators of failure. In 
these situations, the following alternatives can be utilized: 

1. A REINFORCEMENT by the TASC Tracker of the TSU position 
with an emphasis on "the reality of a client's situation." 

2. A RE-EVALUATION of the client's needs and responsiveness to 
treatment. 
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3. A RE-REFERRAL to a new treatment program. 

In situations where termination of a TASC client from treatment is 
warranted, the TSU will discuss (when possible). the incident with the 
TASC Tracker and then document the incident by completing a Critical 
Incident Report, prior to the decision to terminate the client. 

VI. TASC and the TSU promise to fully discuss and put in writing specified 
allegations of any breach in this agreement prior to taking any action 
as outlined in the following sanctions: 

1. Breach of this agreement by TASC may result in the referral 
of the TSU to accept subsequent TASC referred clients and 
the termination of the TSU's responsibility to provide the 
services listed in Section II. 

2. Breach of this agreement by the TSU may result in TASC's 
refusal to refer future TASC clients to the TSU and the 
removal of TASC clients from the TSU to other clinics. 

Dated this _____ day or __________ ~ ____ 1978 

Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime 

By: Title: 

Roundtable, Inc. 

By: Title: 
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TASC QUARTERLY STATISTICAL REPORT 

Project: Date: 

A. CLIENT INTAKE: * 
Number of clients formally referred 
to and/or officially admitted to 
your project 

a. on a pre-trial basis 
b. as a condition of post-trial 

process 
c. direct referral from probation 
d. direct referral from parole 
e. other (self-referral, police 

referral, etc.) 

B. CLIENT STATUS: * 
1. Number of clients active at the 

end of the quarter 

a. active in intake/detox process 
b. active in drug free treatment 
c. active in chemotherapy treatment 
d. active in jail·treatment 
e. active client, but not in above 

(job training, only urine surveil-
lance, etc. ) 

2. Number of clients who have success
fully completed TASC program require
ments 

3. Number of clients who have dropped 
out against advice or failed TASC 
requirements resulting in termina
tion (for reasons other than rearrest) 

4. Number of clients who, despite 
temporary successful participation, 
were not able or required to complete 
TASC requirements (e.g., charges 
dropped, client incarcerated, client 
died, client allowed to change juris
diction, etc.) 
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5, Number of clients arrested on new 
charges (other than vehicle related) 
while in TASC projec~ 
a. Number of above who are ter

minated because of arrest 

6. Number of arrested TASC clients 
actually convicted 

C. CLIENT PROFILES: ** 

1. Percentage of clients referred on 
deferred prosecution status 

2. Percentage of clients receiving 
drug treatment for the first time 
through TASC 

3. Percentage of clients involved 
in opiate abuse (either alone or 
in addition to other drugs) 

4. Percentage of clients charged 
with felony offense leading to 
TASC referral 

5. Percentage of clients in your 
project who are first time offenders 

6. Percentage of clients with at least 
four arrests prior to that which 
led to TASC referral 

7. Percentage of clients whose sole 
drug abuse is alcohol 

--_% 

--_% 

--_% 

--_% 

--_% 

--_% 

--_% 

* TASC formula: Al = BI,B2,3,4, and 5a. -- please check formula 
before submi'i!ting report. 

** These should be cumulative percentages based on all clients. 
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APPENDIX E 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
To Conduct An 

Evaluation of the Camelot TASC Project 

Part A - Instruction to Offerer 

The following instruction provides guidance in the preparation of pro
posals. Its purpose is to establish the acceptable minimum requirerrents 
for the fonnat and content of proposals in order to 1) assure the pro
posals are canplete and contain all the essential infonnation required 
by the Camalot TASC Project, and 2) assure a degree of unifonnity in pre
sentation which will facilitate appraisal and evaluation of proposals 
by this office. 

Section I. General Instructions 

A. There will not be a pre-proposal conference. 

B . Hand-delivered or mailed proposals must be delivered to the 
Camalot County PUrchasing Department, Camelot, New Britain 00000. 

C. Six (6) copies of each proposal must be sul::rnitted to this office 
at or before 10:00 a.m. November 17, 1978. 

D. late proposals: 

1. A proposal received at the office designated in this Request 
for Proposals after 10: 00 a.m. November 17, 1978 will not be 
considered unless it is received before aWdrd is made and 
meets at least one of the following conditions: 

a) it is sent by registered or certified mail and it is 
detennined by this office that late receipt was due 
solely to delay in the mails, for which the offerer was 
not responsible; 

b) it is detennine:1 by this office that the late receipt 
was due solely to mishandling by this office aft.er its 
arrival; 

c) it offers significant cost or technical advantages to 
the Camelot TASC Project. 

2. Offerers using certified mail are cautioned to obtain a receipt 
fer certified mail showing a legible, dated postmark, and to 
retain such receipt as evidence that a proposal was mailed in 
a tirrely manner. 
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3. The time of mailing of late proposals shall be deE!n'ed to be 
the last minute of the date shcmn on the posbnark on the 
registered mail receipt or registered mail wrapper or on 
the receipt for certified mail unless the offerer furnishes 
evidence from the post office station which establisres an 
earlier titre. 

E. Telegraphic offers are not acceptable. 

F. Each proposal must re bound as a single document containing two 
(2) sections: a technical proposal and a cost proposal. The 
proposal shall also provide the following information: 

1. NaIre, title, address, telephone m:mber, and area code of 
the individual (s) who may be contacted during the periexl 
of proposal evaluation for pranpt negotiation uJ.X)n award 
of a contract; 

2. Name, title, address, telephone number and area code of the 
individual (s) with authority to negotiate and contrac.tually 
bind the offerer. 

G. After sul:mission of proposals and closing thereof, no information 
will be furnished until award has reen made. 

H. Offerers may, at their discretion, sul:mit alternate proposals or 
proposals which offer to provide services or de'Telop plan com
ponents reyond those descrired in the scope of work, providing: 

1. they are separate fran the requested propOsal and identified 
as al temati ves or additional work beyond what has reen re
quested; 

2. they are separately priced and costed; 

3. they 'accanpany a proposal which is sul:mitted to accanplish 
only work requested in the Request for Prop:>sals; 

4. the rationale for su1:rnission of such an alternative or addi
tional work proposal is fully explained in the preface to 
such an additional proposal and an explanation of hav such 
alten1atives or additional work will improve the overall 
quality of the work being contracted for. 

I. The CaIrelot County Ccmnissioners reserve the right to make an award 
without further discussion of the proposals sul:mitted. It is 
understcxx1 that all proposals will reoome :p3.rt of the official file 
of this office ~ .. i.thout obligation to the Board of Ccmnissioners or 
the Camelot TASC Project. . 
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J. The offerer's proposal must disclose his technical approach in 
as much detail as possible; including, but not l:iInited to, the 
requirerrents S pe:!ified in the technical proposal instruction 
section herein. In addition, the requirerrents of the cost pro
posal i.l1struction section herein must be canplied with. 

K. The offerer shall specifically stipulate that the proposal is 
predicated upon his acceptance of all tenus and conditions con
tained in the Request for Proposals. 

L. A canplete, concise, and effective proposal is desired. Elaborate 
presentations which are not required to accomplish this end are 
not desired. 

M. Award will be ma.de to the organization whose proposal i!:l deter
mined to be most advantageous to the Camelot TASC Project after 
cons ide ring technical qualifications and other factors. The 
Camelot County Commissioners reserve the right to reject any and 
all proposals received and, at any tim:! after the closing date, 
to conduct negotiations to the extent deerred necessary and 
appropriate. 

N. In the event a proposal contains information which the offerer 
does not wish disclosed for any purpose other than to evaluate 
the proposal, he shall clearly mark each page which contains such' 
information with a legend which indicates his wish to limit dis
tribution of such information. 

SectiOll II. Technical Proposal Instructions 

A. Each technical proposal shall consist of four chapters: 

1. Nature of Assignrrent - a discussion of the offerer's under
standing of the problem and the nature of the assignment; 

2. Technical Approach - an outline of the offerer's technical 
approach to the work, including the delineation of tasks 
and a time outline for the completion of the tasks; 

3. Organizational Capabilities - an indication of the offerer's 
abili ty to perform the tasks described in Part B, incltrling 
experience in related areas and familiarity with the problem; 

4. Professional Staff - a description of the offerer's anticipated 
staffing pattern for the project, including reS1.lIIeS of staff to 
be assigned and responsibilities of each assigned staff member. 
Only resumes for those professionals who will be available for 
assignnent to the project should be included. 
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Section III. Cost Proposal Instructions 

A. The contract will be let on a fixed-cost basis. All pro];X)sals 
shCl~l be sul:m:i.tted on this basis, indicating direct costs, over
head, fee, and other cost breakdCMns as are necessary to clearly 
define the nature of the costs. 

B. Where specific work tasks are to be perfonred by subcontract, 
it is important that the proposed sul::xx>ntractor and such tasks 
arid functions be identified in the pro];X)sal. retailed pricing 
of subcontracted \rork tasks and functions in the sarre manner as 
though being performed by the offerer is required. 

c. Payment will be made on a percentage of canpletion basis, based 
upon tlinely receipt of scheduled re];X)rts. Reports are expected 
as follows: 

First quarter inte:r:im report - April 20, 1979 

Second quarter interim report - July 20, 1979 

Third quarter interim report - October 19, 1979 

Final eValuation report - receIllb::!r 20, 1979 

Part B - Contract Provisions, including scope of work 

Purpose: 

The Camelot TASC Project functions as an identification, referral, and 
monitoring agency for drug involved arrestees in carrelot County. The 
purpose of the project is to demonstrate that substance abusers can be 
transferred frcm the criminal justice to the treatIrent system without 
endangering the cormmmity, and with better cost and recidivism benefits. 
A programnatic evaluation must be conducted to assess these and other 
asSlIDlPtions. This evaluation must be sub-contracted to an agent inde
pendent of criminal justice, treatnEnt, or supportive service agencies 
directly involved in t.h= 'rASe process. 

Scope of 'Work 

Because of the nature of the TASC Project processes and goals, evaluation 
is seen at two levels: performance evaluation and impact evaluation. 
During the first year of program operation, the period of the contract 
here being considered, emphasis should be upon the fomer, but the con
tractor should also address impact evaluation to the extent that it can 
be measured during that period and also for the;purpose of defining 
appropriate data for a rrore ccmplete impact evaluation during the second 
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project year. The following considerations should be addressed: 

A. Perfonuance Evaluation 

1. Effectiveness of identification. Are potentially eligible 
TASC clients being identified ? 

2 . Effectiveness of court liaison. Are eligilile TA8C clients 
released fran criminal justice and referred to treatment? 

3. Effectiveness of client assessm:nt and referral. Are clients 
being promptly assessed and referred to appropriate treatment 
agencies? 

4 . Effectiveness of mani toring. Loes TASC carefully and accu
rately monitor client progress in treatment? 

5. Personnel efficiency. Are staff efficiently used? 

6. Perception of TASC. How is TASC perceived by officials or 
staff of criminal justice agencies, treatment programs, 
community agencies? 

7. Cost-effectiveness of TASC. How do the costs and benefits 
of TASC canpare with routine criminal justice process or 
other al ternati ves? How does Carrelot TASC canpare with 
similar TASC projects in tenus of costs and results? 

B. Impact Evaluation 

1. Analysis of successful canpletions versus client dropouts 
or failures. 

2. Analysis of client characteristics related to treatment outcome. 

3. Comparison of treatment modalities in relation to client 
attainment of successful T~SC carnpletion. 

4. Canparison of TASC vs. non-TASC disposition in relation to 
criminal recidivism rates. 

5. Canparison of TASC vs. non-TASC disposition in relation to 
drug use patterns. 

The offerer may suggest other considerations appropriate for the pro
posed evaluation. 

Reporting and other Considerations 
, - -- -----"----.:;..... 

1. Proposals should be based on fixed price contract. 
Offerer should bid only on services to be provided for that cost. 
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2. Proposals should l..t"1clude full rrethodology for conducting evaluation 
as requested above. 

-3. Rep::>rts are expected as follows: quarterly interim reports -
April 20, 1979; July 20, 1979; and October 19, 1979; final 
evaluation report - December 20, 1979. 

4. In addition, evaluation briefings made directly by the evaluator 
to the TASC Director will be expected every three 'Weeks for four 
months, l:eginning with issuance of this contract; and thereafter, 
briefings will be expected at least once every six ~eks. 

5. The County of CaIrelot reserves the right to negotiate other details 
related to this evaluation as deemed necessary. 
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APPENDIX F 

POSITION DESCRIPTIONS 

TASC PROJECT DIRECTOR 

position Description: Under the general supervision of the Director of 
the County Department of Substance Abuse Services, the TASC Project 
Director is responsible for overall administration and management of 
the TASC project. 

Major 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Duties: 
Responsibility for assuring project achievement of stated goals 
and objectives and for meeting all project requirements, including 
reports to appropriate agencies. 

Responsibility for development of the interface relationship be
tween the criminal justice and treatment systens. 

Management liaison with the criminal justice system, the treat
ment system, and the community, including the TASC Advisory Council. 

4. Responsibility for project planning and development, including 
institutionalization of TASC. 

5. Development of project policy and procedures. 

6. Management of project budget and fiscal affairs. 

7. Supervision of project staff, with hiring and termination authority. 

8. Liaison with community, city and other loca.l, state and Federal 
agencies. 

9. Responsibility for assuring the project is properly evaluated 
in order to ascertain its effectiveness and impact. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
1. Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Master's 

degree in a behavioral, health, or social sciences or criminal 
justice field with at least two years related experience, at 
least one year of which is administration; experience should. in
clude both criminal justice and either behavioral, health or social 
science. 

2. Additional work experience may be substituted for the Master's 
degree on a year for year basis, with a minimum education of a 
Bachelor's degree. 
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DEPUTY DIRECTOR/COURT LIAISON 

Position Description: Under the superv~s~on of the Project Director, 
the Deputy Director/Court Liaison is responsible for assisting the Pro
ject Director in the administration and management of the project, for 
assuming the duties of the Project Director in his/her absence, and for 
coordinating project activities with the courts. 

Duties: Major 
1. Responsibility for assisting the Project Director in developing 

project policies, procedures, and planning. 

2. Responsibility for developing project report data for the Project 
Director. 

3. Responsibility for staff development and training for all project 
staff. 

4. Supervision and management of project screening and court liaison 
functions and personnel. 

5. Coordination of project activities with the courts, inclUding 
judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, public defenders, pro
bation and parole officers and law enforcement officials. 

6, Representation of TASC project in court, including facilitation 
of client's release to TASC and reporting client status and pro
gress to the court. 

7. Responsibility for assuring clients are escorted from court to 
intake. 

8. Other duties as assigned by the Project Director. 

Minimum Qualifications: 

1. Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Bachelor's 
degree in behavioral, health, or social sciences or criminal 
justice, with two years related experience,at least one year of 
which is in the criminal justice field. 

2. Up to one year of post graduate education in a criminal justice 
field may be substituted for one-half year of criminal justic0 
experience. 

INTAKE COORDINATOR 

Position Description: Under the superv~s~on of the Project Director, the 
Intake Coordinator is responsible for the intake and tracking project 
functions and for supervi~inq tracking personnel and the Support Services 
Coordinator. 
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Majc;: Duties: 
1. Coordination of the project's intake process. 

2. Development and maintenance of TASC relationship with treatment 
programs under the guidance of the Project Director. 

3. Interviewing TASC clients in order to assess their treatment, 
rehabilitation and related needs and their amenability to treat
ment; completing client social, criminal, substance abuse and 
treatment histories; administering and interpreting needed tests. 

4. Consultation with tracking staff and other TASC staff in making 
most appropriate treatment referral; arranging for TASC clients' 
entry into treatment, including forwarding necessary records or 
documents. 

5: Establishment of client record system. 

6. Supervision of tracking fUnction and personnel. 

7. Other duties as assigned by the Project Director. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
1. Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Master's 

degree in a behavioral or social science field with one years 
related supervisory experience and two years diagnostic or thera
peutic experience with alcohol or drug abusers, or other persons 
experiencing behavioral/social problems. 

2. Additional work experience may be substituted for the Master's 
degree on a year for year basis, with a minimum education of a 
Bachelor's degree. 

SCREENER 

Position Description: Under the supervision of the Deputy Director, 
the TASC Project Screener is responsible for identification and initial 
interviewing of prospective TASC clients. The screener must. be able 
to establish rapport with prospective clients quickly and assess client 
eligibility for TASC. 

Major Duties: 
1. Conducting initial interview of all arrestees in lockup who are 

potential TASC clients by virtue of charge or other indicator 
information in order to preliminarily determine client eligibility. 

2. Explanation of the TASC program and requirements arid TASC client 
responsibilities to potential clients. 

3. Obtaining a urine specimen from all arrestees who volunteer for TASC. 
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4. Verificatian of all client informatian and presentatian af this 
infarmatian to. the Deputy Directar/Court Liaisan. 

5. Other duties as assigned by the Deputy Directar. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
1. Graduatian fram an accredited college ar university with a Bache

lor's de~ree in a behaviaral, health, or sacial sciences field and 
twa years experience in a related field which shauld include at 
least ane year experience in the alcohol and/ar drug abuse field. 

2. An equivalent cambinatian af educatian and experience may be 
substituted . 

TRACKER 

Pasition Description: Under the supervisian af the Intake Caardinatar, 
the Tracker is respansible for monitoring and reparting client pragress 
in treatment. 

Majar 
1. 

Duties: 
Cansulting with the Intake Caordinator in making the most appro
priat~ treatment referral; assisting in arranging far client 
entry into. treatment. 

2. Escarting clients from intake to. initial treatment episade. 

3. Contacting clients and treatment pragram caunselars weekly in 
arder to. manitar client progress in treatment . 

4. Receiving fram treatment pragrams the results of client week~y 
randam urine surveillance and written manthly pragress reparts On 
each TASC c lien t • 

5. Preparing written manthly repart to. apprapriate criminal jUE;,tice 
afficials an pragress af each client in treatment and an urin
alysis results; praviding immediate natice af client failure ar 
drapo.ut to. apprapriate criminal justice afficials, fallowed by 
a written natice. 

6. Recammending client transfer between treatment pragrams when necessary. 

7. Other duties as assigned by the Intake Caardinatar. 

Minimum Qualificatians: 
1. Graduatian from an accredited callege ar university with a 

Bachelar's degree in either a behaviaral, health, ar sacial 
sciences ar criminal justice field and twa years related 
experience. 
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2. An equivalent combination of education and experience may be 
substituted. 

SUPPORT SERVICES COORDINATOR 

Position Description: Under the supervision of the Intake Coordinator, 
the Support Services Coordinator is responsible for assisting TASC 
clients in obtaining educational, vocational rehabilitation, vocational 
counseling and training, job development and placement, housing, and 
legal services as appropriate from community agencies. 

Major Duties: 
1. Developing and maintaining linkages with community agencies pro

viding supportive services. 

2. Consulting with the Intake Coordinator and Trackers to determine 
TASC clients' needs for supportive services. 

3. Assisting TASC clients in obtaining such supportive services. 

4. Developing employment opportunities, directly when necessary, 
including liaison with community employers. 

5. Other duties as assigned by the Intake Coordinator. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
1. Graduation from an~credited college or university with a Bachelor's 

degree in a behavioral or social sciences field and two years related 
experience. 

2. An equivalent combination of education and experience may be substi
tuted. 

SECRETARY 

?osition Description: Under the superv~s~on of the Project Director, the 
Secretary is responsible for all project clerical work and reception duties. 

Major Duties: 
1. Typing project correspondence and reports. 

2. Answering the telephone and receiving visitors. 

3. Establishing and maintaining project and client files. 

4. Monitoring and ordering project office supplies. 

5. Other duties as assigned by the Project Director. 
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Minj~um Qualifications: 
1. I3raduation from an accredited high school with two years secretarial 

experience or graduation from a state certified business school with 
one ye9r secretarial experience. 

2. Ability to type 60 words per minute accuratelY. 

3. Ability to operate dictation and copying equipment. 

CASE MANAGER 

Position Description: Under the supervision of the Case Supervisor, 
the Case Manager is responsible for client intake, assessment, and referral, 
and for monitoring and reporting client progress in treatment. 

Major Duties; 
L Interviewing clients in order to assess their treatment, rehabili

tation and related needs and their amenability to treatment; 
completing social, criminal, substance abuse and treatment histories; 
administering and interpreting needed tests. 

2. Determining most appropriate treatment referral; arranging for the 
client's entry into treatment, including forwarding necessary re
cords or documents, and escorting the client from intake to initial 
treatment episode. 

3. Contacting clients and treatment program counselors weekly in order 
to monitor client progress in treatment· 

4. Receiving from treatment programs the results of client weekly 
random urine surveillance and written monthly progress reports 
on each client. 

5. Preparing written monthly report to appropriate criminal justice 
officials on progress of each client in treatment and on urinalysis 
results; providing immediate notice of client failure or dropout 
to appropriate criminal justice officials, followed by a written 
notice. 

6. Recommending client transfer between treatment programs when 
necessary. 

7. Other duties as assigned by the Case Supervisor. 

Minimum Qualifications: 
L Graduation from an accredited college or university with a Bachelor's 

degree in a behavioral or social science field and two years diagnos
tic or therapeutic experience with clients experiencing behavioral/ 
social problems. 

2. An equivalent combination of education and experience may be substituted. 

l}U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICEI 1979-281"380/4561 
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